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ABSTRACT 
The study of heavy ion induced'reaction dynamics above Coulomb barrier 
and below 10 MeV/nucleon has been the subject of considerable interest for the 
past few decades. Moreover, during the last couple^of-years there has been a 
renewed interest in the study of incomplete fusion reactions in heavy ion 
interactions. Evidences are available to believe that complete fusion and 
incomplete ftision are the dominant reaction mechanisms that take place at 
energies as low as 10 MeV/nucleon. Though several measurements are available 
in literature on the study of complete and incomplete fusion reactions but the data 
are still scarce and no systematic study has been done so far. In order to have 
better understanding of reaction mechanisms involved at energies below 
10 MeV/nucleon, more and more experimental data covering wide range of 
projectile-target systems over the entire mass and energy regions are required. To 
the best of our knowledge the measurements reported in the thesis are done for the 
first time. The work presented in the thesis has been divided into five chapters. 
Chapter 1 contains a general introduction of various heavy ion induced 
reaction mechanisms and their dependence on the impact parameter as well as 
projectile energy. A brief survey of the experiments done so far on incomplete 
fusion studies using off-beam and in-beam measurements has also been given. 
A list of projectile-target systems studied and the physical quantities measured 
below 10 MeV/nucleon energy in the present investigation, have been given. 
Some advantages and limitations of the recoil catcher activation technique 
employed in the excitation function and forward recoil range distribution 
measurements of evaporation residues reported here have been discussed. 
In chapter 2 of the thesis, details of experimental techniques, associated 
with off-beam as well as in-beam, employed in the present study are given that 
include target preparation, energy calibration of the spectrometer, detector 
efficiency measurement, formulation of the expression used for cross-section 
measurements, the method of removal of short-lived precursor contribution from 
the measured cumulative yield, detection of evaporation residues produced in 
complete as well as incomplete fusion processes using thick catchers and thin 
catchers and the experimental set-up used for off-beam measurements. 
Configurations of the Gamma-ray Detector Array (GDA) and Charged Particle 
Detector Array (CPDA), used for the in-beam particle-gamma coincidence 
measurements, along with in-beam experimental set-up and the basics of 
off-line data analysis have also been given. Experimental uncertainties in the 
measurements are also discussed. 
In chapter 3, details of three different types of measurements undertaken 
in the present work have been given using Cyclotron and Pelletron accelerator 
facilities available in India. These are: (i) The excitation function measurements 
of fifty-nine evaporation residues in four projectile-target systems '^O + ''^Sc, 
'^ O + ^''Ge, ^°Ne + ^^ Co and ^'^e + '^'Ho at projectile energies lying between 
« 2-8 MeV/nucleon, have been done .The measured cumulative as well as 
independent cross-sections for individual evaporation residues, wherever 
applicable at different energies in each of the projectile-target systems are 
tabulated . The evaporation residues identified are as follows: 
'^Sc(0, p3n)"Ni, ' 'Sc(0, p4n)^^i, '5Sc(0, 2pn)^^Co, 
'^Sc(0, a)"Co, '5Sc(0, an)^^Co, '^Sc(0, a2n)''Co, 
'^Sc(0, a2pn)^^Mn, ''^ ScCO, 2an)"SMn, '^SciO, lapnfCr, 
' 'Sc(0, 2ap3n)''Cr, ' 'Sc(0, 2ap4n/'Cr, '^ ScCO, 3anfW, 
''GeC'O, Anf'Zr, ''GeC'O, p2n)«^^Y, ''*Ge('^0, pSnfY, 
^'Ge('^0, p4n)«^Y, ''Ge('^0, an)«^'"Sr, ' 'Ge('^0, a3n)«^Sr, 
''^ GeC'^ O, ap2n)''Rb, ''Ge('^0, ap3n)'''"Rb, '^Ge(''0, ap4n)«'Rb, 
''Ge('^0,2a3n)''Kr, ''Ge('^0,2ap5n)''Br, ''Co(Ne, pn)''Kr, 
''Co(Ne, p2n)'^Kr, ''Co(Ne, 2pn)'^Br, ''Co(Ne, a)''Br, 
''Co(Ne, an) '^Br, ''Co(Ne, apn) "Se, ''Co(Ne, ap4n) '"Se, 
^^Co(Ne, a2pn) ^ ^As, ^^Co(Ne, 2a) ^ 'AS, ^'Co(Ne, 2an) '°As. 
^'Co(Ne, 2a2n) ^ A^s ^^Co(Ne, 2apn) ^ ^Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ^ ^Ge. 
^^Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^ ^Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 3a) ^ 'Ga, ^^Co(Ne. 3an) ''Ga. 
''Co(Ne, 3a2n) "Ga, ''Co(Ne, 4a2n) ^ 'Cu, "^Ho(Ne, 3n)"'lr. 
^Ho(Ne, p2n)'^ 0^s, '"Ho(Ne,p3n)'^'Os, '^ -Ho(Ne, a)'^ 'Re, 
^Ho(Ne, a2n)''^ Re, '^ 'Ho(Ne, a3n)'''Re, '"Ho(Ne, a4n)"'Re, 
^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^^W, '"Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W, '"Ho(Ne, ap6n)'^'W, 
^Ho(Ne, a2pn)"^ '"Ta, '^ H^o(Ne, 2a)"'Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2an)"^Ta 
^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)'^ T^a, '^ H^oCNe, 2a3n)'^ ''Ta, '^ H^o(Ne, 2a4n)''^ Ta, 
^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^ H^f, and '^ H^o(Ne, 4a3n)'^Tm. 
\Ur (ii) Recoil range distribution measurements of fifteen evaporation residues Os, 
«'0s, '^'Re, ' ^ V " 'W, '^ ^W, ' ^ V , ''^'"Ta,'^^Ta,'^^Ta,'^^Ta,'^ V ' T a , 
^^ Hf and '^ ^Tm produced via complete and incomplete fusion reaction channels 
n ^'^e + '^ ^Ho system at «164 MeV projectile energy have been done and yields 
of various evaporation residues as a function of cumulative aluminium catcher 
thickness have been obtained and are tabulated (iii) In an In-beam charged 
particle-gamma coincidence experiment for '^ O+'^ '^ Sn system at =100 MeV 
energy, the measurement of relative yields of the levels, from the intensities of 
gamma transitions in the rotational levels of populated evaporation residues 
produced in complete fusion and incomplete fusion processes, using the particle-
gated coincidence gamma-ray spectra under six gating conditions [particle(P)-
forward, alpha(a)-forward, particle(P)-90°, alpha(a)-90°, particle(P)-backward 
and alpha(a)-backward of CPDA detectors], have been done and the results are 
listed in different tables as a function of level spins for each residues. 
Chapter 4 of the thesis gives the details of modified computer code 
PACE-2, based on the statistical model approach and uses the Monte-Carlo 
simulation procedure for the de-excitation of compound nucleus. This code takes 
ni 
into account only the complete fusion process and has been used for the 
comparison of our measured excitation function data for various evaporation 
residues. Modifications suggested earlier in the code and selection of input 
parameters has been discussed. 
In chapter 5, results of present measurements and their analysis are 
discussed graphically. The focus of all the three different types of measurements 
in the thesis lies on better understanding of complete and incomplete processes. 
Results of all three measurements are discussed separately, (i) Excitation 
functions for fifty-nine evaporation residues of the four projectile-target systems 
'^0+^^Sc, '^0+^^Ge, ^%ie+^^Co and ^^e+'^^Ho at energies between 
w 2-8 MeV/nucleon have been measured. Measured cumulative and independent 
cross-sections are plotted and comparisons have been made vnth the theoretical 
predictions of computer code PACE-2, which takes into account only the 
complete fusion process and are displayed in figures for each evaporation 
residues. It has been observed that measured excitation functions for man\ 
evaporation residues are larger than theoretical values up to several orders of 
magnitude in some cases. This enhancement in the measured values may be 
attributed to the presence of incomplete fusion process in addition to complete 
fusion process. The evaporation residues produced through incomplete fusion 
process are expected to be governed mainly by the break-up of projectile '^O into 
"•He + '^ C and /or ^Be + ^Be and break-up of projectile ^°Ne into '^ O + ^He 
and /or '^ C + *Be (in the presence nuclear field of the target), followed by fusion 
of one of the fragments with the target nucleus and the composite system decays 
by particle emission to the excited evaporation residues which further decay by 
y-emission. In addition to it the unfused a-particle or a cluster of a-particles 
moves in forward direction. An attempt has been made to estimate the incomplete 
fusion fraction of the total fusion cross-section (complete + incomplete) from the 
measured excitation function data of the four different projectile-target systems 
IV 
'^O + ^^Sc, '^O + ^^Ge, 2%e + ^^ Co and ^'^e + '^^Ho. It has been found that 
incomplete fusion fraction is sensitively dependent on projectile energy and 
mass-asymmetry [Aj^ /(A^^ + Af,)]of the projectile-target systems. This has been 
depicted in figures also, (ii) Forward recoil range distributions of fifteen 
evaporation residues in thin aluminium catcher foils produced in the ^ e + Ho 
system at « 164 MeV have been measured and are displayed in figures. Ii has 
been observed that some evaporation residues have shown additional peaks in the 
measured forward recoil range distributions at cumulative thicknesses relatively 
smaller than the expected range of the residues produced via complete fusion. 
Since, in case of incomplete fusion, only a part of the incident projectile energy is 
imparted to the recoiling residue, the peaks at smaller cumulative catcher 
thicknesses may be assigned to the incomplete fusion reaction channels. It means 
that these evaporation residues are formed mainly by the break-up of projectile 
i.e. •^'^e into '^O + '^ He and '^ C + ^Be fragments, followed by fusion of one of the 
fragments with the target nucleus (i.e. through the incomplete fusion of the 
projectile ^ e with the target ^^Ho). The above description clearly indicates that 
peaks appearing at different cumulative thickness in the stopping medium are 
related with different degree of linear momentum transfer. The relative 
contributions of the complete fiision and incomplete fiision processes for each 
evaporation residues have also been obtained by taking areas under the peaks and 
are listed in a table. It is important to note that out come of the recoil range 
distributions data of ^°Ne + '^ ^Ho system are in good agreement with excitation 
function data, (iii) After the analysis of in-beam particle-gamma coincidence data 
for the system '^0+'^'*Sn at 6.3 MeV/nucleon '^0 -ion beam, it has been fovmd that 
spin distribution of relative level yield for the evaporation residues produced by 
complete fusion and incomplete fusion are quite different. The spin distributions 
of the energy levels of the evaporation residues populated through ICF channel 
(observed fi-om forward cone a-gated spectra) has been measured in addition to 
the evaporation residues populated through CF channel (observed from backward 
cone a-gated spectra). Residues populated through CF are also identified from 
singles spectra in xn emission channel. These study show that in ICF the yield are 
almost constant up to a certain angular momentum and then falls unlike in 
complete fusion where the yield falls exponentially with high spin. It is observed 
that there is a presence of strong side-feeding to the lower spin states in 
evaporation residues populated by CF of fusion-evaporation process. It has been 
observed that the driving input angular momentum Jo associated with incomplete 
fusion products are relatively higher than complete fusion products and increases 
with direct a-multiplicity. Hence, the average input angular momentum increases 
with decreasing degrees of linear momentum transfer from projectile to the target 
nucleus. The result clearly shows that lower f-values do not contribute to the 
ICF, significantly and hence ICF reactions are at relatively higher input angular 
momentum and hence leads to peripheral interaction. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Ever since the discovery of nucleus and first artificial radioactivity, efforts are 
continued to have a better understanding of atomic nucleus and its properties. The 
experimental nuclear physicists have been concerned with the investigation of various 
kinds of nuclear reactions. Nuclear reaction is said to occur when an energetic projectile 
comes close enough to a target nucleus within the range of nuclear forces, leading to the 
emission of nucleons, heavy ions and / or electromagnetic radiations. In a nuclear 
reaction, one has the information of the process before and after the reaction has taken 
place. However, what actually happens during the reaction itself is not well known. Being 
a quantum mechanical process, it cannot be directly visualized. Several theories and 
models have been proposed to understand nuclear reacfion mechanism. Niles Bohr [1] 
proposed the compound nucleus (CN) theory, to explain the nuclear reaction mechanism. 
Accordingly, the incident projectile fuses with the target nucleus forming a composite 
system, its energy and angular momentum of the projectile is shared among all the 
nucleons through random collisions till a thermodynamic equilibrium is established. The 
excited compound nucleus has a lifetime (-10'' sec) much longer than the transit time 
(-10'^^ sec) of the projectile through the nucleus. Statistical laws govern the emission of 
particles fi^om the compound nucleus. A basic assumption in the theory is that the decay 
of compound nucleus is totally independent of its mode of formation. In this reaction 
mechanism the angular distribution of the emitted particles is isotropic. It is important to 
note that compoimd nucleus reaction mechanism is generally valid at relatively lower 
excitations energies. 
The availability of accelerated ion beam of heavy ion (HI) fi-om cyclotron and 
linear accelerator has opened a new field of research, since last few decades. One of the 
important aspects of heavy ion (HI) reactions is that nuclei with large amount of angular 
momentum can be produced far away from stability line. Two heavy ion interact through 
the Coulomb field can be scattered elastically or in-elastically with Coulomb excitation. 
Nuclear interactions can only take place if the two heavy ions with energy in their center-
of-mass system £^„, is high enough to overcome the Coulomb barrier. Since the de-
Broglie wavelength associated with energetic heavy-ions is much smaller than the 
nuclear size, heavy ion reaction may be treated semi-classically. A pictorial 
representation of heavy ion interaction is shown in Fig. 1.1. In semi-classical approach 
the radial motion is treated classically and angular motion in the central field, quantum 
mechanically. Semi-classical approach of HI interaction makes it possible to give 
complete description in terms of the minimal distance between the two interacting ions 
'min which is related to the impact parameter ' Z)' [2] as, 
r^.=-l=4n=^ (1-1) rzE3 
where, E^„ is the center of mass energy and V{r^^) is the nuclear potential acting 
between two ions. For simplicity the nuclear field of the target nucleus is assumed to 
have a sharp boundary of radius RN- Some of the important processes that may occur in 
HI interactions are given below: 
(a) Elastic (Rutherford) scattering or Coulomb excitation region (r^ ^^  > R^-) 
(b) Deep inelastic scattering and incomplete fusion region (R^, < r^ .^  < R^j^.) 
(c) Transfer reactions or peripheral collision region (R^ic < r^,„ ^R^) 
(d) Fusion reactions region (0 < r ^ ^ -^ w) 
The formation and decay of an equilibrated compound nucleus is the main 
reaction mechanism of heavy ion collisions at low energies (2-10 MeV/nucleon). The 
nuclei produced in HI fusion reactions contain both excitation energy and angular 
momentum and their decay is governed by both these quantities. HI reactions are 
classically divided into distinct categories based on impact parameter [2]. 
(i) For the energies of the incident ion below the Coulomb barrier and at ver>' 
large values of impact parameter, distant collisions are associated with Coulomb 
interaction between the two nuclei. In this process Coulomb potential (FJand centrifugal 
potential (F^^ „,) are important. For grazing impact parameter, processes like inelastic 
scattering and nucleon transfer may take place. 
(ii) If the impact parameter is comparable to the sum of the radii of the interacting 
heavy-ions, a grazing collision takes place. In grazing collisions, transfer reactions are 
dominant phenomena. These are sometimes referred to as quasi-elastic transfer reactions. 
(iii) When the value of the impact parameter further decreases, the projectile 
interacts with the target nucleus at relatively high energy just enough to enter in the 
nuclear range of the interacting nuclei, produce deep-inelastic collisions (DIC), in which 
Elastic scattering 
Direct reactions 
Peripheral collisions 
.Complete fusion (CF) 
Incomplete fusion (ICF) 
and deep inelastic collision 
Grazing collisions 
Distant collisions 
Elastic (Rutherford) scattering 
Coulomb excitation 
Fig. 1.1 Pictorial representation of heavy ion interaction. 
a significant part of the kinetic energy of the incident projectile is converted into 
excitation energy of two reaction products so that the kinetic energy of the final nuclei 
are nearly equal to the Coulomb energy of the two touching spheres. Another possibility 
is that a portion of the projectile may fuse with the target while remainder proceeds as a 
spectator in the forward direction with nearly the beam velocity. The above phenomenon 
is called incomplete fusion (ICF) [3]. In case of ICF it is assumed that projectile may lose 
a-clusters as it approaches the nuclear field of the target, which may subsequently move 
in forward direction with almost projectile velocity. 
(iv) At lower incident energies if the impact parameter is reduced further, the 
projectile may completely fuse with the target nucleus resulting the formation of first the 
composite system that may undergoes thermal equilibration to become a compound 
nucleus. Such type of process is called complete fusion (CF) reaction. The compound 
nucleus momentum starts to fall behind the full projectile momentum, indicating that no 
longer the entire projectile participates in the compound nucleus formation. What actually 
happens will depend on many variables, such as bombarding energy, masses of the 
projectile and target, impact parameter and so on. An excited compound nucleus will 
decay predominantly by the emission of neutrons, protons, alpha particles and gamma 
rays. 
The dynamic collision of HI reactions may be explained in terms of potential 
between two interacting ions depending on the relative distance and angular momentum. 
The effective potential [2,4] between two interacting ions may be given as 
V,(r) = K(r) + V„ir) + V^^„,(r) (1.2) 
where, V^ (r) is the repulsive Coulomb potential, V^ (r) is the nuclear potential between 
two interacting ions and V^^^,{r) is the centrifugal potential. All of them are functions of 
relative separation ' r' between the interacting ions 
The repulsive Coulomb potential F_ (r) may be given as 
1 Z Z e^ 
K(r)=/ ' ' r>R^ (1.3) 
4;r£:o r 
where ZpSnd Zj are the atomic numbers of the projectile and the target nuclei 
respectively, ' e ' is the electronic charge and R^ is radius of target nucleus (assuming 
spherical). 
The attractive nuclear potential represents all complicated interaction between 
two ions, which may be taken as Saxon-Woods form given by, 
ys.r) = \ : : ^ (1.5) 
1 + exp( ) 
where, V^ is the depth of potential,' a ' is the difflision parameter and R = r^lA]-'^ + Ap^] 
is the separation between the two ions when they are just touching with each other and 
To = \.32 fm. 
The repulsive centrifugal potential F^ „^, (r) is given by 
n' /(/ + i) 
K.Ar) = (1.6) 2/j r" 
where, ju is the reduced mass of the projectile and target ions and / is the relative 
angular momentum of the nuclei. A graphical plot of effective potential as a function of 
relative separation between incident ions for the systems '^O + '^ "^ Sn is shown in Fig 1.2 
for different / -values. It is noteworthy that for the smaller angular momenta there is a 
pocket in the potential, which disappears with increasing /. 
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Fig. 1.2 Plots of effective potential F;(r)for the systems '*0 + '^Sn as a function of 
relative separation between the interacting ions for different values of angular 
momentum / . 
Heavy ion fusion reactions have been extensively studied because the possibility 
of producing nuclei with high excitation energy and high spin. The type of nuclear 
reaction that may occur between two heavy nuclei can be related to the entrance channel 
parameters of total mass, projectile energy and classical impact parameter or orbital 
angular momentum. These factors determine the degree of interpenetration of the target 
and projectile matter distributions occurring during the reaction. Angular momentum 
plays an important role in governing the reaction mechanism in heavy ion collisions. 
The reaction cross-section for individual angular momentum values is given by [4]: 
(7 = nX\2l+ \)T, 
Starting with the above expression and summation over all partial waves, reaction 
cross-section may be vmtten as, 
'max 
CT=;j^^2 (2^ + W (l-^) 
where, T, is the transmission coefficient for a particular / wave, If the transmission 
coefficient T, »1 for l<l max and T, » 0 for l>l max, then the total reaction 
cross-section is obtained by 
--Y cr, 
/=o 
In higher energy region the maximum angular momentum to fuse l^^^, is referred to as 
the critical angular momentum {1^,„). Then the summation should be made up to a 
critical limit /„„: 
cm 
U 
a = zX^J^i2l + l)T, (1.8) 
/=0 
Since we know that T, decreases only for grazing waves close to l^^ it is reasonable to 
take 7) «1 for all / values between 0 to l^^^, and is well-known sharp cut-off expression, 
a = ;rV(l,,„+\f^;rX'll (1.9) 
Hence, the cross-sections for deep inelastic collision (DIC) and fusion may be 
expressed as: 
(J^,C=7t%\ll,c-ll) (1.10) 
and (Tp-nX^^ll (1.11) 
The contribution of different processes in total cross-section is shown in Fig. 1.3. 
There are different experimental techniques available for the study of reaction 
dynamics, viz: measurements of excitation functions (EFs), recoil range distributions 
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(RRDs) of evaporation residues (ERs), velocity distribution of evaporation residues 
(ERs), kinetic energy spectra and angular distribution studies of the projectile like 
fragments (PLFs) and particle-gamma coincidence measurements at medium and low 
energies. However, useful information may be extracted from the measurement and 
analysis of excitation functions (EFs), forward recoil range distributions (RRD) and 
relative level yields from the intensities of prompt gamma transitions in rotational levels 
of evaporation residues formed in HI interaction using charged particle-gamma 
coincidence measurement. In the heavy ion induced reactions, the final state has a heav>' 
c 
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Fig. 1.3 Angular momentum dependence of reaction cross-section for various 
reaction channels. 
evaporation residue, light ions and/or y-rays. In most of the experiments the properties 
like, mass, charge, energy distributions, angular distributions etc., of light particles and/or 
y-rays emitted in such reactions are measured. However, considerable information about 
the nuclear mechanism may also be obtained by studying the properties of the heavy 
residues. These heavy evaporation residues may be identified by their characteristics like 
charge and mass using an appropriate recoil mass separator or by measuring their energy 
loss in a medium along with the time-of-flight. Evaporation residues (ERs) may be 
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identified by their characteristic y-rays and measuring their half-Hves, if the residues are 
radioactive. In most of the present studies the activation technique has been employed to 
identify the residues from their characteristic gamma rays and half-lives. 
Large scale efforts are in progress to understand the multitude of ICF process at 
energy above Coulomb barrier and below 10 MeV/nucleon. Britt and Quinton [5] and 
later on Galin et al. [6] pointed out the break-up of projectile '^C, '^0 and ''^ N into 
a-clusters in an interaction with the surface of target nuclei below 10 MeV/nucleon. 
However, first experimental evidence for incomplete fusion (ICF) was given by Inamura 
et al. [7] in the measurement of forward peaked 'fast' a-particles in coincidence with 
prompt gamma rays of the heavy residues produced in ' V + '^ ^Tb reactions. Parker et al 
[8] observed ICF in the reactions at 5 MeV/nucleon '^C-beam on ^'V by measuring the 
forward peaked a-particles in the energy spectra and angular distribution of a-particles. 
Tserruya et al. [9] also foimd evidence for ICF process from time-of-flight measurements 
of evaporation residues (ERs) in a reaction of 5-10 MeV/nucleon '^C-beam with '^°Sn, 
'^ °Gd and '^ ^Au. ICF studies using loosely bound projectiles have also been done by 
Gomes et al. [10]. It has also been observed that ICF of the projectile occurs at beam 
energies below 10 MeV/nucleon. As a matter of fact a large number of out going reaction 
channels are opened in heavy ion induced reactions at moderate excitation energies and 
the analysis of excitation functions of the evaporation residues may provide significant 
information about the complete and incomplete fusion reactions. Vergani et al. [11], 
Cavinato et al. [12], Crippa et al. [13], Tomar et al. [14,15], Sharma et al. [16,17] Singh 
et al. [18-22] and others [23-26] have also measured the excitation functions (EFs) for 
residues produced in complete fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion (ICF) of heavy ions 
and / or forward recoil range distributions (RRDs) of the evaporation residues produced 
using recoil catcher activation technique for a large number of projectile-target systems. 
From the analysis of measured EFs, it has been shown that incomplete fusion (ICF) 
process has a substantial contribution to the reaction cross-sections. In the measurements 
of forward recoil range distribution of evaporation residues using thin foil catcher 
technique, peaks at a depth in aluminium catcher foils proportional to the expected mean 
recoil range of residues produced by CF and ICF of the projectile with target have been 
obtained. Measurement of forward recoil range distributions has enormous advantages of 
identifying with absolute certainty the various residues, a fact that is of invaluable 
importance in reaction mechanism studies. 
Though several measurements are available in literature on study of complete and 
incomplete fusion reactions but the data are still scarce and no systematic study has been 
done so far. In order to have better understanding of these processes, more and more 
experimental data covering wide range of projectile-target systems over the entire mass 
and energy regions are required. Some of the characteristic features of ICF process 
reported earlier are as follows: 
(1) Production cross-sections for ICF residues are found to be higher than predicted 
by CF (fusion-evaporation) models. 
(2) ICF residues produced in a reaction traverse relatively smaller distances in the 
stopping medium than that of CF residues, due to the partial momentum transfer 
in ICF process. 
(3) PLFs produced in the break-up of the projectile in the nuclear field of the target 
associated with ICF, are mostly concentrated in the forward cone. 
(4) Spin distributions for ICF products are found to be distinctly different from 
those of CF products and input angular momentum J^ is found to be little 
larger than associated with CF. 
Several models have been proposed to explain some of the features of ICF 
process, such as break-up flision model [27], sum-rule model [28] and promptly emitted 
particle model (PEP) [29] etc. However, earlier studies showed that the above existing 
models fail to explain the observed ICF cross-section at such low beam energies, as these 
models are generally applicable above 10 MeV/nucleon heavy ion beam energy. 
Break-up fiision model of Udagawa and Tamura [27] explains ICF in terms of break-up 
of heavy ion projectile into a-clusters as it approaches the nuclear field of the target 
nucleus. One of the fragments of the projectile is assumed to fuse with target nucleus to 
form an incompletely fused composite system which subsequently de-excite by particle 
emission to give rise excited evaporation residues and the unfused fragment continues to 
move in forward cone with almost projectile velocity. 
Recoil catcher activation technique is one of the simplest but powerful methods of 
measuring the excitation functions (EFs) and to deduce the information about the nuclear 
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reaction mechanism. In this technique the activities induced in the target and catcher foils 
are measured off-line. The main advantage of the activation technique is the possibility of 
measuring cross-sections for the production of a large number of residues in a single 
irradiation thereby reducing beam-time requirements which in turn gives considerable 
economy to the expensive accelerator beam-time. This technique provides by far more 
accurate results not only because the background in y-spectra is much smaller, but also 
because each residues may be identified both through the energy of its characteristic 
y- lines and its half-life by measuring the variation in activity with time [30]. The 
accurate measurement of the excitation functions (EFs) of complex reactions with 
activation technique, in which several light particles are produced together with a 
radioactive residue, provides usefiil information on the reaction mechanisms. Even 
considering that in a given reaction, some of the residues are non-radioactive and some 
have imsuitable decay schemes to be easily measured, in many cases the mass and charge 
of a large number of radioactive residues are identified with absolute certainty. One may 
thus measure the cross-section of reaction products in order to gain comprehensive 
information about the process of its formation. It is important to note that decay of the 
produced precursor contribution must be taken into account properly. 
Measurement of excitation functions (EFs) involves recoil catcher technique 
followed by gamma-ray spectrometry of heavy residues produced. The experimental 
excitation functions are compared with the statistical model predictions of CF. 
Evaporation residues which are produced in CF can't be produced in ICF process but 
those produced in ICF may often be produced in the decay of composite system by CF 
process. Moreover, different contributions may be separated out using the measured 
excitation functions [30]. The higher values of experimental cross-sections than 
calculated ones are indicative of the occurrence of ICF. The recoil range distributions 
reveal the presence of ICF component much more explicitly. The ICF products have 
lower range in the stopping medium than CF products owing to incomplete momentum 
transfer. This approach can be used to obtain the linear momentum transfer in ICF 
reactions. 
More information regarding the complete fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion 
(ICF) may be extracted from the measurement of forward recoil range distributions 
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(RRDs) of the evaporation residues of the composite system. As such, in complete fusion 
(CF) process of the projectile with the target nucleus, the entire linear momentum of the 
projectile is transferred to the composite system and the composite system recoils a larger 
distance in forward direction. However, in the incomplete fusion process the fused 
projectile fragment transfer lesser or incomplete momentum to the composite system 
which recoils comparatively a lesser distance in the forward direction. It has been shown 
in some earlier studies [14-18, 23, 31] that careful recoil range distribution (RRD) 
measurement of the evaporation residues may be considered as a powerful technique for 
identification as well as separating individual contribution of complete and incomplete 
fusion channels. A significant contribution of ICF to the total reaction cross-section has 
been observed in some of these studies. It has been found that in most of the incomplete 
fusion (ICF) reactions the outgoing ejectile is invariably an a-particle or a cluster of a-
particles. Hence presence of a-cluster structure in the projectile as such may be expected 
as one of the possible reasons responsible for ICF reactions. 
A typical example of production of evaporation residue '^ ^Ta via complete fusion 
(CF) as well incomplete fusion (ICF) of the projectile '^^ Ne with the target '^ ^Ho in the 
reaction '^ ^Ho (Ne, 2an)'^^Ta may be understood with the following descriptions. 
CFof^"Ne 
CF 
"Ne+ Ho • ' ^ V (Completely fused Compound system) 
2an 
176 Ta 
(residue) 
12 
16/-W „4-20i, ICF of''"Ne (Fusion of fragment ^"0 of ^ "Ne) 
' V e r ' ' 0 + 'He-) + ' ' 'Ho ICF *He + 181 Re 
(a as spectator) 
an 
176-
(Incomplete!}' fused 
Composite system) 
Ta 
(residue) 
.20 12/ - „<• 20 , ICF of'"Ne (Fusion of fragment ' X of ""Ne) 
^Ver'^C + ''Be^  + '^ 'Ho 
ICF 177 
•. »Be + Ta (Incompletely ftised 
(Be as spectator) Composite system) 
176. Ta 
fresidue") 
Morgenstem at al. [32] and Chakrabarty et al. [33] studied the entrance channel 
mass-asymmetry dependence of ICF through the measurement of the velocity spectra of 
heavy residues in different mass-asymmetric systems. Using EFs data similar study has 
also been done by Singh et al [19]. Their study shows that for the same relative velocity a 
mass-symmetric system has relatively higher ICF fraction than that of a mass-asymmetric 
system in general. In the present measurement we have made an attempt to investigate 
the mass-asymmetry dependence of ICF fraction for four projectile-target combinations 
having different mass-asymmetric systems: '^0 + ""^ Sc, '^ O + "^^ Ge, ^°Ne + ^^ Co and 
^ ^ e + '^ ^Ho. Present measurements endorse the finding of Morgenstem et al. [32]. 
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More detailed information about ICF reaction dynamics can also be obtained from 
in-beam experiments by using particle-gamma coincidence technique. Dracoulis et al. 
[34] have suggested that the ICF process is preferred to achieve high spin states in final 
reaction products even at low bombarding energies and can be used as a spectroscopic 
tool. Study of the feeding pattern of rotational levels in ICF reactions by measuring the 
relative yields from the intensities of gamma transitions in the rotational levels has been 
done earlier also [7, 35] for deformed nuclei. Side-feeding of rotational levels of the 
residues produced in CF and ICF reactions were found to be distinctly different. Studies 
show that in ICF, the yield are almost constant up to a certain angular momentum and 
then falls unlike in CF where the yields gradually fall exponentially with spin. The 
analysis of data and results are discussed in the thesis. Our measurements for '^0+'^''Sn 
system at 100 MeV energy are in accordance with the previous findings by Inamura et 
al. [7], Barker et al. [35] and our recent publication by Singh et al. [36]. 
The present work has been undertaken with the objective to make a systematic 
measurement of the excitation functions (EFs) of '^ O + ''^Sc, '^ O + ^^Ge, ^ '^e + '"^ Co and 
^Ve + '^ ^Ho systems in the energy range « 2-8 MeV/nucleon. Measurement of forward 
recoil range distributions (RRDs) of the residues produced in the system '^'^e+'^^Ho at 
wl64 MeV energy has been done and the relative level yields from the intensities of 
gamma transitions in the rotafional levels for the system '^O + '^''Sn at 100 MeV energ) 
using particle-gamma coincidence technique have been measured and feeding pattern for 
the residues produces through CF and ICF have been studied. Two Indian heavy ion 
accelerator facilities Variable Energy Cyclotron at Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre 
(VECC) Kolkata (India) and 15 UD Pelletron at Inter University Accelerator Centre 
(lUAC), New Delhi (India) (formerly known as Nuclear Science Centre (NSC), New 
Delhi (India)), have been used for the present measurements. The projectile-target 
systems '^O + '^ ^Sc, '^O + ''^Ge, '^O + '^ ^Sn, ^°Ne + ^^Co and ^°Ne + '^ ^Ho were chosen 
for the following five main reasons: 
(i) It covers the entire mass region of the periodic table, thereby giving a better 
idea of CF and ICF in various mass regions. 
(ii) The radionuclides produced in these reactions, in general, have convenient 
half- lives for the measurement, using activation technique. 
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(iii) The effect of entrance channel mass-asymmetry dependence of ICF for the 
various mass-asymmetric systems '^0+''^Sc, '^ 0+^"*Ge, '^^ Ne+^^ Co and 
^^e+'^^Ho may be investigated, 
(iv) The feeding pattern of the rotational levels of evaporation residues produced 
in CF and ICF may be studied and the pattern be investigated using particle-
gamma coincidence technique for '^O + '^ "^ Sn system at 100 MeV ion beam, 
(v) No experimental data are available in literature for the above projectile-target 
systems in the energy region of 2-8 MeV/nucleon, hence new experimental 
data have been extracted. 
In the present work two projectiles '^O and ^ ^ e were chosen due to the fact that 
the reactions wdth these projectiles are largely understandable in terms of a composite 
structure of four and five alpha particles, respectively. This structure effect in the 
projectile plays a major role in the overall reaction. The work is aimed to extract new 
experimental data wherever not available in the literature. More and more experimental 
data are needed to have a better insight into the reaction mechanism that is involved at 
energies above Coulomb barrier and below 10 MeV/nucleon. The measured independent 
excitation functions of the residues are compared with the statistical model based 
theoretical predictions of code PACE-2 [37], which evaluates the cross-sections for 
evaporation residues formed in the CF without taking ICF process into account. From the 
analysis of EFs, it has been shovm that ICF process has a substantial contribution to the 
reaction cross-section, particularly in heavy targets. In complete fusion (CF) process, the 
entire momentum of the projectile is transferred and the compound system recoils in the 
forward beam direction to a large distance in the recoiling medium. However, in 
incomplete fusion (ICF) the composite system recoils a relatively smaller distance in the 
recoiling medium due to incomplete momentum transfer. Hence, measurement of forward 
recoil range distribution (RRD) of the evaporation residues sheds light on the reaction 
mechanism. In the present work forward recoil range distribution (RRD) of evaporation 
residues have been measured for the system ^'^e + '^'Ho at =164 MeV energy and 
individual contribution of CF and ICF channels has been estimated. 
The entire work of this thesis is presented in five chapters. Chapter 1 contains a 
general introduction of the heavy ion induced reaction mechanisms. Experimental 
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techniques employed in the present measurements are described in Chapter 2. Details of 
the measurements and observation tables are given in Chapter 3. Description of the 
modified Monte-Carlo simulation computer code PACE-2 is given in Chapter 4. The 
results of the present measurements, their graphical representations, analysis of the 
experimental data and conclusion have been given in Chapter 5. References are given at 
the end of each Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Experimental Techniques 
In the study of complete and incomplete fusion reactions in the heavy ion 
interaction with a target, the composite system may in general decay by emitting one 
or more protons, neutrons and /or a-particles, leaving behind the evaporation 
residues, which are generally in the excited states. These excited evaporation residues 
emit characteristic y-rays and then decay to the ground states. The measurement of 
yield of the evaporation residues produced in a particular reaction is the most accurate 
way of measuring the fusion cross-section of that reaction. This may be done by 
detecting the gamma rays of the evaporation residues and their daughters, if the 
evaporation residues are radioactive. Generally two measurement techniques are 
employed: 
(a) OFF-BEAM measurement (b) IN-BEAM measurement 
OFF-BEAM measurement provides accurate result not only because the 
background in gamma spectra is relatively much smaller, but also because each 
residue may be identified both through the energy of its characteristic gamma lines 
and its half-life by measuring the variation in the activity with time [1-2]. The 
technique of following the* activities induced in the irradiated samples from their 
characteristic y-rays in the case of radioactive residual nuclei of measurable half-lives 
is known as activation technique. In other words the activation technique is a method 
of cross-section measurement based on the formation of radioisotopes, as a result of 
reaction between the incoming nuclear particle and the stable isotope of a particular 
element, which leads to the isotopic analysis. The unique decay mode of each residual 
radioisotope provides a specific way for its identification and measurement. In this 
technique a stack of samples along with energy degraders be irradiated in a fixed 
geometry, by placing the target foil normal to the incident ion beam. In general, 
several activities due to various residual radioisotopes of different reactions are 
produced in an irradiated sample. Following the activities induced in the sample after 
irradiation, one may perform the measurement of the cross-sections of the produced 
radioactive residues. One of the major advantages of activation technique is that the 
cross-sections for more than one reaction may be measured in a single irradiation thus 
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reducing the expensive beam time requirements. However, tliis technique is limited 
only for the reaction products which are radioactive and having measurable 
convenient half-lives. Still the activation analysis is quite simple and accurate, but 
sometimes it becomes more complicated due to the presence of y-rays of slightly 
different energies from more than one reaction products. The activation technique has 
many applications in various fields of applied sciences and nuclear research due to its. 
simplicity, selectivity and sensitivity [3]. However, this technique requires the precise 
knowledge of y-ray energies and complete decay schemes of the residual nuclei. The 
proper choice of the projectile-target combination, incident beam energy of the 
projectile, time of irradiation, half-lives of the produced radio-nuclides and detectors 
with good resolutions are some of the essentialities for accurate measurements by the 
activation technique. In the present measurements activation technique has also been 
used for the major part of the work. In the IN-BEAM measurement the residual nuclei 
may be identified by various methods either directly from the charge-to-mass ratio or 
using coincidence technique in which particle-gamma or gamma-gamma coincidences 
are looked for. Details of In-Beam measurements are given in Section 2.2. 
2.1 Off-beam measurements 
The experiments for the measurement of the excitation functions for the 
different evaporation residues produced in the target-projectile systems '^ O + '*^ Sc. 
'*0 + "^Ge, °^Ne + ^^ Co and ^Ve + '*^Ho were carried out using the VECC Heavy-
Ion accelerator facilities at Kolkata, India. In the present work, excitation functions 
(EFs) of these systems were measured using the recoil-catcher activation technique 
followed by off-line y-ray spectroscopy. In this method a stack of target foils backed 
by thick aluminium catchers is irradiated in a fixed geometry in such a way that each 
successive target-catcher of the stack are irradiated at decreasing incident energies. 
The activities produced in each target-catcher assembly were measured and cross-
sections of various reactions are measured using their corresponding y-rays. The 
measured excitation functions (EFs) have been compared with theoretical calculations 
done using the statistical model code PACE-2 [4, 5]. 
Forward recoil range distributions of a large number of evaporation residues 
produced in the projectile-target system °^Ne + '^'HO, recoiling into thin aluminum 
catchers, have also been measured at «164 MeV energy, by recoil catcher activation 
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technique and off-line gamma-ray spectroscopy. The relative contributions of 
complete and incomplete fusion of the evaporation residues have been separated out 
from recoil range distribution data of this system. 
2.1.1 Target Preparation 
The targets used in the present work were prepared at the Target Laboratory of 
Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) and Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics 
(SINP), Kolkata, India. Targets were prepared either in the form of self-supporting 
rolled foils or by vacuum evaporation technique on thin Al-foils. The enriched targets 
'^'Ge (enrichment « 98.9%), natural targets ^^ Sc (purity « 99.9%) and "^^ Co 
(purity = 99.9%) were prepared by vacuum evaporation technique on thick aluminium 
backing. The self-supporting natural '*^Ho targets (purity a 99.99%) were prepared by 
rolling machine. The thin aluminum catchers, used in recoil range distribution (RRD) 
measurement were also prepared by using vacuum evaporation technique. In this 
technique, aluminium was first heated in vacuum and aluminium vapours were 
allowed to condense on a glass slide coated with releasing agent kept at a lower 
temperature. The thin aluminium films formed were removed by floating the coated 
slides on distilled water. The floated films of size 1.5x1.5 cm^ were lifted on circular 
aluminium frames having concentric holes of diameter 12mm in its centre. 
The vacuum evaporation technique is most commonly used for thin film target 
preparation. The thickness of the target material "^"Ge deposited on the circular 
aluminium backing foils varied between 80 to 270 )u.g/cm .^ The material of '^*Ge was 
deposited on the circular aluminium backing foils of thickness 1.14 mg/cm .^ The 
thickness of''^Sc deposited on Img/cm^ circular aluminium backing foils was varied 
between 80 to 700 |ig/cm^. The target material ^^ Co deposited by vacuum deposition 
technique on circular aluminium backing foils of the thickness 2 mg/cm^ varied 
between 37 to I87jig/cm^ Target materials were spread over a circular area of 
diameter 15 mm. Self-supporting '*^Ho target were prepared by rolling of pure natural 
holmium. The thickness of holmium targets used in the EFs experiment was s:1.265 
mg/cm^ and for RRD experiment a 0.465 mg/cm .^ Aluminium foils were chosen for 
backing material as well as for catchers, since the interaction of oxygen or neon ions 
with aluminium produces negligible activities which do not interfere with the 
activities of evaporation residues of interest. Thickness of each target was measured 
by two methods (i) by weighing individual aluminium foils before and after 
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deposition of target material, (ii) by alpha transmission method in which the energy 
loss suffered by 5.486 MeV alpha particles emitted from '^"Am- source, while 
traversing through the target material, is measured. The cut pieces of targets were 
fixed using the conducting glue Zapon on circular aluminum frames of 30 mm 
diameter having concentric circular hole of diameter 12 mm in its center. The 
aluminium target holders were used for rapid heat dissipation. 
2.1.2 Energy and Efficiency Calibration 
During the heavy-ion reactions a large number of evaporation residues are 
produced and each has a number of y-rays. In order to correctly identify the 
characteristic y-rays of evaporation residues in the complex y-ray spectra, a detector of 
high resolution and proper calibration is required. Further, in order to make 
quantitative measurements, the detector efficiency for the given source-detector 
geometry must be known precisely. In the present measurements two high-resolution 
HPGe detectors of 60 cm^ and 100 cm^ active volumes were used for the 
identification of characteristic y-rays for different projectile-target system. The HPGe 
detectors have been calibrated by using standard '^ ^Eu radioactive y-ray source. The 
detector was coupled to a PC based data acquisition system equipped with software 
MAESTRO. The prominent y-rays that are used in the present calibration along v^ ith 
their intensities are listed in Table 2.1. Characteristic gamma ray spectrum of Eu is 
also displayed in Fig.2.1. The resolutions of HPGe detectors were found to be less 
than 2.0 keV at 1.33 MeV y-rays of ^Co. The evaporation residues were identified by 
their characteristic y-ray energies, half-lives and branching ratios. The branching 
ratios of the characteristic y-rays in the decay of the residual nuclei have been used to 
compute the experimentally measured cross-sections, corresponding to various 
radioactive residues. The characteristic y-rays energies, their abundances and half-
lives of evaporation residue etc are taken fi-om the Table of Isotopes [6] and Nuclear 
Wallet Card [7]. In the present measurements, the standard y-ray sources and the 
activities induced in the irradiated samples and/or catcher foils were counted in the 
same geometry. The distance between the irradiated sample and the detector was 
adjusted so that the dead time of the detector was always less than 10%. 
The geometry dependent efficiency (SG)of the detector for different 
source-detector separation distance was calculated using the relation, 
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e^=S/[S,exp(-A,tW,] ( 2 . 1 ) 
where, S is the observed disintegration rate of the gamma ray source '^ ^Eu at the time 
of measurement, S^, is the absolute disintegration rate at the time of its manufacture. 
Table 2.1 y-rays and their absolute intensities in standard 
y-source '*^ Eu. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 
11. 
12. 
Gamma rays 
energy (KeV) 
121.78 
244.70 
344.28 
411.12 
443.99 
778.93 
964.03 
1085.82 
1089.77 
1112.05 
1213.00 
1299.00 
1408.03 
Absolute Intensity, Q\ (%) 
28.40 
7.50 
2.70 
2.20 
3.10 
13.00 
14.60 
10.10 
1.70 
13.20 
1.40 
1.60 
20.80 
/I, is the decay constant, / isthe time lapsed between the date of manufacture and 
start of the counting of the source, ^, is the branching ratio of the characteristic 
gamma-ray of the source. By using the source-detector assembly shown in Fig.2.2, the 
standard y-source and irradiated targets were counted in the same geometry. A 
polynomial of degree 5 having the following form, gives the best fit for the energy 
dependence of the efficiency. 
-la,E' (2.2) 
1=0 
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where, the constants a^, o,, Oj» 3^ > ^4 ^"^ ^5 ^^^ determined by least-square fit 
and having different values at different source-detector distances and E being the 
energy of the characteristic gamma-rays. Typical geometry dependent efficiency 
curves of the HPGe-detector at the different distances of 2, 4, 6 and 8 cm from the 
'^ ^Eu source is shown in Figs.2.3. The geometry dependent efficiencies of HPGe 
detector at various source-detector distances were measured using '^ '^ Eu standard 
source of known strength. 
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Fig. 2.1 Characteristic gamma ray spectrum of Eu at distance 2. 
2.1.3 Target Irradiation 
Targets stacks were irradiated, in a specially designed vacuum chamber, by 
'^0 and °^N e-ion beam of 115, 150 and 165 MeV energies, at Variable Energy 
Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Kolkata, India. In this method a stack of target foils 
interspersed with_aluminium backing/catchers is irradiated in a fixed geometry, in 
such a way that each successive target-catcher of the stack is irradiated at decreasing 
incident energies. The irradiation time of each stack was chosen, keeping in view the 
half-lives of the evaporation residues of interest. The targets backed by thin 
aluminium catchers or energy degraders were placed normal to the beam direction so 
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that the recoiling nuclei coming out of the target may be trapped immediately in the 
following catcher foils. 
Stacks of "^ Sc targets interspersed with Img/cm^thin aluminum foils between 
successive target-catcher assembly of the stack that served as catchers for recoil 
residues and energy degraders for '^0-ion beam as well, were irradiated with 115 
MeV '^0-ion beam. Two independent irradiations were carried out for about 9 hours 
to cover the beam energy ranging between 39 and 114 MeV. The weighted average 
beam current measured behind the target assembly was ~ 70 nA. In case of ^^ Ge the 
stack of ^*Ge targets on aluminium backing along with 1 mg/cm^ aluminium 
catcher/degrader was also irradiated for about 8 hours with 115 MeV '^0-ion beam. 
The stack prepared for irradiation covered the beam energy range from 60.2 to 111.6 
MeV. For the target ^'Co, a stack consisting of ten targets of ^^ Co backed by 
," CQ , >' W ,'. - ^ ' CQ, .^ ' ' > CQV---: ' ,01-- ' m 
Fig. 2.2 A typical arrangement for source-detector separation 
assembly for detecting the y-activities. 
2 mg/cm^ thick aluminium foils were bombarded with ^*^e ion-beam at energy -150 
MeV. The irradiation time of the stack was kept about 6 hours. The weighted average 
beam current measured behind the target assembly was about 60 nA. The excitation 
functions of the evaporation residues in the reaction of ^^e with '^ ^Ho were 
measured at incident beam energies between 88-165 MeV. Two stacks of target-
catcher assemblies were bombarded with the ^^e-ion beam. In the first stack, rolled 
holmium foils of thickness 1.265 mg/cm^ along with aluminium energy degraders of 
thickness 1.2 mg/cm^ were used to form a target catcher assembly. In second the 
stack, same thickness of holmium foils with aluminium energy degraders of thickness 
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around 0.8 mg/cm^ were also used to form a target-catcher assembly. Two 
independent irradiations were carried out by ^°Ne-ion beam at 165 and 132 MeV 
energies, so as to encompass the beam energy range of 88-165 MeV. The 
irradiations were done for about 8 hours at beam current of - 40 nA for each 
stack. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for target irradiation is 
shown in Fig.2.4. 
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Fig. 23 Typical geometry dependent efficiency curves of the HPGe-detector 
at the different distances at 2,4,6 and 8 cm from the '^ £^u source. 
Since the irradiation times were long and varied from 6 to 9 hours, the fluence 
of '^ O and ^'^e beams were monitored every 5 min to allow one to take into account 
the fluctuations in beam currents in evaluating the beam flux. The beam fluxes 
measured by two methods (weighted average beam current and total charge collected 
in Faraday cup) were found to agree with each other within 10% variation. The mean 
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energy of the incident ion beam at half the thici<ness on each foil in the each stack was 
calculated from the energy degradation of the incident beam energy, using stopping 
power tables [8]. 
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Fig. 2.4 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for target irradiation. 
2.1.4 Detection of Evaporation Residues 
The residual y-activities induced in the individual irradiated targets was 
recorded using a pre-calibrated high resolution HPGe detector coupled to PC based 
data acquisition system followed by off-line measurement for several days. In case of 
radioactive evaporation residues, the activation technique involves proper 
identification and the accurate measurement of the intensity of characteristic y-rays 
emitted by the excited residual or the daughter nuclei. In these off-line measurements, 
the y-ray energy and accurate intensity of characteristic y-rays emitted by the de-
excitation of residual nuclei or the daughter nuclei are measured. The y-ray energy 
spectra of each irradiated sample were recorded at increasing times up to several days 
to account the contribution of precursor decay, if present, and the radioactive 
evaporation residues were identified by their characteristic y rays. Fig.2.5 shows a 
typical block diagram of y-ray spectrometer set-up used for energy calibration and 
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y-ray measurements. The dead time during the counting of irradiated sample was kept 
below 10% so as to minimize the pile-up effects, by adjusting target-detector distance. 
The unambiguous assignment of the evaporation residues from the y-ray spectra were 
carried out following their y-ray energies and half-lives after the complete decay of 
I 
Sample 
HPGe 
Detector 
Pre-
amplifier Amplifier 
ADC 
PC based MCA 
Fig. 2.5 Typical block diagram of y-ray spectrometer set-up used for the energy 
calibration and y-ray spectrometry. 
short-lived higher charge precursors, if present. The contribution of different 
radioisotopes in such cases was separated on the basis of their half-lives by following 
the induced activities for a considerably longer period and then analyzing the 
composite decay curves. A typical y-ray energy spectrum obtained from irradiated 
""^ Sc sample by '^O- ion beam at 80.4 MeV has been shown in Fig.2.6. Similarly, 
y-ray energy spectra for the system '^ 0+ '^*Ge at 83.1 MeV, ^^e+'^Co at 150 MeV 
and ^'^e + '*^Ho at 164.6 MeV are also shown in Figs 2.7-2.9 respectively. 
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Channel Number 
2500 
Fig. 2.6 Typical y-ray energy spectrum obtained from irradiation of 
'*^ Sc by '"O- ion beam at » 80.4 MeV between the Channel Number 
250-2600. 
400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 220C 
Channel Number 
Fig. 2.7 Typical y-ray energy spectrum obtained from irradiation of "^Ge 
by '^ O-ion beam at « 83.1 MeV between the Channel Number 300-2200. 
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Fig. 2.8 Typical y-ray energy spectrum obtained from irradiation of 
*'Co by "^Ne- ion beam at « 150 MeV between the Channel 
Number 400-1900. 
10' 
200 400 600 800 
Channel N u m ber 
1000 
Fig, 2.9 Typical y-ray energy spectrum obtained from irradiation of 
^*^o by "^Ne- ion beam at « 165 MeV between the Channel Number 
200-1100. 
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2.1.5 Formulation 
Irradiation of a sample by a particle beam may initiate various reactions in it. 
As a result many isotopes are formed by the emission of some particles and the 
residual nuclei left in the excited states are obtained .The residual nuclei may decay 
through its characteristic gamma-rays. If ' ^ ' is the flux of incident beam, " JV^  " is 
the initial number of nuclei present in the target/sample and cr^ is the activation 
reaction cross-section for that particular channel, the rate of formation of particular 
activation product may be given by the following expression, 
N = N^<I>(7, (2.3) 
The disintegration rate of the induced activity in a sample after a time 7' from 
the stop of irradiation may be given by the expression, 
{^] ^A^ t l - expC-AQ] ^2.4) 
^ dt ) , exp(A/) 
where, ' /, ' is the duration time of irradiation of the target and ' /I ' is the decay 
constant of induced activity of the residual nucleus which is related with the half-life 
(7,^ 2) t>y the expression, 
, ln2 
^ = -^ (2.5) 
•'1/2 
The factor [I-exp(-/ l / | ) ] is called the saturation correction. It should also be 
considered that the radioactive nuclei produced might also decay during the 
irradiation time. The number of radioactive nuclei decays in a very small time interval 
dt can be written as, 
dN = A^[l-exp(-Ar,)]exp(-/lr,)c?r (2.6) 
If the activity induced in the irradiated sample is recorded for a time duration 
73 'after a lapse time ' t^', then the total number of nuclides decayed during the time 
' tj' and ' (^ 2 + ^3)' will be given by, 
Ci + h 
C-[ dN (2.7) 
C = TV [1 - exp (- i / , ) ] I'"' exp ( - At).dt 
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C = A.[l-exp(-AO]x^^7''L'V-
A exp \/-t^) 
^ ^^ [ l - e x p ( - / l O ] [ l - e x p ( - ^ r 3 ) ] 
^ - •'* '. T^ \ '^•°-' 
A exp \At-2^) 
If the induced activity in the sample is recorded by a suitable y-ray spectrometer of 
geometry dependent efficiency (£-g), then absolute counting rate ' C and the 
observed counting rate ' A ' may be related as, 
C = (2.9) 
where, 9 is the branching ratio of the characteristic y-ray, ' K' \s the self absorption 
correction factor for the y-ray in sample and is given as, 
^ = [1 - exp(-//G?)]//W (2.10) 
where,' / / ' is the y-ray absorption coefficient for the sample and ' ^ ' is the thickness 
of the sample. 
Thus, the reaction cross-section a^ (E), at a given beam energy ' E ' can be 
written as [9]: 
aAE)^ ^^^!^£(^ (2,1) 
NJ{s^).e.K[\~cxp(-ZtM^-exp{-At,)]] 
where, A is the number of counts under the photo-peak of the characteristic y-ray. A 
is decay constant of the residual nucleus, NQ is number of the nuclei present in the 
target under investigation, ^ is the incident ion beam flux, K is the self-absorption 
correction factor for y- ray in the target, B is the branching ratio of the characteristic 
y- ray, /, is the time of irradiation of the target stack , /j is the time lapsed between 
stop of irradiation and start of the counting of the individual target foil and t^ is the 
data accumulation time. 
A software SIGMA based on the above formulation has been used for the 
calculation of measured reaction cross-sections of the populated reaction residues. 
The residual nucleus of a particular reaction may in general emit y-rays of more than 
one energy. In such cases, the cross-section for the same reaction is determined 
separately from the observed intensities of y-ray of different energies originating from 
the same residues. The weighted average of the cross-sections is taken as the final 
experimental value. The following formulation [10] has been used for determining the 
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weighted average cross-sections. If cr,, a^, o^ (7„, are the measured cross-
sections and Aa,, ACTJ, ACTJ Acr„, are experimental errors respectively for 
same reaction due to different y-rays, then a^ ± ACT, , a.^ ± ACT, , 
(TjiAcTj cr„±Acr„ are the experimentally measured cross-sections for a 
given reaction due to different y-rays. Therefore, the weighted average cross-section 
is determined as, 
-J.W,a. 
.(2.12) 
where, ^ , = ^ ^ ^ ) 
The internal error (I.E) is given by 
LE.^^WX" (2.13) 
Thus the I.E. entirely depends on the individual observations. 
However, the external error (E.E.) is given by [10], 
£.£ = .(2.14) 
which depends on difference between observed and the mean value. Therefore, the 
internal error ( I.E.) depends on the internal consistency, where as the external error 
( E.E.) is a function of the external consistency of the observations. This error 
calculation has been incorporated in the program SIGMA used for computation of 
cross-sections at different energies. 
During the interaction process of heavy ions with the target nucleus, it is 
observed that some of the radio-active residues are produced directly and give 
independent yield, while some of them are also produced by the decay of their higher 
charge precursor isobars through p-emission, and/or by electron capture (EC) process 
in addition to their direct production and give cumulative yield. For such cases, 
cumulative cross-section has been measured, if half-life of the precursor is 
considerably smaller than that of the residue, by analyzing the induced y- activities at 
times greater than about six to eight half-lives of the precursors. 
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The cross-section for cumulative production of a given residue is the sum of 
(a) the cross-section of its independent production and (b) the cross-sections of 
independent production of its precursors multiplied by numerical coefficients 
proportional to the branching ratio for the decay of precursors to the residue and 
depending on the half-lives of the precursors and the residue. In such cases, the 
following decay analysis given by Cavinato et al. [11] has been used for separating 
precursor contribution. 
If a precursor P is produced during irradiation with cross-section o",^ ^ which 
decays with half-life Ty2 and the branching ratio Pp to a daughter nucleus D , the 
daughter nucleus D is also produced directly with cross-section cr^ ^^  during the 
irradiation and decays with half-life Tjf^ , then the cumulative cross-section cr^ „^ for 
the production of the daughter D in the sequence P -> Z), is given by [11] 
D D 1- P 
<^cum = ^M + ^ P'^md 
The value of precursor fraction Fp depends upon the branching ratio PpOf the 
precursor decay to the residues D and is given by, 
rpD 
-* 1 / T 
• 1/2 F = P 
'' P fD _'pP 
• '1/2 - '1/2 
Hence, the cumulative cross-section of D is given by, 
^L=<+Pp.f'l'^.j: (2.15) 
• '1/2 ' 1 / 2 
This procedure has been generalized to the case of successive decay of several 
precursor isobars produced in addition to the direct production of the residue. In case 
of decay of two precursor isobars A and B are produced in the beam interaction i.e. 
with half-lives T^'^^ « T^% « T^% and with branching ratios P^ and P^, the 
cumulative cross-section for the production of C has been obtained as [11], 
rr'^ =n-c p 1^/2 B , p p (^1/2) „A 1^ , . . 
^cum ^md+^B J.C _rpB .^'nd+t^A^B-^ ^ c ^ T ^ "^md ( 2 1 o ) 
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The contribution of the precursor decay has been separated out from cumulative 
cross-section to get the independent cross-section of a reaction by using equations 
(2.15) and (2.16). 
2.1.6 Forward Recoil Range Distributions (RRDs) of Evaporation Residues 
The recoil range distribution (RRD) measurement for a number of evaporation 
residues (ERs) produced in the interaction of ^'^e beam with '^ ^Ho target nucleus has 
been measured at » 164 MeV ^'^e beam. A self-supporting natural '^ ^Ho target ( 
purity w 99.99%) prepared by rolling method of thickness 0.465 mg/cm^ was used for 
this RRD measurement. Fifteen thin Ai-catcher foils of thickness varying between » 
76-100 |j.g/cm ,^ prepared by vacuum evaporation technique were used to trap the 
recoiling nuclei. Holmium target followed by stack of fifteen thin Al-catcher foils 
kept just behind the holmium target, were mounted on the irradiation chamber normal 
to the beam direction. This whole assembly was irradiated with 164 MeV °^Ne beam. 
The recoiling residues trapped in various Al-catcher foils of the stack at different 
thickness depending on the linear momentum transfer were identified by their 
characteristic y-lines. A typical arrangement of '^ ^Ho target with Al-catchers assembly 
used for irradiation in the RRDs measurement experiment is shown in Fig.2.10. The 
thickness of each aluminium catcher foils was measured by a-transmission method 
using a ^ '^Pu - '^"Am mixed a-source at VECC target lab. Measurements were carried 
out using an alpha spectrometer connected to a 4K multichannel analyzer (MCA). 
After noting the peak position of the unattenuated a-particle, the aluminium catcher 
foil whose thickness to be measured, was introduced between a-source and the 
surface barrier detector. The peak shift (AE), because of the a-particle energy loss 
with in aluminium catcher foil, was noted down. The difference in a-particle energy 
corresponds to the thickness of aluminium catcher foil. Thickness of each catcher foil 
Ax was measured using the following expression: 
AE 
ydx, 
dE 
where — is the stopping power of a-particles in aluminium catcher foil and is taken dx 
from the stopping power table [8]. The target along with fifteen catchers was 
irradiated for about 8 hours at average beam current of- 40 nA. After the irradiation, 
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Stack of thin aluminium catcher foils 
Fig, 2.10 Typical arrangement of '**Ho target with aluminium catcher 
assembly used for forward Recoil Range Distribution (RRD) 
measurement. 
the target and aluminium catcher foils were taken out and the residual gamma-
activities induced in each catcher foils counted separately. The induced activities were 
followed off-line for many days using a pre-calibrated high resolution 60 cm^ HPGe 
detector coupled to a PC based data acquisition system equipped with software 
MAESTRO at Radiochemistry Division, VECC, Kolkata. A tj'pical y-ray energy 
spectrum of an aluminium catcher foil obtained from after irradiation of '^ ^Ho 
foil by 164 MeV ^'^e-ion beam between 200-1100 channels has been shown in 
Fig.2.11. Various y-peaks correspond to the recoiled evaporation residues produced. 
The short lived ERs could not be tagged in the RRD measurement owing to the time 
loss in dismantling the stack of catcher foils and mounting each of them for counting 
and also because of large time gap in the order of counting adopted for counting of the 
catcher foils. Due to this reason ERs with half-life less than 15 min, in general, could 
not be tagged completely. The two software FREEDOM [12] and MAESTRO were 
used for analyzing the data. The measured cross-section (a) for a particular reaction 
product in different foils was obtained using the expression (2.11), discussed earlier. 
The yield distribution as a fiinction of depth in aluminium catcher was obtained for 
each residue by dividing the measured cross-section in each catcher foil by its 
measured thickness (in mg/cm )^ to obtain the normalized cross-section (in mb) per 
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mg/cm .^ The yields per unit thiclaiess thus obtained are plotted against the 
cumulative aluminium thickness of the catcher foils to get the recoil range 
distributions (RRDs) of each residue. 
10-
10^ 
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Fig. 2.11 Typical y-ray energy spectrum of an aluminium catcher foil at 
cumulative thickness 91.74 \igfcm^ obtained after irradiation of '*^o 
foil by w 164 MeV ^^e-ion beam, between the Channel Number 
200 -1100 for recoil range distribution (RRD) measurement. 
2.1.7 Experimental Uncertainties 
Various factors likely to introduce errors and uncertainties in the present 
cross-section measurement and their estimates are given as follows: 
(1) Fluctuations in the beam current may result in the variation of incident flux. Such 
fluctuations have been incorporated by taking the weighted average of beam 
current. The error due to this factor is estimated to be less than 4%. 
(2) The non-uniformity in the deposition of target material introduces error in the 
estimation of number of nuclei present in the target. This has been taken care of by 
measuring the sample thickness at different positions by a-transmission method as 
well as by using electronic microbalance wherever applicable. The error due to 
this factor is found to be less than 3%. 
(3) The uncertainty in the fitting of efficiency curve and the solid angle effect may 
leads to inaccuracy in the measurement of detector efficiency. The measured 
geometry dependent efficiency may be inaccurate due to statistical errors in the 
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counting of standard source. These were minimized by accumulating the ^ Eu 
data for longer time ( > 5000 sec). Errors due to uncertainty in geometry 
dependent detector efficiency were estimated to be less than 5 %. 
(4) The dead time in the pulse processing electronics may lead to a loss in the counts. 
By adjusting sample-detector distance, dead-time correction has been minimized, 
so that dead time is limited below 10%, particularly for the cases where the 
activity of irradiated sample is large. However, counting of the sample in the live-
time mode of the data acquisition system has incorporated the correction for it. 
(5) The errors due to decrease in the beam intensity because of scattering of ion-beam 
traversing through the stack is estimated to be less than 1%. 
(6) There are always some errors associated with the ion-beam energy. Two factors 
responsible for the total energy spread considered are: (i) the inherent uncertainty 
in the energy of the ion-beam, and (ii) the beam energy spread due to finite target 
thickness. The first factor contributes an energy uncertainty of ± 500 keV at 100 
MeV oxygen or neon ion-beam, while the contribution due to the second factor is 
determined by calculating the energy spread in the half thickness of the sample 
with the help of stopping power table [8]. 
The errors associated with the spectroscopic data like branching ratio and half-
life of the product nuclei, taken from Table of Isotopes [6], have not been taken into 
account, because any revision in the spectroscopic data would permit an easy 
re-calculation of the cross-section in fixture. 
2.2 In-Beam measurements 
2.2.1 Pelletron Accelerator 
The 15UD Pelletron accelerator at Inter-University Accelerator Centre 
(lUAC), New Delhi (formerly known as Nuclear Science Centre) was used for the 
present in-beam measurements. A schematic diagram of 15UD Pelletron accelerator 
is shown in the Fig.2.12. Basically, it is a 16 MV tandem electrostatic accelerator of 
Van-de-Graff type. High +ve voltage is produced at the terminal located in the middle 
of the 26.5 m accelerating tank, whose potential can be varied fi-om 4 to 16 million 
volts (MV). This terminal is connected to the tank vertically through ceramic 
titanium tubes called accelerating tubes. A uniform potential gradient is maintained 
through these tubes. The negative ions are produced and injected inside the tank by 
the SNICS (Source of Negative Ions by Cesium Sputtering) ion source. The injector 
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magnet selects mass of the ions. The ions are then accelerated towards the terminal, 
where the -ve ions are stripped to a highly +ve charged state by using carbon stripper 
foil or gas stripper (for very heavy ions). These ions are then accelerated once more to 
the ground potential, where the desired ion energy is selected by the analyzer magnet. 
The beam energy is determined by E^^^^ ^Kq + Wr + ^ D ] ' where q is the charge 
state of the stripped ion, Vj the terminal potential and V^ is the deck potential for the 
-ve ion source. Finally the accelerated beam is switched to the beam line of interest 
with the help of the switching magnet. During the present work, '^0-ion beam at 100 
MeV with +7 charge state has been utilized. 
^ 
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C> To Switching Magnet 
Fig. 2.12 The schematic diagram of 15UD pelletron accelerator. 
2.2.2 Gamma Detector Array (GDA) 
The Gamma Detector Array (GDA) [13-15] at Inter-University Accelerator 
Centre (lUAC), New Delhi is used for the study of nuclear reactions and nuclear 
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structures of the nuclei. The array consists of twelve Compton suppressed n-type 
HPGe detectors. In this array, the HPGe detectors along with the Anti-Compton 
Shields (ACS) are mounted on two rigid mechanical structures on either side of the 
30*^  beam line in the lUAC Beam Hall-1. These structures are movable with the help 
of rails fixed on the floor. Each structure consists with six detectors in the two rows, 
25° above and below the horizontal plane with three detectors in each row at 45 , 99 
and 153° in-plane angles. The Anti-Compton Shields (ACS) is cone-shaped, with a 
146 mm deep hole of 72 mm diameter for inserting the detectors and a tapered axial 
opening for entry of the photons. Side view of the GDA set-up at lUAC, New Delhi 
has been depicted in Fig.2.13. In the HPGe detector Germanium crystal length is 7 cm 
and its diameter is 5 cm. 
Fig. 2.13 The side view of the GDA set-up at lUAC, New Delhi, INDIA 
The target was housed in the centre of Charged Particle Detector Array 
(CPDA) chamber and was surrounded by GDA in GDA+CPDA configuration. The 
chamber is made up of aluminium as to minimize the absorption of emitted y-rays 
from the target area. CPDA chamber houses the target, beam collimator mounting 
support and the current feed-through for the beam current monitoring purpose. The 
CPDA chamber has two rotatable flanges for the beam line alignment purpose. 
Special care has been taken so that the center of the CPDA and that of GDA both 
coincides. The CPDA is held and aligned by the top and bottom flanges of the target 
chamber. Specially designed set of two flanges hold each set of seven charged particle 
detectors in a proper geometry to reproduce the center. 
2.2.3 Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA) 
The charged particle detector array (CPDA) in conjunction with the 12 HPGe 
detectors of Gamma Detector Array (GDA) has been used in the present experiment. 
The Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA) at Inter-university Accelerator Centre, 
New Delhi consists of the fourteen charged particle detectors (Phoswitch plastic 
scintillators) arranged in two truncated hexagonal pyramids. The bases of the all 
pyramids are in the horizontal plane with each other having trapezoidal shape. The 
two hexagonal detectors are inserted from the top and bottom. The total solid angle 
coverage is greater than 90% of 47i taking into account the opening for beam entrance 
and exit. The full CPDA is held in place from the top and bottom flanges of the 
scattering chamber as shown in Fig.2.14. 
PMT Base PMT R1924 
Scintillator 
Beam 
Optical guide 
Target 
Position 
Scattering 
Chamber 
Fig. 2.14 A schematic layout of the scattering chamber housing the charged 
particle detector array (CPDA). • 
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The comers of the trapezoids are cut-off for the entrance and exit of the beam 
and for target support purpose. The light collection is done by properly shaped UVT 
light guides coupled to 25 mm diameter miniature phototubes. There are six detectors 
around 90°, four detectors in the forward angles (10°- 60°) and four in backward 
angles (120°-170°) [16]. 
2.2,4 Target Preparation: 
124c The self-supporting target of enriched isotope of Sn (enrichment == 97.20%) 
was prepared by rolling technique. '^ ''Sn target material was available in the form of 
metallic rod. The preparation of thin '^ ''Sn target was a difficult job by the rolling 
technique due to its typical metallic properties. In this technique, a folded stainless 
steel strip was first heated up to 300° Celsius, by keeping it inside a high temperature 
furnace and '^ ''Sn target material was then rolled by keeping it inside the strip. This 
process was repeated till the target of about 5 mg/cm^ thickness achieved There after, 
keeping the 5 mg/cm^ thick metallic '^ ''Sn target material inside the folded Teflon 
strip, it was further rolled. This process was repeated again and again to achieve the 
target as thick as 2 mg/cm .^ The exact thickness of the target was determined by the 
electronic microbalance as well as by a-transmission method. The rolled target foil 
was cut into size of 1.2 xl.2 cm^ and was pasted on Al-target holders having 
concentric hole of 10 mm diameter. The aluminium target holders were used for rapid 
heat dissipation. 
2.2.5 Experimental Set-up 
Gamma Detector Array (GDA) in conjunction with Charged Particle Detector 
Array (CPDA) in the GDA beam-line was used for the present experimental set-up. 
GDA consists of 12 Compton suppressed n-type HPGe detectors at angles 45°, 99°, 
153° with respect to the beam direction and there are 4 detectors at each of these 
angles. In the HPGe detector Germanium crystal length was 7 cm and its diameter 
was 5 cm. All the 12 HPGe detectors were 18 cm. away fi-om the target position. The 
biasing of the all HPGe detectors was done 4-5 days before the beam on the target as 
to achieve electronics stability. The CPDA is a group of 14 Phoswich detectors 
housed in a 14 cm diameter and 17.3 cm high small scattering chamber. In the CPDA 
scattering chamber, seven CPD were placed on top and seven on bottom of the 
chamber. Top view of detectors arrangement in CPDA + GDA configuration is shown 
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in Fig.2.15. The target was taken in tiie form of self-supporting '^ ""Sn metallic foil of 
thickness 2 mg/cm^ and was mounted at 45^ with respect to the beam direction inside 
the CPDA scattering chamber at the center with the help of specially designed annular 
stainless steel target ladder of 18 mm diameter. In order to minimize the background 
gamma rays of target holder material the target holder was masked with the tantalum 
foil of the same size as that of target holder. A tantalum collimator of the 6.3 mm 
diameter was used inside the scattering chamber to collimate the beam in the center of 
the target. Two turbo pumps (TURBO-V 250-VARIAN) were used to create a fine 
vacuum -10"* mm inside the CPDA chamber and beam line. The energy calibrations 
of the charged particle detectors in CPDA were carried out using '^"Am a-source at 
target position. 
The distance from the target to each CPD was 6 cm. There are four detectors 
in the forward angles (10-60°), four in backward angles at (120-170°) and six 
detectors around 90° covering nearly 90% of the total solid angle so that the angular 
distribution of particles « 4:: arrangement may be recorded. In front of the each four 
forv/ard CPDs, aluminum absorbers of 100 yan thickness was used to stop 
'evaporation' a-particles (a-particles produced in 'complete ftision") moving in the 
forward direction so that only 'direct' or 'incompletely fused' a-particles may be 
detected. Beam alignment of the target was done with the help of theodolite setting. 
'*0-ion beam was stopped on a thick tantalum sheet attached with Faraday cup in the 
end of beam line. 
2.2.6 Experimental Procedure 
In the present experiment, in-beam particle-gamma coincidence studies have 
been done for the system '^ O + '^ '^ Sn at 100 MeV. The relative yields of the 
evaporated residues (ERs) in coincidence with charged particles (a, p) in forward and 
backward directions have been studied. 
Pre-calibration of all the detectors ( HPGe and CPD) were done before the 
start of main experiment. The CPD gain was fixed at 500 mV using the variable gain 
amplifier ORTEC 777 during the entire experiment. The target was bombarded with 
the 100 MeV ' 0-ion beam with the current of about ~ 3 pnA. In this experiment two 
current integrators were used to read the current on collimator and Faraday cup for 
beam focusing purpose on the target. One current integrator was connected with the 
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T: Target Position 
S: Phoswitch Plastic Scintillator 
N: Nal (Tl) detector 
G: Germanium Crystal 
B: BGO Compton Shield 
P: Photo-multiplier Tube 
LN: Liquid Nitrogen Dewar 
Fig. 2.15 Top view of detectors arrangement in CPDA + GDA configuration. 
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collimator and another connected with Faraday cup. The current was minimized on 
the collimator and maximized on Faraday cup for the proper alignment. One LINUX-
based computer was used for data acquisition. The CAMAC (Computer Automated 
Measurement And Control) crates were used for the interfacing. The on-line multi-
parameter data were recorded by the data acquisition software CANDLE [17] in 
event-by-event LIST mode and stored them in computer hard disk. Each event 
consisted of the parameters given below: 
(i) The timing of all the detectors from TDC module, 
(ii) The charged particle and a-particle multiplicity, 
(iii) Twelve energy signals from twelve HPGe detectors, which satisfy all the 
coincidence and anti-coincidence relations. 
The timing information from HPGe detectors is recorded by using a 16 
channel CAMAC Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC). Fig.2.16 shows timing spectra 
under six gating conditions, P-forward, a-forward, P-90°, a-90°, P-backward and 
a-backward in CPDA. Particle (alpha and proton) identification has been done based 
on pulse height of the signal from fast-slow plastic Phoswhich charged particle 
detectors. The block diagram of CPDA electronics is shown in Fig.2.17 (a)-(b). It is 
used to record multiplicity of charged particles (p,a) detected in the CPDA. The 
signals from each of the charged particle detector are fed into 16 channel fast 
amplifier (PHILIPS 776), which amplifies the CPD signals with amplification factor 
(xlO). The output of the fast amplifiers are fed to the variable gain amplifiers 
(PHILIPS 777), which are used for ftirther amplification to match the gain of all the 
detector signals. Multi-unit constant fraction discriminators (ORTEC CFD 8000) are 
used to adjust the threshold of CPDA channels for the differentiation of the particles 
(p,a) and are set by seeing the variable gain amplifier output on an oscilloscope 
triggered by the CFD output. For the particle (p,a) condition the threshold of the CFD 
is set just above the noise (~ 20 keV). The threshold of the alpha particles is fixed 
just above the proton signal height. These modules give a multiplicity (M) signal and 
OR signal. The output signals muUiplicity (M) and OR is fed to the linear gate Fan-in 
/ Fan-out (PHILIPS 744 FIFO) and a coincidence unit (4 fold 4 input logic CO 4010). 
The coincidence logic unit is to generate a logic output and module FIFO gives many 
outputs. The output of FIFO is delayed by s^lSOns and then goes to 744 FIFO 
module. The logic output 
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s 
3 O 
from the coincidence unit goes to delay generator (GG 8000) to adjust the depth and 
width of the signal. This is fed into the same coincidence module and demanding 
master coincidence in between a-particle and y-rays. The output from the coincidence 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
TPF 
4-*"i^+N-#-#« 
• A ^ 
• l -N-N—j—•-4-* i 
TP90 
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I I I I I I 1 I I I I I 
4—t- I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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Channel Number 
4096 6144 
Fig.2.16 Timing spectra from the P-forward (TPF), a-forward (TAP), P-PO" 
(TP90), a-90" (TA90), P-backward (TPB) and a-backward (TAB) of CPDA 
detectors. 
module is fed into a variable delay generator (DV 8000). The NIM signal is fed to the 
trigger logic unit to generate the a-y gate. After proper delay and width adjustment by 
depth and width generator, output goes to Linear gate Fan-in / Fan-out (PHILIPS 744 
FIFO). The output of the 744 FIFO goes to the amplifier (ORTEC 572). The 
amplified signal from the amplifier is fed into the analog-to-digital converter (8 K, 14 
bit ADC) for recording the a-multiplicity and P-multiplicity spectra. It is used 
mainly to record the multiplicity of charged particles and a-particles detected in the 
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CPDA. The multiplicity of charged particles and a-particles are taken to define the 
charged particle-y-coincidence. Figs.2.18 shows the typical charged particle and 
a-particle multiplicity spectra obtained from the reaction of 100 MeV '^0-ion beam 
on '^ '*Sn. The y-rays in coincidence with the charged particles are measured using 
high-resolution HPGe detectors at angles 45'', 99°, 153°. Particle-like-fragments 
(PLFs) are registered at three angular ranges, forv^ 'ard angles (10-60°), backward 
angles (120-170°) and at 90° by detectors in CPDA. 
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Fig. 2.18 Typical charged particle and a-particle multiplicin' spectra 
obtained from the reaction of 100 MeV **Oion beam with ' Sn. 
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2.2.7 Energy and Efficiency Calibration of HPGe Detectors using '"Eu-Source 
The Energy calibration of the detector can be obtained by taking data with a 
radioactive source having a number of strong y- transitions of known energy. Many 
point energy calibration of the detectors with a radioactive source Eu, using the 
y-transitions between 121.78 and 1408.01 keV has been done in the range 0- 2 MeV 
within 1 keV. A slight non-linearity for pulse heights can be corrected by using a 
quadratic calibration equation 
where X is the channel number of y-ray energy spectrum. In the energy calibration, 
the polynomials of higher order are neither necessary nor desirable as it may lead to 
uncontrolled oscillations. 
For analyzing the data from a single detector, it is suitable to collect the data 
with any appropriate gain and make the conversion from channel number to energy 
during the analysis stage. Comparison of data from different detectors however 
requires the storage of the histograms with fixed keV/channel (typically 0.5 
keV/channel). Software gain matching of different detectors is possible by converting 
each channel event-by-event into the corresponding energy bin. To minimize 
digitization error, a random number, uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, is added 
to each channel number before conversion to energy bin. Softwares like CANDLE 
[17] and INGASORT [17], which are used for spectrum analysis, have option for 
automatic energy calibration. This is done by first collecting singles spectra from a 
radioactive source like '^ ^Eu having many gamma lines of known energy and 
intensity. An automatic peak search program then finds the centroids and 
approximate energies for peak in the spectrum. A unique one-to-one matching of the 
observed peaks with the known strong lines in the source can be done by program. A 
second order polynomial fit to observed channel centroids would provide an energy 
calibration with an accuracy of-0.1 keV within the energy range 0-2 MeV. 
The measurement of efficiency of HPGe detectors was done by using 
'^ ^Eu-source at the target position. For the accurate determination of efficiencies, it is 
essential to keep the source-to-detector distance large to avoid spectral distortion due 
to summing. It is precisely for this reason the individual solid angles for in-beam 
spectroscopic data are deliberately kept small [15]. For a radioactive source emitting 
large number of photons of different energy, the relative photo-peak efficiency 
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(s^^i) cm be calculated by using the relation e^^, = AJO^, where A is the area of the 
photo-peak and 0^ is the relative intensity of the photo-peak. Fig.2.19 shows the 
experimentally measured efficiency (normalized) for HPGe detector using 
152 Eu-source. 
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Fig. 2.19 Experimentally measured (normalized) efficiency curve for 
HPGe detector using '^^Eu-source. 
2.2.8 Off-line Data Analysis 
After recoding the data in event-by-event LIST mode in the hard disc of 
computer, the off-line data analysis has been done. Sorting of the data, subsequent 
projection of spectrum and the y-ray photo-peak fittings were done by using the 
software INGASORT [17]. The sorting of list mode data went through a series of data 
processing before the final spectrum could be generated. The gains of the all ADCs 
are approximately matched during the experiment, but a precise gain matching is 
needed in order to add the projected spectra of all the HPGe detectors. The gain 
matching is done using the y-sources '^ ^Eu and '"Ba, to cover the energy range of 80-
1408 keV. The gated spectrum for gamma rays detected in a particular detector is 
obtained by summing up all the events in all the other detectors, which are in 
coincidence with tiiat charged particle. Each y-ray rides over a background and this 
contribution to the gated spectra has been subtracted from the final gated spectra. 
Projecting different gating conditions like P-forward, a-forward, P-90°, a-90^. P-
backward and a-backward of CPDA detectors the analysis of the gated gamma 
spectra has been done. Singles and coincidence y-ray energy spectra observed in 
coincidence with alphas and particles (Z=l, 2) under forward and backward gating 
conditions have been shown in Fig.2.20 (a)-(c) and Fig. 2.21 (a)-(b). 
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Fig. 2.20 Gamma ray energy spectra observed from the '^0+ *"Sn system at 100 
MeV (a) A singles spectrum used for neutron channel identification, photo-pealis 
corresponding to some characteristic y-transitions in "'*Ce are indicated, (b) 
Gamma-ray energy spectrum in coincidence with "compound" a-particle 
emitted in the backward direction, (c) Gamma-ray energy spectrum in coincidence 
with "fast" a-particle emitted in the forward direction. In the spectra (b) and (c) 
photo-peaks corresponding to some characteristic y-transitions in '^ B^a and '"fia 
are indicated. 
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Fig. 2.21 Gamma ray energy spectra observed from the '*0+ '^ ^Sn System 
at 100 MeV (a) in coincidence with "fast" a-particle (P-gated) emitted in 
the backward direction, (b) in coincidence with "fast" a-particle (P-gated) 
emitted in the forward direction. In the spectra (a) and (b) photo-peaks 
corresponding to some characteristic y-transitions in * '^Cs are indicated. 
Spin distributions of level yields of different reaction products have been 
measured by studying the relative populations of different cascading levels in the 
rotational bands, based on the methodology adopted by Inamura et al. [18] and Singh 
et al [19]. The spin distributions of "direct" a-emitting channels (ICF) in the for\\'ard 
direction have been found to be distinctly different from those observed in CF 
channel. Identification of specific CF and ICF reaction channels in forward and 
backward angles were done by plotting the spin distributions of yields of cascade 
gamma transitions of gated spectra of the rotational bands of different evaporation 
residues. The details of the extracted data in the measurement and the results are 
discussed in the Chapters 3 and 5 respectively. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Measurements 
The present experiments have been done with a view to study complete and 
incomplete fusion in nuclear reactions induced by '^ O and ^'^e heavy ion beams. The 
experiments have been performed using Variable Energy Cyclotron at Variable Energy 
Cyclotron Centre (VECC), Kolkata, India and 15 UD Pelletron accelerator at Inter 
University Accelerator Centre (lUAC) (formerly Nuclear Science Centre), New Delhi, 
India. Several experiments have been performed to measure the excitations functions 
(EFs), the recoil ranges distributions (RRDs) and the relative level yields of the produced 
evaporation residues (ERs). Table 3.1 gives the list of systems studied, quantities 
measured, energy range covered in the present measurements and Coulomb barriers for 
each system: 
Table 3.1: System studied and quantities measured. 
System studied 
'^0+^5Sc->^'Cu* 
'^0+^^Ge -> ^Zr* 
^-^e+^^Co ->'^Rb' 
^«Ne+'"Ho -> '"'IT' 
^°Ne+'^ ^Ho -^ '« I^r* 
"*0+'^ ^Sn -^ '^ °Ce* 
Measurements 
EF 
EF 
EF 
EF 
RRD 
Relative level yield 
Energy range 
«39-114MeV 
« 60-112 MeV 
« 63-150 MeV 
« 88-165 MeV 
* 164 MeV 
«100MeV 
Coulomb barrier 
* 20 MeV 
« 38 MeV 
« 41 MeV 
w 82 MeV 
« 82 MeV 
« 53 MeV 
* Compound nucleus 
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3.1 Measurement of Excitation Functions 
In order to study complete fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion (ICF) reactions, 
excitation functions (EFs) of various evaporation residues produced in the systems 
'^0 + '^ ^Sc, '^O + ^^Ge, ^°Ne + ^'Co and ^'^e + ' " H O , have been measured using 
stacked foil activation technique. Probable CF and ICF reaction chaimels have been 
identified by detection of characteristic gamma rays obtained from the decay of the 
various evaporation residues produced and by the study of their excitation functions. The 
excitation functions (EFs) corresponding to the following fifty-nine reactions have been 
measured: 
'^Sc(0, p3n)"Ni, '^Sc(0, p4n)''Ni, ''Sc(0, 2pn)''Co, 
''^ ScCO, a)"Co, ''^ ScCO, an)^^Co, '^Sc(0, a2n)^ -'Co, 
^^Sc(0, a2pn)^^Mn, '^Sc(0, 2an)^^8Mn, ^^Sc(0, 2apn)^'Cr, 
'^Sc(0, 2ap3nfCT, ''Sc(0, 2ap4n)'^Cr, ''Sc(0, 3an)'*V, 
'^'Ge(''0, 4 n f Zr, '^Ge(''0, p2n)''Y, ''^ GeC'^ O, p3n)'^Y, 
^^Ge(''0, p4n)«^Y, ''Ge('^0, an)«^ '"Sr, ''Ge('^0, a3n)"Sr, 
''GeC'O, ap2n)''Rb, ''Ge(''0, ap3n)'''"Rb, ''Ge(''0, ap4n)''Rb, 
''Ge(''0, 2a3n)''Kr, ''Ge('^0, 2ap5n)''Br, ''Co(Ne, pn)''Kr, 
^'Co(Ne, p2n)'<*Kr, ^^Co(Ne, 2pn)'^Br, '^Co(Ne, a)''Br, 
^^Co(Ne, an) '^ Br, ^^Co(Ne, apn) ^ ^Se, ^'Co(Ne, ap4n) ^ "Se, 
^^Co(Ne, a2pn) ^ ^As, ^^Co(Ne, 2a) ^ 'AS, ^'Co(Ne, 2an) ^ "^ As, 
^'Co(Ne, 2a2n) ^ ^As, ^^Co(Ne, 2apn) ^ ^Ge, ^'Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ^ 'Ge, 
^'Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^ ^Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 3a) ^ ^Ga, ^^Co(Ne, 3an) ^ ^Ga, 
^'Co(Ne, 3a2n) "Ga, ^^Co(Ne, 4a2n) ^ 'Cu, '^^Ho(Ne, 3n)'*2lr, 
'<^ H^o(Ne, p2n)'*^0s, '*^Ho(Ne, p3n)'^'0s, '^^Ho(Ne, a)'*'Re, 
'^^Ho(Ne, a2n)'^'Re, '^^Ho(Ne, a3n)'^^Re, '"Ho(Ne, a4n)'"Re, 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'"W, '"Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W, '^^Ho(Ne, ap6n)'^''W. 
'^^Ho(Ne, a2pn)'^ '^"Ta, '^^Ho(Ne, 2a)'^^Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)^^^Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'^^Ta, '^^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)''^Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf, and '^^Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^^Tm. 
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The Q-values for various reactions are calculated using the atomic mass table of Wapstra 
and Grove [1]. The characteristic y-ray energies, their branching ratios and half-lives of 
the evaporation residues etc. are taken from the references [2-5]. Details of the measured 
reactions and their excitation functions at different energies are given below: 
3.1.1 System; '^ 0+'*^Sc 
The excitation functions (EFs) for the '^0+ '*^ Sc system, corresponding to the 
following twelve reactions: '^ S^cCO, p3n) '^Ni, "^ ScCO, p4n)^^i, "^ ScCO, 2pn)^ *Co, 
''^ ScCO, a)^^Co, ^^Sc(0, an)^^Co, ^^Sc(0, a2n)^^Co, ^^Sc(0, a2pn)^Vn, 
'•^ ScCO, 2an)"SMn, ''^Sc(0, 2apn)^'Cr, ^^Sc(0, 2ap3n)'*^Cr, ^^Sc(0, 2ap4n)^^Cr 
and ''^ ScCO, 3an)'*^V have been measured. The measured reactions, evaporation residues, 
half-life of evaporation residues, identified y-rays and their branching ratios are listed in 
Table 3.2. 
Table 3.2: Measured reactions and spectroscopic data for **0+'*^ Sc system. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Reactions 
"•^ ScCO, p3n)"Ni 
^^Sc(0, p4n)^^i 
^^Sc(0, 2pn)^^Co 
^^Sc(0, afCo 
"^ ScCO, an)^^Co 
"^ ScCO, a2n)^^Co 
^^Sc(0, a2pn)^''Mn 
^^Sc(0, 2an)"SMn 
''^Sc(0, 2apn)^'Cr 
"•^ ScCO, 2ap3n/^Cr 
"^ ScCO, 2ap4n)''^Cr 
^^Sc(0, San)'*^ 
Half-life 
36.00 h 
6.07 d 
70.86 d 
271.79 d 
78.76 d 
17.54 h 
312.20 d 
5.60 d 
27.70 d 
42.30 m 
21.60 h 
15.97 d 
(KeV) 
1376.8 
158.7 
480.0 
811.2 
121.2 
846.6 
1036.9 
1237.6 
477.2 
932.2 
1407.4 
834.2 
743.8 
934.9 
1433.5 
319.7 
153.2 
307.6 
983.2 
Branching 
ratio, e (%) 
77.6 
98.8 
36.5 
100.0 
85.5 
100.0 
14.0 
67.6 
20.3 
75.0 
16.5 
100.0 
90.0 
94.5 
100.0 
10.0 
29.1 
100.0 
100.0 
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1. Reaction Channel "Sc(0, p3n)''Ni [Half-life = 36.00 hrs, J" = 3/2 ] 
The evaporation residue '^'Ni is formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with ^^ Sc 
followed by evaporation of one proton and three neutrons from compound nucleus '^Cu. 
The residual nucleus "Ni decays to ^^ Co by EC and p*-decay. In the present reaction we 
have followed the y-ray of 1376.8 keV energy, corresponding to 36.0 hrs half-life of the 
product nucleus ^^ Ni. This residue may also be populated by the decay of its higher 
charge precursor "Cu, but no precursor contribution is found and hence the measured 
cross-sections are independent cross-sections of the production of ^ ''Ni. 
2. Reaction Channel ''^Sc(0, p4n)^Ni |Half-life = 6.07days, J" = 0^ ) 
The evaporation residue ^^i is produced by the complete fusion of '^ O with '''Sc 
followed by evaporation of one proton and four neutrons from compound nucleus '^Cu. 
The residue ^^i decays through EC mode. In the present reaction we have followed the 
two y-rays of energy 158.7 and 480.0 keV, corresponding to 6.1 days half-life of the 
product nucleus ^^i . This residue may also be populated by the decay of its higher 
charge precursor ^^ Cu, but no precursor contribution from ^ C^u has been found and hence 
the measured cross-sections are independent cross-sections for the production of ^^i . 
3. Reaction Channel ''^Sc(0,2pn)^Co [Half-life = 70.86 days, J" = 2^ ) 
The evaporation residue ^^ Co is formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with ""^ Sc 
followed by evaporation of two protons and one neutron from compound nucleus '^Cu. 
The product ^^ Co has two states i.e. one metastable state with half-life 9.15 hours, while 
the ground state is having half-life 70.86 days. The metastable state of ^^ Co decays to the 
ground state through isomeric transition (IT) (100%). The total cross-section has been 
measured after the complete decay of the isomeric state to the ground state. This reaction 
product has been identified by 811.2 keV y-ray. Since its higher charge precursor isobar 
*^Ni is a stable nucleus, no precursor contribution from its decay is present and measured 
cross-sections are again independent cross-sections for the production of ^ *Co. 
The measured independent cross-sections for residues '^'Ni, ^^i and *^Co at 
different '^0- beam energies have been given in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3; Measured cross-sections for the residues '^Ni, ^ *Ni and *^Co, 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
39.2 ± 0.7 
45.0 ±0.7 
50.6 ±0.7 
55.9 ±0.8 
60.9 ± 0.7 
65.8 ± 0.7 
70.6 ± 0.8 
75.2 ±0.8 
80.4 ±1.4 
86.0 ±1.5 
91.5±1.4 
96.7 ±1.3 
10I.4±1.2 
105.8 ±1.0 
110.1 ±1.2 
114.5 ±1.0 
o i„d(''Ni) 
(mb) 
0.6 ±0.1 
0.9 ±0.4 
2.0 ±0.3 
4.8 ±1.1 
4.3 ± 0.7 
4.7±1.2 
4.5 ±1.4 
2.4 ± 0.6 
2.0 ±0.2 
1.2 ±0.3 
0.3 ±0.1 
0.3 ±0.1 
0.2 ±0.1 
0.1 ±0.03 
-
-
CTi„d(''Ni) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.2 ± 0.04 
0.4 ±0.1 
0.5 ± 0.04 
0.5 ±0.1 
0.7±0.1 
0.9 ±0.2 
1.0±0.1 
0.7 ±0.1 
CTind ( Co) 
(mb) 
30.9 ±1.0 
103.8 ±5.1 
93.4 ±4.9 
95.3 ±4.7 
59.9 ±3.2 
34.9 ±2.2 
13.5 ±2.0 
11.3 ±2.5 
8.3 ±1.0 
6.5 ±1.6 
-
-
-
-
-
-
4. Reaction Channel ^^Sc(0, a)^ 'Co [Half-life = 271.79 days, J" =7/ 2-| 
The evaporation residue ^^ Co is formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with ^^ Sc 
followed by evaporation of two protons and two neutrons (or la-particle) from 
compound system '^Cu produced in the reaction '*^Sc(0, a)^ ^Co and /or by incomplete 
fusion of '^ O i.e. the fusion of fragment '^ C of '^ O (if '^ O undergoes breakup into a and 
'^ C fragments) with the target "^Sc, leaving the composite system "Co in excited state. 
The measured cross-sections may include contributions from both the complete fusion 
(CF) as well as incomplete fusion (ICF) processes. The same residue "Co may also be 
populated by the electron capture (EC) and/ or P"^  decay process of the higher charge 
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precursor isobar ^^ Ni produced via the reaction ''^ ScCO, p3n)^ ^Ni. The cumulative cross-
section of ^^ Co has been measured by recording the y-ray activities at times longer than 
about 6-8 half-lives of the precursor, so that precursor has completely decayed to '^ Co. 
The measured cross-section of ^^ Co has contributions from the precursor decay of isobar 
'^ Ni in addition to direct production of ^^ Co. To study this reaction, 121.2 keV y-ray has 
been followed. The contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar ^^ Ni to the 
evaporation residue ^^ Co, has been separated from its measured cumulative contribution 
to get the independent yield for the production of residue "Co by using the expression 
(2.15) based on Cavinato et al formulation [6], 
cT:T("co)=a:re'co)+\.oo5c7:rCNi) O.D 
5. Reaction Channel "'ScCO, an)^ 'Co [Half-life = 78.76 days, J" =4^ ] 
The evaporation residue '^ Co may be produced by complete fusion of '^ O with 
""'Sc followed by the evaporation of one neutron and one alpha particle from the 
composite nucleus ^'Cu. The same residue may also be produced by incomplete fusion of 
'^0 i.e. the fusion of fragment '^ C of '^ O with the target nucleus (if '^ O undergoes 
breakup into a and '^ C fragments) followed by evaporation of one neutron. The same 
residue ^^ Co may also be populated by the electron capture (EC) and /or P"^  decay of the 
higher charge precursor isobar ^^i produced via the reaction ''^Sc(0, p4n) ^^ i . The 
residiial nucleus ^^ Co decays to ^^ Fe through EC (81%) and p"^  (19%). The evaporation 
residue ^^ Co has been identified by 846.6,1036.9 and 1237.6 keV y-rays. The cumulative 
cross-section of ^^ Co has been measured afller 8 days, while for its complete decay it 
requires much more time. So the induced activity of the precursor has not decayed 
completely to the residue ^ Co. As such, the actual measured cross-section values may be 
expected to be a little higher. The measured cross-section of *^Co may have contributions 
from the decay of produced precursor isobar ^^i in addition to direct production of ^^ Co. 
It is important to note that no appreciable change in the cumulative cross-sections of ^ C^o 
has been observed when y-ray activities were measured at increasing times after 8 days. 
However, the contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar ^^i to the residue ^^ Co 
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has been separated from the measured cumulative cross-sections to get the independent 
yield for the production of ^^Co by using expression (2.15) based on Cavinato et al 
formulation [6]. 
cT:':c'co)=cT:rc'co)+\.085c7:TC'Ni) (3.2) 
The measured cumulative and independent cross-sections for evaporation residues 
"Co and ^^ Co at different '^0-beam energy have been given in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4: Measured cross-sections for the residues '^Co and ^Co. 
Lab Energy acum(''Co) ai„d(^'Co) ae„m(''Co) ai„d(^Co) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
45.0 ±0.7 252.2 ±76.8 251.3 ±76.5 
50.6 ±0.7 328.4 ±56.3 326.4 ±56.0 10.9 ±4.0 
55.9 ±0.8 552.7 ±68.4 547.9 ±67.8 9.5 ± 2.4 
60.9 ±0.7 452.5 ±60.0 448.2 ±59.4 13.5 ±2.0 
65.8 ±0.7 445.0 ±106.9 440.3 ±105.8 15.4 ±2.7 
70.6 ±0.8 324.4 ±55.0 319.9 ±54.2 15.7 ±2.8 
75.2 ±0.8 370.3 ±74.1 367.9 ±73.6 28.2 ±2.4 
80.4 ±1.4 224.5 ±28.8 222.5 ±28.5 18.9 ±8.2 18.7 ±8.1 
86.0 ±1.5 146.3 ±20.5 145.1 ±20.3 18.7 ±5.5 18.3 ±5.4 
91.5±1.4 71.9±13.2 71.6±13.1 17.9±8.0 17.4±7.8 
96.7 ±1.3 45.8 ±11.6 45.5 ±11.5 16.3 ±5.0 15.8 ±4.8 
101.4±1.2 21.7±7.3 21.5±7.2 17.2±1.8 16.4±1.7 
105.8 ±1.0 - - 16.6 ±2.4 15.6 ±2.3 
110.1 ±1.2 - - 8.3 ±2.4 7.2±2.1 
114.5 ±1.0 - - 3.2 ±0.7 2.4 ±0.5 
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6. Reaction Channel "^ ScCO, a2n)^^Co [Half-life = 17.54 hrs, J" =7/2" ] 
The evaporation residue ^^ Co is produced by the complete fusion of '^O with ''^ Sc 
followed by emission of one a- particle and two neutrons from the compound nucleus 
^'Cu. The same residue ^^Co may also be produced by the incomplete fusion of '^ O i.e. 
fiision of fragment '^C of '^O (if '^ O undergoes breakup into a and '^ C fragments) with 
the target, followed by the emission of two neutrons from the composite system 
^^Co. The measured cross- sections may include contributions from both the complete as 
well as incomplete fusion processes. No precursor contribution of ^^ Ni has been 
observed. Hence the measured cross-sections are found to be independent cross-sections. 
This residue ^^Co has been identified by its characteristic y-rays of 477.2, 932.2 and 
1407.4 keV energies. 
7. Reaction Channel *^Sc(0, a2pn)^Mn [Half-life = 312.20 days, J ' =3^[ 
The residue '^'Mn may be produced by the complete fusion of '^O with ''^ Sc 
followed by evaporation of one a- particle, two protons and one neutron and/or by 
incomplete fusion of '^O i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of '^ O (if '^ O undergoes breakup into 
a and '^ C fragments) with the target ''^Sc, followed by the emission of two protons and 
one neufron from the composite system ^Co. The measured cross-sections may include 
contributions from both the complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. This 
evaporation residue has been identified by 834.2 keV y-ray in its decay to "^^ Cr through 
EC mode. Its higher charge precursor isobar '^'Fe is a stable nucleus, hence no precursor 
contribution from its precursor decay is present and measured cross-sections are 
independent cross-sections for the production of '^'Mn. 
8. Reaction Channel "^ ScCO, 2an)"^Mn [Half-life = 5.60 days, J' =6^ [ 
The complete fusion of '^0 with ''^ Sc followed by the evaporation of 2a-particles 
and 1 neutron leads to production of evaporation residue "Mn. The same residue ^^ Mn 
may also be produced by incomplete fusion of '^0 i.e. fusion of fragment ^Be of '^O with 
the target nucleus ''^ Sc (if '^0 undergoes breakup into 2a-particles and ^Be fragments) 
followed by the emission of 1 neutron. The measured cross-sections may include 
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contributions from both the complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. 
Measurement of cross-section has been done at increasing times, but no appreciable 
change in the cross-section has been observed. However, the cross-sections of "^ ^Mn have 
been measured after the complete decay of its higher charge precursor isobar ^'Fe i.e. 
following the activities at a time longer than 6-8 half-lives of the precursor. No precursor 
contribution from Fe has been observed. Hence measured cross-sections are found to be 
independent cross-sections for the production of '^^ ^Mn. The evaporation residue ^^ Mn has 
two states i.e. the metastable state with half-life 21.1 min and the ground state with half-
life 5.60 days. The metastable state of ^^ Mn has decayed to the ground state through 
isomeric transition (IT) by only 1.75% and through EC / P"^ -decay by 98.25% to ^^Cr, 
while its ground state decays through the EC / P"^  process by 100% to ^^Cr. Only ground 
State cross-sections of the residue Mn could have been measured due to interfering 
y-ray present in other reaction channel. For this residual nucleus we have followed the 
y-rays of 743.8, 934.9 and 1433.5 keV energies. 
9. Reaction Channel "^ ScCO, 2apn)^'Cr [Half-life = 27.70 days, J" =7/2 ] 
The residue ^'Cr may be formed by complete fusion of '^O with "^ Sc followed by 
evaporation of two a-particles, one proton and one neutron from compound nucleus ^'Cu. 
The same evaporation residue may also be produced by incomplete fiision of '^ O i.e. 
ftision of the fragment ^Be of '^0 (if '^0 undergoes breakup into two ^Be fragments) with 
the target, followed by the emission of one proton and one neutron from composite 
system ^^Mn. Hence, the measured cross-sections include contributions from both the 
complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. The production of evaporation residue 
^'Cr has been identified by the y-ray of 319.7 keV in its decay to ^'V by EC mode. The 
cross-section associated with its precursor isobar ^'Mn could not be measured owing to 
very weak y-ray intensity. The cross-section of ^'Cr has been measured before and after 
complete decay of 46.2 min precursor ^'Mn. No appreciable change in the cross-section 
has been observed. However, cumulative cross-sections for ^'Cr have been measured 
after the complete decay of precursor ^'Mn. 
The measured cross-sections for evaporation residues ^^Co, '^*Mn, ^^ ^Mn and ^'Cr 
at different '^0-beam energies have been given in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5: Measured cross-sections for the residues ^^ Co, ^Mn , ^ ^^ Mn and '^Cr. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
39.2 ±0.7 
45.0 ±0.7 
50.6 ±0.7 
55.9 ±0.8 
60.9 ± 0.7 
65.8 ±0.7 
70.6 ± 0.8 
75.2 ±0.8 
80.4 ±1.4 
86.0 ±1.5 
91.5 ±1.4 
96.7 ±1.3 
101.4±1.2 
105.8 ±1.0 
110.1 ±1.2 
Oind( Co) 
(mb) 
1.9 ±0.2 
3.3 ±0.2 
3.8 ±0.3 
6.8 ± 0.6 
4.9 ±0.6 
3.1 ±0.4 
2.3 ± 0.6 
2.5 ± 0.2 
1.4 ±0.1 
1.8 ±0.2 
2.6 ±0.2 
2.9 ± 0.3 
3.2 ±0.3 
3.5 ±0.4 
-
a i„d(^Mn) 
(mb) 
-
-
11.8 ±4.3 
17.2 ±3.4 
31.4±5.5 
44.6 ±17.1 
70.3 ± 23.4 
80.7 ± 27.4 
42.7 ±5.0 
31.3 ±3.6 
26.7 ±4.3 
20.1 ±3.5 
17.1 ±5.0 
11.9±5.7 
-
Oi„d("'Mn) 
(mb) 
-
4.1 ±0.4 
8.1 ±0.7 
24.8 ± 2.4 
28.0 ±2.2 
25.6 ±2.1 
19.8 ±1.3 
19.4 ±0.9 
17.7 ±1.0 
16.9 ±0.9 
21.6±1.2 
30.4 ±1.5 
45.9 ±2.6 
54.2 ± 5.2 
48.4 ±2.8 
Ocum( C r ) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
134.6 ±34.5 
161.8 ±20.2 
522.8 ±102.2 
321.7±33.1 
351.2 ±35.9 
323.1 ±34.4 
252.6 ±28.6 
215.1 ±23.6 
210.4 ±32.4 
154.3 ±26.0 
ai„d('*Cr) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
133.9 ±34.5 
160.5 ±20.2 
520.7 ±102.2 
317.1 ±33.1 
346.3 ± 35.9 
318.0 ±34.4 
248.2 ±28.6 
211.4±23.6 
207.5 ±32.4 
152. 2 ±26.0 
10. Reaction Channel *^Sc(0,2ap3n)'"Cr [Half-life = 42.30 min, J' =5/2 ] 
The residue '^ C^r may be formed by complete fusion of '^ O with ''^ Sc followed by 
emission of 2a-particles, 1 proton and 3 neutrons from compound nucleus *'Cu. The 
same evaporation residue may also be produced by the fusion of one *Be fragment of '^ O 
(if '*0 undergoes breakup into two *Be fragments) with the target ''^ Sc, followed by the 
emission of 1 proton and 3 neutrons. The measured cross-sections include contributions 
from both the complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. The evaporation residue 
''^ Cr has been identified by 153.2 keV y-ray in its decay to '*V through EC and P"" -decay 
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49n 
mode. No precursor contribution from Mn is observed. Hence the measured 
49^ 
cross-sections are independent production cross-section of residue Cr. 
11. Reaction Channel "^ ScCO, 2ap4n)''*Cr [Half-life = 21.6 hrs, J^  =0^ ] 
The evaporation residue ''^ Cr may be formed by complete fusion of '^ O with ''^ Sc 
followed by emission of 2a-particles, 1 proton and 4 neutrons from compound nucleus 
Cu. The same residue may also be produced by the fusion of one ^Be fragment of '^ O 
(if '^ O undergoes breakup into two ^Be fragments) with the target ''^ Sc, followed by the 
emission of 1 proton and 4 neutrons from the composite system. Hence the measured 
cross-sections include contributions from both the complete as well as incomplete fusion 
processes. The evaporation residue ''^ Cr has been identified by 307.6 keV y-ray in its 
decay to ''^ V through EC and/or |3"^ -decay mode. No precursor contribution from "^ Mn is 
observed. Hence the measured cross-sections are independent production cross-section of 
residue '*^ Cr. 
12. Reaction Channel ^^Sc(0,3an)''V [Half-life = 16.97 days, J" =4^ ] 
The residue '* V may be produced by the complete fusion of '^ O with '*"Sc 
followed by evaporation of three a-particles and one neutron from the compound nucleus 
'^Cu. The same residue may also be produced by incomplete fusion of '^ O (i.e. fiision of 
fragment a-particle of '^O, if '^ O imdergoes breakup into a and '^ C fragments, with the 
target nucleus, followed by the emission of one neutron from composite system ''^ V, 
leaving the residue '*^ V in the excited state. The measured cross-sections may include 
contributions from both the complete as well as incomplete fusion processes. The 
evaporation residue ' 'V has been identified by 983.2 keV y-rays. The same residue ''^ V 
may also be populated by the EC and/ or p"^  decay process of the higher charge precursor 
isobar ''^ Cr. The cumulative cross-section of '*^ V has been measured by recording the 
y-ray activities at times longer than about six half-lives of the precursor, so that precursor 
''^ Cr has completely decayed to ''^ V. Hence, the measured cumulative cross-section of 
•^ V may have contributions from the precursor "^ C^r decay in addition to the direct 
production of''^ V. The measured contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar ''^ Cr to 
the evaporation residue '*V has been separated from the measured cumulative 
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cross-section of '*^ V to get the independent yield for the production of *^W by using the 
standard Cavinato et al. formulation [6]. 
<:'CV) = aZ'"C'V) + \.060c7:T'C'Cr) G.3) 
The measured cross-sections for evaporation residues '*^ Cr, ''^ C^r and "^ V at 
different '^0-beam energies have been given in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6: Measured cross-sections for the residues '''Cr, ^^Cr and ^ *V. 
Lab Energy CindC '^Cr) ama (""Cr) cicum('^ V) ai„d('*V) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
65.8 ±0.7 - 5.0 ±0.6 9.9 ±1.1 4.7 ±0.5 
70.6 ±0.8 - 7.6 ±1.2 15.3 ±1.5 7.2 ±0.7 
75.2 ±0.8 - 23.1 ±2.5 36.0 ±4.0 10.7 ±1.2 
80.4±1.4 - 18.4±2.6 31.9±2.8 12.4±1.1 
86.0 ±1.5 - 20.2 ±3.1 40.5 ± 6.2 19.1 ±2.9 
91.5 ±1.4 - 52.4 ±4.5 79.5 ±14.9 24.0 ±4.5 
96.7 ±1.3 24.7 ±14.0 81.6 ±14.7 111.0 ±15.8 24.5 ±3.5 
101.4 ±1.2 54.7 ±8.6 135.5 ±23.0 166.6 ±23.9 23.0 ±3.3 
105.8 ±1.0 82.1 ±13.7 123.3 ±18.5 153.6 ±37.5 22.9 ±5.6 
110.1 ±1.2 99.0 ±9.7 174.1 ±33.0 202.7 ±27.8 18.2 ±2.5 
114.5 ±1.0 46.1 ±4.7 350.4 ±87.5 383.2 ±30.7 12.0 ±1.8 
3.1.2 System: ^^0+ ^ ''Ge 
The excitation functions (EFs) for the '^0+ '^'Ge system, corresponding to the 
following eleven reactions: ''^ GeCO, 4n)^^Zr, ^^Ge(0, p2n)*^Y, "^"GeCO, p3n)^^Y, 
' 'Ge(0, p4n)«'Y, ' 'Ge(0, an)«''"Sr, ' 'Ge(0, a3n)'3Sr, '^Ge(0, ap2n)'^Rb, 
' 'Ge(0, ap3n)*''"Rb, ' 'Ge(0, ap4n)''Rb, '''Ge(0, 2a3n)''Kr and 
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^"06(0, 2ap5n)^^Br have been measured. The measured reactions and their spectroscopic 
data used for cross-section calculations are Hsted in Table 3.7. 
1. Reaction Channel '^Ge(0,4n)**Zr [Half-life= 16.5 hrs, J" =0 ]^ 
The evaporation residue Zr is formed by the complete fusion of '^O with ''''Ge 
followed by evaporation of 4 neutrons from the compound nucleus '^^Zr and is identified 
by 243.6 keV y-ray in its decays to Y by EC process and following its 16.5 hrs half-life. 
2. Reaction Channel ^'•Ge(0, p2n/'Y [Half-life= 80.3 hrs (g), J''=l/2 j 
In this reaction evaporation residue ^Y is produced in complete fusion of '^O 
wdth '^'Ge followed by evaporation of 1 proton and 2 neutrons from compound nucleus 
'°Zr. The residue ^^Y, produced via the reaction '^*Ge(0, p2n)^^Y may also be 
populated by the electron capture (EC) and /or P"^  decay of the produced higher charge 
8 7 R7 
precursor isobar Zr. Hence, measured cross-section of Y may have contribution from 
its higher charge precursor Zr decay in addition to the direct production of ^^Y. The 
residue *^ Y has two isomers of half-lives 13 hours and 80.3 hours. The cross-section 
corresponding to meta-stable state of "^'Y could not be measured separately owing to its 
interfering y-ray with other residue Sr. However, the total cross-section of ^^ Y has been 
measured at times after the complete decay of the isomeric state to the ground state of 
*'Y. The cumulative cross-section of *^ Y has been measured by following the activities 
at a time longer than eight half-lives of the precursor ^^Zr. To study this reaction we 
followed the most intense y-rays of 389.8 keV and 484.8 keV in the decay of ground state 
of evaporation residue ^^Y. The contribution of precursor isobar ^'Zr in its decay to the 
evaporation residue ^^ Y has been separated from measured cumulative cross-section of 
^^ Zr using expression (2.15) based on Cavinato formulation [6]. 
a:::CY) = aZ'"CY) + \.020c7::rC'Zr) (3.4) 
The measured independent cross-section for production of evaporation residue 
^^ Zr and cumulative and independent cross-section for the production of evaporation 
R7 I ft 
residue Y obtamed at different 0-beam energies are given in Table 3.8. 
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i6rx^74. Table 3.7: Measured reactions and spectroscopic data for 0+ Ge system 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Reactions 
^^Ge(0, 4n)*^Zr 
''*Ge(0,p2nf'^Y 
'^^ GeCO, p3n)^^Y 
^^Ge(0, p4n)^^Y 
'^^ GeCO, an)*^'"Sr 
'"•GeCO, a3n)*^Sr 
^^Ge(0, ap2n)*^Rb 
'^Ge(0, ap3n)^2'"Rb 
^^Ge(0, ap4n)^'Rb 
^'*Ge(0,2a3n)'^Kr 
"^•GeCO, 2ap5n)^^Br 
Half-life 
16.50 h 
80.30 h (g) 
48.00 m(m) 
14.74 h(g) 
4.90 h (m) 
2.70 h(g) 
68.00 m (m) 
32.40 h 
86.20 d 
6.30 h 
4.60 h 
34.90 h 
16.20 h 
EY (KeV) 
243.6 
389.8 
484.8 
208.9 
444.0 
628.7 
1154.5 
536.0 
505.6 
232.3 
151.5 
382.0 
419.1 
763.0 
520.0 
530.0 
619.9 
699.0 
828.7 
1045.3 
1319.0 
190.4 
265.0 
397.0 
559.0 
Branching 
Ratio, 9 (%) 
95.9 
82.1 
89.7 
94.0 
16.9 
32.6 
30.5 
3.5 
64.0 
84.5 
12.4 
19.8 
5.1 
30.0 
46.0 
30.2 
37.2 
24.0 
20.7 
33.0 
25.6 
64.3 
12.7 
9.5 
74.0 
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3. Reaction Channel ^''Ge(0, p3n) ^^ Y 
[Half-Iife= 48.0 min (m)/14.74 hrs (g), J"= 8^ & 4] 
The evaporation residue ^^ Y is produced by the complete fusion of '^O with "^Ge 
followed by the evaporation of 1 proton and 3 neutrons from the compound nucleus ^°Zr. 
In this reaction two isomers of evaporation residue Y are produced, with half-lives 48.0 
min and 14.74 hrs. The 48 min metastable state decays to its ground state by IT (99.31%). 
The residue ^^ Y produced in the reaction (0, p3n) may also be populated by EC decay of 
its higher charge precursor isobar Zr, produced via (0, 4n) reaction. The half-lives of 
^^ Y and its precursor *^ Zr are comparable (14.74 hrs and 16.50 hrs respectively). In such 
cases the formulations developed in ref [7] have been followed and independent 
cross-sections have been deduced. The most intense y-rays of 208.9, 444.0, 628.7 and 
1154.5 keV have been taken for cross-section measurements. 
Table 3.8: Measured cross-sections for the residues *^ Zr and *'Y. 
Lab Energy Ci„, C^Zr) aeum ( ' ' Y ) a;„, {''Y) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
60.2 ±1.1 105.8 ±16.7 338.3 ±17.5 87.3 ±17.5 
65.1 ±1.3 111.3 ±14.5 353.3 ±25.1 125.5 ±25.1 
70.0 ±1.3 155.5 ±18.7 324.7 ±12.9 129.3 ±12.9 
74.5 ±1.1 148.4±17.8 255.7±13.1 93.5 ±13.1 
78.8 ±1.3 110.2 ±13.2 190.2 ±10.1 56.7 ±10.1 
83.1 ±1.2 120.1 ±21.6 143.4 ±6.8 48.1 ±6.8 
87.3 ±1.3 77.9 ±13.3 91.2 ±2.9 18.2 ±2.9 
91.6 ±1.4 50.5 ±10.8 56.5 ±3.3 15.1 ±3.3 
95.7±1.2 28.1 ±7.9 31.8±1.3 7.5±1.3 
99.4 ±1.2 26.8 ±6.0 23.5 ±1.5 6.5 ±1.5 
104.8 ±1.3 17.1 ±4.3 6.9 ±1.0 3.9 ±1.0 
111.6±1.3 6.4±1.7 
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4. Reaction Channel ^'•Ge(0, p 4 n r Y 
[Half-life= 4.9 hrs (m)/2.7 hrs (g), J"=9/2+«&l/2 ] 
In this reaction two isomers of evaporation residues ^^ Y witii half-lives 4.9 hours 
and 2.7 hours are produced via reaction (O, p4n), in the complete fusion of '^O with 
^"Ge, followed by the evaporation of 1 proton and 4 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus. The same residue Y may also be populated by the EC and/ or p decay process 
of the produced higher charge precursor isobar ^^Zr. Hence, the measured cross-section of 
*^ Y may have contributions firom the precursor ^^ Zr decay in addition to the direct 
production of Y. The cumulative cross-section of Y has been measured by following 
the y-activities at times longer than eight half-lives of the precursor *'Zr. The contribution 
due to the decay of precursor isobar ^Zr to the evaporation residue *^ Y has been 
separated from the measured cumulative cross-section to deduce the independent yield 
for the production of ^^Y, by subtracting the cross-section values of ^^ Zr from the 
measured cumulative cross-section of Y by using the expression: 
(^cun, ( Y) = a,„j ( Y) + o;„^ ( Zr) (j.5) 
To study this reaction we followed the y-rays of 505.6 keV and 536.0 keV energies 
corresponding to two isomers with half-lives 2.7 hours and 4.9 hours respectively from 
the residual nucleus *^Y. As such, the deduced independent cross-sections for the 
production of ^^Y, are the sum of isomeric and ground state contributions. 
The measured cumulative and independent cross-sections for production of 
evaporation residue ^^ Y and *^ Y at different '^0-beam energies are given in Table 3.9. 
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Table 3.9: Measured cross-sections for the residues Y and Y. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
60.2 ±1.1 
65.1 ±1.3 
70.0 ±1.3 
74.5 ±1.1 
78.8 ±1.3 
83.1 ±1.2 
87.3 ±1.3 
91.6 ±1.4 
95.7 ±1.2 
99.4 ±1.2 
104.8 ±1.3 
111.6±1.3 
acum(''Y) 
(mb) 
385.9 ±37.8 
323.7 ±24.4 
420.4 ±58.9 
386.9 ±52.2 
316.2 ±36.2 
259.2 ± 37.6 
161.7 ±24.2 
116.3±11.7 
73.7 ±11.7 
50.6 ±10.6 
16.9 ±3.9 
4.6 ±1.1 
CTind ( * ' Y ) 
(mb) 
276.3 ±27.1 
230.3 ±17.4 
305.4 ±42.8 
285.9 ±38.6 
246.0 ±28.3 
204.6 ± 29.7 
134.9 ±20.2 
101.7±10.2 
62.7 ±10.0 
48.1 ±10.1 
16.0 ±3.7 
4.5 ±1.1 
acum (''Y) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
118.8±15.8 
116.0± 16.7 
172.1 ±15.1 
196.7 ±19.6 
186.7 ±29.9 
184.6±21.2 
113.1 ±9.1 
-
-
CJind C'Y) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
105.0 ±15.8 
91.9± 16.7 
144.4 ± 15.1 
159.6 ±19.6 
149.5 ±29.9 
146.7 ±21.2 
78.4 ±9.1 
-
-
5. Reaction channel •'*Ge(0, an)*^ '"Sr [Half-life=68.0 min (m), J" =9/2^] 
The evaporation residue ^^ ""Sr may be produced by the complete fusion of '^0 
with '^'Ge followed by evaporation of 1 a-particle and 1 neutron from compound system. 
The same residue may also be produced by incomplete fusion of' O i.e. the fusion of the 
fragment '^ C of '^ O (if '^ O undergoes breakup into '^ C and a-particle) with '^'Ge 
followed by the evaporation of 1 neutron from the composite system. The measured 
cumulative cross-sections for "^"Sr may include the contributions from both complete as 
well as incomplete fusion processes. Sr has two isomers of half-lives 68.0 min. and 
64.9 days. The independent cross-section of residue *^ "'Sr could not be separated by 
conventional method since the half-lives of isomers in precursor ^^ Y (4.9 hrs /2.7 hrs) are 
larger as compared to the half-life of residue ^^ '"Sr (68.0 min). Moreover, the cross-
section corresponding to high spin state of ^^ S^r could not be measured owing to its 
relatively long half-life and interfering y-rays with other reaction channels. The residue 
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*^ '"Sr produced via the reaction '^*Ge(0, an)*^"'Sr may also be populated by the EC 
and/ or P^ decay process of the higher charge precursor isobars ^^ Zr and *^ Y. The 
measured cumulative cross-section of * '^"Sr have complex contributions from the higher 
charge precursor isobars Zr and Y in addition to the direct (independent) production 
of * "^'Sr. An attempt has been made to separate contributions of precursor decay using the 
formulation given in reference [7] and the lower limit of the independent cross-section 
for the production of * '^"Sr could has been deduced. The evaporation residue ^^ ""Sr has 
been identified by 232.3 and 151.5 keV y-rays in its decay to Rb by EC process. 
6. Reaction channel '"GeCO, a3n)"Sr [Half-life= 32.4 hrs, J^  = 7/2 ] 
The residue ^^Sr may be produced by CF of '^O with "^^ Ge followed by emission 
of one a-particle and three neutrons from the compound nucleus leading the production 
of evaporation residue Sr in its excited state. The same evaporation residue may also be 
formed by ICF of '^O i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of '^O (if '^O undergoes breakup into 
'^ C and a-particle) with '"*Ge followed by evaporation of 3 neutrons from the composite 
system. Measured cross-sections therefore may include contribution from incomplete 
fusion process along with complete fusion process. The evaporation residue '^^ Sr has been 
identified by 382.0, 419.1 and 763.0 keV y-rays. In this reaction two isomers of ^^ Sr are 
produced, having half-lives 5.0 sec and 32.4 hours. The 5.0 sec metastable state 
completely decays to the 32.4 hours ground state by isomeric transition. Hence, the 
measured cross-sections are the sum of isomeric and ground state both. The measured 
cross-sections of •^'Sr may have contributions from the precursor isobars *^ Zr and ^^ Y also 
in addition to its direct production. The short-lived isobar ^^Zr if produced decayed to 
^•'Y. No precursor contribution from ^''Y has been observed by measuring the 
cross-section of *^Sr at times before and after complete decay of ^^ Y into *^Sr. As such 
the measured cross-sections reported here has been taken at a time after the complete 
decay of the precursor ^•'Y. Hence, the measured cross-sections are found to be 
independent production cross-sections of Sr. 
The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residue ^ "^'Sr and 
*^ Sr obtained at different '^0-beam energies have been given in Table 3.10. 
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Table 3.10: Measured cross-section for the residues *^ '"Sr and *^ Sr. 
Lab Energy CTcum('""Sr) (*) a i„d(*""Sr) ai„d (''Sr) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
65.1 ±1.3 53.1 ±7.2 21.2 ±2.9 100.1 ± 17.0 
70.0 ±1.3 155.6 ±23.7 63.8 ±9.7 139.5 ±20.9 
74.5±1.1 318.1 ±37.5 136.8±16.1 182.2±23.7 
78.8 ±1.3 342.2 ±24.9 150.6 ±11.0 219.0 ±24.1 
83.1 ±1.2 421.6 ±35.0 193.9 ±16.1 233.9 ±23.4 
87.3 ±1.3 269.5 ±20.9 129.4 ±10.0 188.3 ±23.7 
91.6 ±1.4 186.2 ±22.7 98.7 ±12.0 182.2 ±19.1 
95.7 ±1.2 184.7 ±13.9 97.9 ±7.4 137.3 ±24.7 
99.4 ±1.2 144.6 ±17.8 81.0 ±10.0 118.2 ±19.9 
104.8 ±1.3 75.3 ±8.3 43.7 ±4.8 90.5 ±11.8 
111.6±1.3 19.4±3.8 15.1 ±3.0 74.1 ± 14.1 
(*) lower limit has been obtained. 
7. Reaction Channel '^'CeCO, ap2n)"Rb [Half-life= 86.2 days, J" =5/2 ) 
This residue may be produced by the CF of '^O with '"*Ge followed by emission 
of 1 a-particle, 1 proton and 2 neutrons from compound nucleus. The same residue *^ Rb 
may also be produced by ICF of fragment '^ C of '^O ( if '^ O undergoes breakup into 
'^ C and a-particle) with '^'Ge followed by evaporation of 1 proton and 2 neutrons. 
Measured cross-sections, therefore, may include contribution from both complete and 
incomplete fusion processes. To study this reaction we have followed the y-rays of 520.0 
and 530.0 keV energies corresponding to 86.2 days half-life of the residual nucleus ^^Rb. 
The residue ^^ Rb may also be populated by EC and / or P"*^  decay of the higher charge 
precursor isobars *^Zr, ^•'Y and ^^Sr. The measured cross-section of ^^ Rb may has 
contributions from the precursors decay in addition to direct production of ^^Rb. The 
contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar *^ Sr to the evaporation residue ^^ Rb has 
been separated from cumulative contribution to get the independent yield for the 
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production of Rb by using the expression (2.15) based on Cavinafo et al. fbriiiiiratiori 
[6]. 
CTZ7C'Rb) = a:rC'Rb) + l-0l6(j:rCSr) (3.6) 
8. Reaction channel ''•Ge(0, ap3n)* '^"Rb [Half-life= 6.3 hrs, J'=51 
This residue may be produced by the complete fusion of '^O with '^'Ge followed 
by emission of la-particle, 1 proton and 3 neutrons from compound nucleus. The same 
residual nucleus ^^ "^ Rb may also be produced by ICF of '^O i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of 
^^ O (if '^0 undergoes breakup into '^C and a-particle) with ^''Ge, followed by evaporation 
of 1 proton and 3 neutrons leading the residual nucleus in the excited state. Measured 
cross-sections may include contributions from both complete and incomplete fusion 
processes. The produced evaporation residue ^"'Rb has an isomeric state with half-life 
6.3 hours. The residual nucleus ^^ ""Rb decays by EC (74%) and f (26%) to *^Kr. To 
study this reaction we have followed the identified y-rays of 619.9, 699.0, 828.7, 1045.3 
and 1319.0 keV energy. The activity of ground state of ^^ Rb could not be observed 
owing its short half-life 1.27 min. Its precursor is long-lived nucleus ^^ Sr (25.5d). No 
precursor contribution has been found as the activities in * '^"Rb have been measured soon 
after stopping of irradiation. Hence the measured cross-sections are found to be 
independent cross-sections for the production of ^^ ""Rb. 
The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residues ^^ Rb and 
^^ ""Rb obtained at different '^0-beam energies have been given in Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.11: Measured cross-sections for the residues *^ Rb, and ^^ '"Rb. 
Lab Energy Oe„„,(''Rb) Oi„d("Rb) cTi„d ('""Rb) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
60.2 ±1.1 - - 34.7 ±6.9 
65.1 ±1.3 - - 39.6 ±7.9 
70.0 ±1.3 238.3 ±24.1 96.0 ±9.7 37.8 ± 7.6 
74.5 ±1.1 356.1 ±32.8 170.3 ±15.7 23.1 ±4.2 
78.8 ±1.3 387.6 ±33.8 164.2 ±14.3 30.4 ±6.1 
83.1 ±1.2 472.7 ±37.0 234.1 ±18.3 71.2 ±13.7 
87.3 ±1.3 390.6 ±31.9 198.5 ±16.2 71.8 ±13.2 
91.6 ±1.4 345.4 ±38.1 159.6 ±17.6 130.6 ±15.7 
95.7 ±1.2 308.7 ±48.9 168.7 ±26.7 194.6 ±27.2 
99.4 ±1.2 281.5 ±39.9 160.9 ±22.8 162.2 ±17.1 
104.8 ±1.3 214.3 ±29.2 122.0 ±16.6 124.2 ±18.6 
111.6±1.3 142.7±27.4 67.1 ± 12.9 88.9±17.8 
9. Reaction Channel "•Ge(0, ap4n)**Rb (Half-life= 4.6 hrs, J" =3/2 ] 
This residue may be produced by the CF of '^ O with '^'Ge followed by emission 
Q 1 
of 1 a-particle, 1 proton and 4 neutrons from compound nucleus. The same residue Rb 
may also be produced by ICF of fragment '^ C of '^ O (if '^0 undergoes breakup into 
'^ C and a-particle) with '^'Ge followed by evaporation of 1 proton and 4 neutrons from 
composite system. Measured cross-sections, therefore, may include contribution from 
both complete and incomplete fiision processes. The reaction product has been identified 
by 190.4 keV y-ray corresponding to 4.6 hrs half-life of the ground state of residual 
nucleus *'Rb. The residue *'Rb may also be populated by EC and / or P"" decay of the 
produced higher charge precursor isobar Sr. The residue Rb has two isomers; meta-
stable state with 30.6 min half-life and ground state with 4.6 hrs half-life. The 30.6 
minutes metastable state decays by IT to its ground state. The cross-sections measured 
after the complete decay of the precursor to '^Rb and the isomeric state to the ground 
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state, gives total cumulative cross-sections of residue ^'Rb. The measured cross-section 
0 1 
of "'Rb may has contributions from the precursor decay in addition to its direct 
production. Hence, cumulative cross-sections were measured. 
10. Reaction Channel "^GeCO, 2a3n)'''Kr [Half-life= 34.9 hrs, J ' =1/2 J 
The evaporation residue ^^ Kr may be produced in CF of '^O with '^^ Ge followed 
by emission of 2a-particles and 3 neutrons from compound nucleus. Same residual 
nucleus may also be produced in ICF of '^O i.e. the fusion of *Be (a fragment of '^O) 
with '^'Ge followed by evaporation of 3 neutrons from the composite system ^^Kr. Hence 
the measured cross-sections are the total cross-sections from CF and ICF. In this reaction 
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two isomers of residual nucleus Kr are produced, having half-lives 50 seconds and 34.9 
hours. The 50 sec metastable state immediately decays to the 34.9 hours ground state by 
isomeric transition. Hence the measured cross-sections are the total cross-sections having 
contributions of both the isomeric and ground state. To study this reaction we followed 
the y-rays of 265.0 keV and 397.0 keV obtained in the ground state decay to ''^ Br by EC 
and P* decay The residue ^^ Kr may also be populated by EC and / or (3^  decay of the 
higher charge precursor isobars ^ Rb. The measured cross-sections of ^ Kr may ha\e 
contributions from the precursor decay in addition to direct production of ^^Kr. However, 
no substantial changes in the cross-section values have been observed when cross-
sections for the residue ^^Kr are measured before and after complete decay of the 
precursor. This clearly shows that measured cross-sections are independent production 
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cross-section for Kr 
11. Reaction Channel '"CeCO, 2ap5n)^*Br [ Half-life= 16.2 hrs, JT =1 ] 
The evaporation residue ' Br may be produced in CF of '^O with '^'Ge followed 
by emission of 2 a-particles, 1 proton and 5 neutrons from compound nucleus ^°Zr. The 
same evaporation residue may also be produced by the fusion of one *Be fragment of '^ O 
(if '^O undergoes breakup into two ^Be fragments) with the target '^'Ge, followed by the 
emission of 1 proton and 5 neutrons from the composite system. Hence the measured 
cross-sections are the total cross-sections from CF and ICF. In this reaction two isomers 
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of residual nucleus ^^ Br are produced, having half-lives 1.3 seconds and 16.2 hours. The 
1.3 sec metastable state immediately decays to the 16.2 hours ground state by IT. Hence 
the measured cross-sections are the total cross-sections having contributions of both the 
isomeric and ground state. To study this reaction we followed the y-rays of 559.0 keV 
obtained in the ground state decay to ^^ Se by EC and |3"^  decay No precursor contribution 
from ^^ Kr is observed. Hence the measured cross-sections are independent production 
cross-section of residue ^^Br. 
The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residues ^'Rb, ^^ Kr 
and ^^ Br obtained at different ^^0-beam energies have been given in Table 3.12. 
Table 3.12: Measured cross-sections for the residues **Rb, '^ Kr and '^Br. 
Lab Energy ac„„,(*'Rb) ai„d(''Kr) ^U^) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
74.5 ±1.1 20.2 ±2.4 - 77.0 ±14.0 
78.8 ±1.3 17.2 ±1.2 - 87.6 ±15.9 
83.1 ±1.2 41.4 ±3.4 11.7 ±2.3 120.4 ±23.2 
87.3 ±1.3 63.4 ±4.9 11.3 ±1.8 229.4 ±42.2 
91.6 ±1.4 119.8 ±14.6 20.2 ±3.1 293.1 ±35.2 
95.7 ±1.2 314.9 ±23.7 40.7 ±8.1 334.4 ±46.7 
99.4 ±1.2 205.3 ±25.3 58.8 ±12.0 432.2 ±45.5 
104.8 ±1.3 362.8 ±40.0 54.3 ± 9.9 435.0 ±65.1 
111.6 ±1.3 395.9 ±75.3 - 502.1 ±89.5 
3.1.3 System: ^"Ne+^'Co 
The excitation functions (EFs) for the system '^O + ^'Co, corresponding to the 
following eighteen reactions: ^^Co(Ne, pn)"Kr, ^^Co(Ne, p2n)^^Kr, 
''Co(Ne, 2pn)''Br, ''Co(Ne, a)''Br, ''Co(Ne,an) '^Br, 
''Co(Ne, apn) ' 'Se, ''Co(Ne, ap4n) '°Se, ''Co(Ne, a2pn) '^AS, 
''Co(Ne, 2a) ' ' A S , ''Co(Ne, 2an) '°As, ''Co(Ne, 2a2n) ^^ As 
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^^Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^ Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ^^ Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^^ Ge, 
^^ Co(Ne, 3a)^^Ga, ^^Co(Ne, 3an) ^^ Ga, ^^Co(Ne, 3a2n) ^ ^Ga, 
and ^^ Co(Ne, 4a2n) '^Cu have been measured. The measured reactions, evaporation 
residues, half-lives of evaporation residues, identified y-rays and their branching ratios 
are listed in Table 3.13. 
1. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, pn)^''Kr [Half-life =1.24 iirs, J'' = 5/2'J 
77 
The evaporation residue Kr is produced via (Ne, pn) reaction by the complete 
fusion of ^%[e with ^^ Co followed by the emission of 1 proton and 1 neutron from the 
compotind system ^^ Rb. The same evaporation residue ^^ Kr may also be populated by the 
electron capture (EC) and/ or p"^  decay process of the produced higher charge precursor 
isobar ^^ Rb via (Ne, 2n) reaction. The cumulative cross-sections of ^^ Kr measured after 
77 
the complete decay of precursor Rb may have contributions from the decay of precursor 
isobar ^^ Rb in addition to its direct production. The residue ^^ Kr is identified by 128.1 
keV y-ray in its decays to ^^ Br by EC and following its 1.24 hrs half-life. The 
contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar ^^ Rb to the residue ""^ Kr has been 
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separated fi-om measured cumulative cross-sections of Kr using expression (2.15) based 
on formulation given by Cavinato et al [6]. 
crZ^CKr) = a:rCKr) + l.Q552"CRb) (3.7) 
2. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, p2n)^ ^Kr [Half-life =14.8 hrs, J' = 0*[ 
The evaporation residue ^^ Kr is produced by the complete fusion of ^^e with 
^^ Co followed by emission of 1 proton and 2 neutrons from compound nucleus ^^ Rb. The 
same residue ^^ Kr may also be populated by EC and/ or (3* decay process of the produced 
higher charge precvirsor isobar ^^ Rb. The cumulative cross-sections of ''^ Kr measured 
after the complete decay of precursor ^^ Rb may have contributions from the decay of 
precursor isobar ^^ Rb in addition to its direct production. To study this reaction we have 
followed the y-rays of 317.5, 405.0 and 450.5 keV energies corresponding to 14.8 hrs 
half-life of the residue ^^ Kr. The contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar ''^ Rb 
to the residue ^^ Kr has been separated from the measured cumulative cross-sections of 
Kr using the standard decay formulation [6]. 
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20xT„ _i_ 59/ Table 3.13: Measured reactions and spectroscopic data for Ne + Co system 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Reactions 
''Co(Ne,pn)''Kr 
^'Co(Ne, p2n)^^Kr 
^'Co(Ne, 2pn)^^Br 
^'Co(Ne, a) ^^ Br 
^'Co(Ne, an) '"Br 
^^Co(Ne, apn) "Se 
^^Co(Ne, ap4n) ^"Se 
^^Co(Ne, a2pn) ^^As 
^^Co(Ne, 2a) ^'AS 
^^Co(Ne, 2an) ^°As 
^^Co(Ne, 2a2n) ^^As 
^^Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^ Ge 
^^Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ^^ Ge 
^^Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^^ Ge 
^^Co(Ne, 3a) "^^ Ga 
'^Co(Ne, 3an) ^^ Ga 
^^Co(Ne,3a2n)^^Ga_ 
^^Co(Ne, 4a2n) ^'Cu 
Half-life 
1.24 h 
14.80 h. 
16.20 h 
1.62 h 
41.50 m(m) 
25.3 m(g) 
7.15h 
41.1m 
1.08 d 
2.70 d 
52.60 m 
15.1m 
1.62 d 
18.70 m 
2.26 h 
3.26 d 
9.49 h 
15.20 m 
3.41 h 
E^ (keV) 
128.1 
317.5 
405.0 
450.5 
557.6 
285.5 
728.3 
634.0 
359.6 
426.8 
832.3 
172.1 
593.7 
666.8 
742.0 
1111.8 
1409.6 
231.5 
572.9 
870.4 
1103.0 
166.0 
270.1 
184.6 
300.2 
393.5 
1037.4 
115.2 
281.9 
371.6 
654.7 
Branching 
Ratio, e (%) 
80.0 
39.0 
12.1 
9.8 
74.0 
92.0 
35.0 
63.4 
97.0 
28.8 
79.5 
83.1 
16.3 
21.2 
20.8 
21.2 
8.6 
10.9 
13.3 
11.9 
36.0 
84.0 
10.5 
20.4 
16.6 
4.6 
37.9 
55.0 
12.5 
2.2 
10.7 
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cTZ'CKr) = a:TCKr) + \micT:f'CRb) (3.8) 
The independent cross-sections deduced from the cumulative yield for the 
residues ^ Kr and ^^Kr obtained at different energy of ^^e-ion beam have been given in 
Table 3.14. 
Table 3.14: Measured cross-sections for the residues '^Kr and '^Kr. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
62.9 ±1.0 
75.2 + 0.8 
86.5 ± 0.8 
97.1 ±0.7 
107.0 ±0.7 
CT cum( K r ) 
(mb) 
113.1 ±10.7 
22.0 ±2.1 
0.5 ±0.1 
-
-
CTind ^ K r ) 
(mb) 
102.8 ±10.7 
20.2 ±2.1 
0.5 ±0.1 
-
-
CT cum( K r ) 
(mb) 
72.7 ±3.0 
147.6 ±4.9 
45.2 ±1.8 
15.5 ±0.7 
1.9 ±0.3 
CTi„d(''Kr) 
(mb) 
69.6 ±3.0 
139.2 ±4.9 
39.8 ±1.8 
13.7 ±0.7 
1.5 ±0.3 
3. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, 2pn)^'Br [Half-life =16.2 hrs, J" =1] 
The residue ^^ Br is formed by complete fusion of ^%e with ^^ Co followed b} 
emission of 2 protons and 1 neutron from compound nucleus ^^Rb. Two isomers of 
residue ^^ Br are produced, having half-lives 1.31 sec and 16.2 hrs. The 1.31 sec isomeric 
state decays by IT (> 99.4%) to 16.2 hrs groimd state. Hence, the measured cross-sections 
are the sirai of isomeric and groimd state both. The residue ^^ Br may also be populated by 
the EC and/ or P"^  decay of the produced higher charge precursor isobars i.e. ^^ Rb and 
''^ Kr. The measured cross-section of ^^ Br may have contributions from the decay of 
precvirsor isobars '^Rb and ^ ^ in addition to the direct production of ^^Br. The half-lives 
of^^Br audits precursor K are comparable (14.6 hrs and 16.2 hrs respectively). In such 
cases the independent cross-sections of ^ ^Br could be separated using the formulation 
developed in reference [7]. The evaporation residue ^^ Br has been identified by 557.6 
keV y-ray. 
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4. Reaction Channel ^^Co(Ne, a)''^ Br [Half-life =1.62 hrs, J" =3/2 ] 
The evaporation residue ^^ Br may be produced by tlie CF of ^'^e with ^^ Co 
followed by evaporation of 2 protons and 2 neutrons (or 1 a-particle) from the compound 
nucleus ^^Rb. The same residue may also be produced by ICF of ^"^e i.e. the fusion of 
fragment '^0 of ^ ^ e (if ^ ^ e breakup into a-particle and '^O) with ^^Co, leaving the 
residue ^^ Br in excited state. Measured cross-sections may therefore include 
contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The evaporation 
residue ^^ Br with 1.62 hrs half-life produced via the reaction ^^Co(Ne, a)^^Br may also 
be populated by the EC and/ or p'*"-decay process of the higher charge precursor isobars 
i.e. ^^ Rb and ^^Kr. The measured cumulative cross-sections of ^^ Br may have 
contributions from the precursor isobars of ^^ Rb (17 sec) and ^^ Kr (4.5 min) in addition 
to its direct production. The cross-sections of precursor isobars ^^Rband ^^ Kr could not be 
measured separately owing to their short half-lives. However, cumulative cross-section 
for the production of ^^ Br has been measured at times (more than 6-8 half-lives) after the 
complete decay of the precursors. To study this reaction y-ray of 285.5 keV energy 
corresponding to half-life 1.62 hrs has been followed. The contribution due to the decay 
of precursor isobars ^^ Rb and ''^ Kr to the residue ^^ Br has been separated out using 
Cavinato formulation [6] based expression (2.16). 
<7rBr) = arj'CBr) +1 MSa^^ ( Kr) +1.051^^" ("Rb) (3.9) 
5. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, an) '^'Br [Half-life =41.5 niin/25.3 min, J" =4*, 0 ] 
The evaporation residue ''''Br may be produced either by the complete fusion of 
^ ^ e with ^^ Co followed by emission of 1 a-particle and 1 neutron from the compound 
nucleus ^^ Rb or by incomplete ftision of ^°Ne (if the fragment '^0 of ^ °Ne fuses with 
^'Co), followed by the emission of 1 neutron from composite system ^^Br. Measured 
cross-sections may therefore include contribution from incomplete fusion along with 
complete fusion process. The reaction product '^'Br has been identified by following 
728.3 keV y-ray associated with 41.5 min half-life and 733.0 keV y-ray associated with 
25.3 min half-life. Measured cross-sections are the sum of both metastable and ground 
state cross-sections. The evaporation residue '^'Br may also be populated by the EC and/ 
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or P^ decay process of the higher charge precursor isobar "^^ Kr. The measured cumulative 
cross-sections of ^ '^ Br may have contributions from the precursor isobar ""^Ks in addition 
to direct production of Br. Hence; measured cross-sections are the cumulative 
cross-section for the production of ^ ''Br. The y-ray activities have been measured after the 
complete decay of the precursor '^*Kr to '^*Br. The contribution due to the decay of 
precursor isobar ' ' 'KJ to the residue '^'Br has been separated out using the expression 
(2.15). 
, mea5/74o \ —.'"^aj/74 n „ \ , -i o cj^—ZMCf"/74 
cJ:rrBr) = C7:rrBr) + \3S3aZ''rKr) (3.10) 
The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residues Br and 
^^ Br obtained at different ^^e-ion energies have been given in Table 3.15. 
Table 3.15: Measured cross-sections for the residues ^^ Br and ^ B^r 
Lab 
Energy 
(MeV) 
62.9 ±1.0 
75.2 ± 0.8 
86.5 ± 0.8 
97.1 ±0.7 
107.0 ±0.7 
116.3 ±0.6 
125.2 ±0.6 
133.8 ±0.6 
142.1 ±0.6 
150.2 ±0.7 
CJcum ( B r ) 
(mb) 
107.2 ±7.2 
182.7 ±12.3 
96.8 ± 6.5 
14.2 ±1.0 
2.3 ± 0.2 
0.4 ±0.1 
-
-
-
-
CTi„d(''Br) 
(mb) 
28.2 ±1.9 
62.1 ±4.2 
41.6 ±2.8 
6.1 ±0.4 
1.1 ±0.1 
0.2 ± 0.02 
-
-
-
-
CJ cuni( B r ) 
(mb) 
-
91.3 ±8.4 
174.9 ±11.8 
164.2 ±15.7 
84.3 ± 5.7 
56.7 ±3.9 
13.4 ±1.0 
5.1 ±0.6 
1.8 ±0.4 
0.7 ±0.1 
cri„d('^ Br) 
(mb) 
-
79.4 ± 8.4 
136.4 ±11.8 
124.2 ±15.7 
63.9 ±5.7 
50.4 ±3.9 
11.2±1.0 
4.9 ±0.6 
-
-
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6. Reaction Channel "^CoCNe, apn)'^Se. [Half-life =7.2 hrs, r =9/2 ] 
The evaporation residue ^^ Se may be formed by the complete fusion of ^'^e with 
^^ Co followed by emission la-particle, 1 proton and 1 neutron from the compound 
nucleus ^^Rb. The same evaporation residue ^^ Se may also be produced by ICF of " '^e 
i.e. fusion of fragment '^O of ^°Ne (in the break up of ^ ^ e into '^O and ''He fragments) 
with ^^Co, followed by evaporation of 1 proton and 1 neutron from the composite system 
^^Br. Measured cross-sections therefore may include contribution from incomplete fusion 
along with complete fusion process. The residue Se produced via the reaction 
^^Co(Ne, apn)^^Se may also be populated by the EC and/ or P"^  decay of the higher 
charge precursor isobars Br and Kr. The residue Se has two isomers; meta-stable 
state with 40 min half-life and ground state with 7.2 hrs half-life. The 40 minutes 
metastable state decays by IT to its ground state. The measured cross-sections after the 
complete decay of isomeric transition give total cumulative cross-sections. Moreover, the 
isobar ^^ Br is fed by its precursor •^'Kr (26 sec). The measured cross-sections may ha\e 
contributions from the precursor isobars Br and Kr in addition to direct production of 
•^'Se. The measured cross-sections are therefore cumulative cross-sections for the 
production of ''^ Se. However, the independent production cross-section of ''"'Se has been 
obtained using the standard decay formulation [6]. 
< r ( " 5 e ) = < r ( " 5 e ) + 1.008a:f^("5r) + 1.009a^f^("A:r) (3.11) 
7. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, ap4n) "^Se. [Half-life =41.1 min, J^  =0*] 
In this reaction, the evaporation residue ^°Se may be produced by the complete 
fusion of ^ ^ e with ^^ Co followed by emission la-particle, 1 proton and 4 neutrons from 
the compoimd nucleus ^^Rb. The same evaporation residue ^°Se may also be produced by 
ICF of ^°Ne i.e. fiision of fragment '^0 of ^*^e (in the break up of ^%e into '^O and ^He 
fragments) with ^^Co, followed by evaporation of 1 proton and 4 neutrons from the 
composite system. The measured cross-sections of ^°Se correspond to the direct 
production of Se with no precursor contribution. Measured cross-sections may therefore 
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include contributions from incomplete fusion (ICF) process of the projectile with the 
target along with complete fusion (CF) process. 
8. Reacrion Channel ^^Co(Ne, a2pn)'^As [Half-life =26.0 hrs, J" =2-] 
The evaporation residue ^^As may be produced either by the complete fusion of 
^"^e with ^'Co followed by emission la-particle, 2 protons and 1 neutron from the 
compound nucleus ^^ Rb or by ICF of ^Ve i. e. fusion of fragment '^O of ^Ve with 
target, followed by emission of 2 protons and 1 neutron from the composite system. 
Measured cross-sections therefore may include contribution from incomplete fusion 
along with complete fusion process. The half-life of its precursor ^^ Se (8.5 days) is too 
large hence the y-activities measured, soon after the stop of radiation, is expected to come 
mostly from the direct production of ^^As. Hence, in this reaction, the measured cross-
section may be considered to be independent cross-section. The evaporation residue As 
has been identified by 832.3 keV 7-ray. 
The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residues Br, "Se. 
and °^Se obtained at different ^%e-ion energy have been given in Table 3.16. 
Table 3.16: Measured cross-sections for the residues '^'Br, ^ S^e, and "^Se. 
Lab Energy 7~C^) 7 u ^ ) cjcun. (''Se) ai„d (''Se) CTi„d('"Se) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
62.9 ±1.0 46.7 ±7.1 " 22.9 ±1.3 19.2 ±1.3 1.5 ±0.2 
75.2±0.8 62.2 ±8.4 - 133.4±7.3 126.5 ± 7.3 10.5±1.1 
86.5 ±0.8 108.2 ±13.1 107.6 ±13.1 141.0 ±7.7 126.1 ±7.7 12.3 ±1.5 
97.1 ±0.7 171.8 ±17.8 169.3 ±17.8 96.4 ±5.3 88.1 ±5.3 15.7 ±1.7 
107.0 ±0.7 210.6 ±20.6 204.0 ±20.6 68.2 ±4.6 63.3 ±4.6 21.2 ±7.8 
116.3 ±0.6 253.4 ±24.8 245.9 ±24.8 95.5 ±5.2 88.3 ± 5.2 37.0 ±4.6 
125.2 ±0.6 141.2 ±15.0 136.9 ±15.0 77.2 ±4.3 65.2 ±4.3 42.3 ± 6.2 
133.8±0.6 123.4±12.9 119.7±12.9 92.8±5.1 81.0±5.1 
142.1 ±0.6 86.1 ±14.3 84.7 ±14.3 79.0 ± 4.3 69.1+4.3 
150.2 ±0.7 60.5 ±9.1 60.0 ±9.1 60.7 ±4.2 54.1 ±4.2 
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9. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, 2a)''As [Half-life =2.70 days, J" =5/2 ] 
The evaporation residue ^'AS may be produced by complete fusion of ^Vle with 
^^ Co followed by evaporation of two a-particles from the compound nucleus ^^Rb. The 
residue ^'AS may also be produced by the ICF of ^*^e i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of 
^*^e (if ^'^e undergoes breakup into 2a and '^C fragments) with ^^ Co target. Measured 
cross-sections therefore may include contribution from incomplete fusion along with 
complete fusion process. The evaporation residue ^'AS may also be populated by the EC 
and/ or P^ decay of the produced higher charge precursor isobars i.e. ^'Br (21.3 sec) and 
^'Se (4.74 min). Contributions from the decay of precursor isobars ^'Br and '^ 'Se could 
not be measured owing to their short half-lives. The measured cross-sections of residue 
^'AS may have contributions from the precursor isobars of ^'Br and ^'Se in addition to 
direct production of ^'AS. Cross-sections were measured after the complete decay of the 
precursors at times more than 6-8 half lives of the precursors, hence cumulative cross-
sections were measured. To study this reaction y-ray of 172.1 keV energy has been 
followed. 
10. Reaction Channel *''Co(Ne, 2an)'"As [Half-life =52.60 min, J^  =4"] 
The evaporation residue As may either be produced by complete fusion of ^ V e 
with ^^ Co followed by evaporation of 2a-particles and 1 neutron from the compound 
nucleus ^^ Rb leaving the production of evaporation residues ' ' 'AS in the excited state or 
by ICF of '^ C fragment of the projectile with the target, followed by the emission of one 
neutron from the composite system ^'AS. Measured cross-sections therefore may include 
contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The same 
residue ^°As may also be populated by the EC / P^ decay of the higher charge precursor 
isobar ^°Se. The residue ^°As was identified by 593.7, 666.8, 742.0, 1111.8 and 1409.6 
keV y-rays. The cximulative cross-section for the production of ^°As has been measured 
by following the y-ray activities at times longer than 6 half-lives of the precursor ^°Se, so 
the precursor has completely decayed to ^°As. The measured cumulative cross-section of 
''^ A has contribution from the decay of precursor isobar "^Se in addition to direct 
production of ^°As. The independent cross-section for the production of °^As could be 
separated out from measured cumulative cross-section by using the expression: 
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^ c m ( ^S) = ^md ( ^ '^) + 0-,„rf ( i e ) ( J . l i ) 
11. Reaction Channel '^Co(Ne, 2a2nf'AS [Half-life =15.1 min, J" =5/2 ] 
The residue ^^ As may be produced by complete fusion of '^^e with ' Co 
followed by emission of 2a-particles and 2 neutrons from the compound nucleus Rb. 
The same residue ^^ As may also be produced by ICF of ^Vie i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C 
of ^ "^e with ^^ Co (if ^Ve undergoes breakup into 2a and '^ C fragments) followed by the 
evaporation of two neutrons from the composite system. Measured cross-sections may 
therefore include contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion 
process. The evaporation residue ^^ As has been identified by 231.5 keV y-ray. The 
evaporation residue ^^ As may also be populated in precursor decay of the produced 
residue ^^ Se via EC/p"*^  decay process. Hence, cumulative cross-sections have been 
measured. As such, no precursor contribution has been observed and hence measured 
cross-sections are independent. 
The measured cross-section for the production of evaporation residue ''^ As, 'AS 
°^As and ^^ As obtained at different ^Ve-ion energies are given in Table 3.17. 
Table 3.17: Measured cross-sections for the residues '^ As, '*As, '^ ''AS and As. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
62.9 ±1.0 
75.2 ± 0.8 
86.5 ± 0.8 
97.1 ±0.7 
107.0 ±0.7 
116.3 ±0.6 
125.2 ±0.6 
133.8 ±0.6 
142.1 ±0.6 
150.2 ±0.7 
CJind ( A s ) 
(mb) 
-
26.5 ±2.5 
86.7 ± 4.8 
144.3 ±8.0 
88.4 ± 8.4 
96.1 ±5.3 
59.2 ±3.4 
90.1 ±5.0 
67.1 ±3.9 
53.1 ±3.3 
"cum 
("As) (mb) 
-
13.4 ±1.0 
59.4 ± 7.8 
96.7 ± 5.7 
131.9 ±9.4 
215.1 ±12.4 
179.8 ±10.5 
144.1 ±8.3 
126.0 ±7.4 
86.5 ± 6.4 
"cum ('"As) 
(mb) 
22.5 ± 2.5 
44.7 ±4.7 
63.7 ±4.4 
62.9 ±3.7 
77.6 ±3.8 
162.7 ±7.1 
213.5 ±8.6 
246.2 ± 8.0 
118.1 ±3.9 
58.5 ±2.4 
CTi„d('"As) 
(mb) 
21.0 ±2.5 
34.2 ±4.9 
51.4 ±4.6 
47.2 ±4.1 
56.4 ±8.7 
125.7 ±8.5 
171.2±10.6 
-
-
-
CVind ( * ' A S ) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
36.3 ±6.8 
51.1±5.2 
42.4 ±4.3 
39.6 ±7.2 
57.4 ± 10.2 
46.4 ±4.8 
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12. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, 2apn)'*'Ge [Half-life =1.62days, J" =5/2 ] 
Complete fusion of ^°Ne with ^^ Co followed by evaporation of two alpha 
particles, one proton and one neutron from the compound nucleus ^^ Rb leads to the 
production of evaporation residues Ge. The same residue ^^Ge may also be produced by 
ICF of ^°Ne i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of ^°Ne (if ^*^e undergoes breakup into 2a and 
'^C fragments) with the target nucleus ^^Co, followed by the emission of 1 proton and 
1 neutron from the composite system. Measured cross-sections therefore may include 
contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The residue 
^^ Ge may also be populated by the EC and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge precursor 
isobar ^^As, which is produced via the reaction ^^Co(Ne, 2a2n)^^As . The measured 
cross-section of ^^Ge has contribution from the precursor isobar ^^As in addition to direct 
production of ^^Ge. The cumulative cross-section for the production of *^ Ge has been 
measured by following the y-activities at times longer than about 6-8 half-lives of the 
precursor ^^As, so that the precursor has completely decayed to ^^Ge. The residue ^^ Ge 
has been identified by 572.9, 870.4 and 1103.0 keV y-rays. The independent cross-
sections for the production of ^ Ge has been determined by subtracting the measured 
cumulative cross-sections of precursor ^ As from the measured cumulative cross-section 
of ^^ Ge using the expression (2.15) based on standard formulation [6]: 
cT:TCGe) = cTZ'"rGe) + \.006cTZ'CAs) (3.13) 
13. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, 2ap3n)**'Ge [Half-life =18.70 min, J" =1/21 
The residue ^^Ge may be produced by complete fusion of ^°Ne with ^'Co followed 
by emission of 2a-particles, 1 proton and 3 neutrons from the composite system ^^Rb. 
The same residual nucleus may also be produced by incomplete fusion of '^^ Ne, if the 
fragment '^C (of ^°Ne in its breakup) ftises with ^^ Co and 1 proton and 3 neutrons are 
emitted from the composite system ^'AS. The measured cross-sections may include 
contributions from both CF and ICF processes. As such no precursor contribution from 
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isobar ^^As (42.5 sec) has been observed, hence measured cross-sections are independent 
only. 
14. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, 2ap4n)**Ge [Half-life =2.26 hrs, J" =0^ J 
Complete fusion of ^%fe with ^^ Co followed by emission of 2a-particles, 1 proton 
and 4 neutrons from the composite system ^^ Rb leads to production of evaporation 
residues ^^Ge. The same residue ^^ Ge may also be produced by ICF of ^ ^ e i.e. the fusion 
of fragment '^C of ^°Ne (in the breakup of ^°Ne) with ^'Co followed by the emission of 1 
proton and 4 neutrons from the composite system. Measured cross-sections, therefore, 
may include contributions from ICF along with CF process. To study this reaction we 
followed the y-ray of 270.1 keV energy. As such no precursor contributions of the isobar 
*^As (96 ms) has been observed hence the measured cross-sections are independent cross-
sections only. 
The measured cross-sections for the residues ^^Ge, ^^Ge and ^^Ge obtained at 
different ^Ve-ion energy are given in Table 3.18. 
Table 3.18: Measured cross-sections for the residues ^^ Ge, ^ G^e and *^ Ge. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
62.9+1.0 
75.2 ±0.8 
86.5 ± 0.8 
97.1 ±0.7 
107.0 ±0.7 
116.3 ±0.6 
125.2 ±0.6 
133.8 ±0.6 
142.1 ±0.6 
150.2 ±0.7 
CTcum ( G e ) 
(mb) 
-
14.7 ±2.5 
39.8 ±2.3 
107.7 ±4.3 
115.4 ±6.7 
146.7 ±5.8 
129.0 ±5.1 
120.6 ±4.8 
181.2 ±7.9 
160.1 ±7.8 
CTind ( G e ) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
79.1 ±4.6 
95.3 ±3.8 
86.3 ±3.4 
80.8 ±3.2 
123.4 ±5.5 
113.7±5.5 
CTind (*'Ge) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
28.4 ±4.5 
45.8 ±5.1 
61.2 ±6.2 
48.3 ±5.0 
40.8 ±4.4 
Oind ( G e ) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
30.6 ±3.1 
45.9 ±3.5 
56.5 ±5.5 
65.2 ±6.5 
60.5 ± 6.3 
51.8 ±5.8 
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15. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, 3a)'*'Ga [Half-life =3.26 days, J" =3/2 ] 
The evaporation residue ^^ Ga may be produced by complete fusion of ^*^e with 
^'Co followed by evaporation of three a-particles from the composite nucleus. The same 
residue may also be produced by ICF of ^*^e i.e. fiision of fragment ^Be (in the break-up 
of ^ ^ e into ' C and Be) with ^^Co. Measured cross-sections may, therefore include 
contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The residue 
^^ Ga has been identified by 184.6, 300.2 and 393.5 keV y-rays. The measured 
cross-sections of the evaporation residue Ga (3.26 days) may also have high charge 
precursor contributions from Ge (18.7 min) in its decay by the EC / p^ decay process in 
addition to direct production of ^^Ga. The contribution due to the decay of the produced 
precursor isobar ^^Ge to the residue ^^ Ga has been separated from the measured 
cumulative cross-sections to get the independent yield for the production of Ga by 
measuring the cross-sections at times longer than 6-8 half lives of the precursor ^^ Ge and 
by using the expression (2.15) [6]: 
c7ZfGa) = c7:TCGa) + \m4a:r{"Ge) (3.14) 
16. Reaction Channel ^'Co(Ne, 3an)*'^Ga [Half-life =9.5 hrs, J" =0") 
Complete fusion of "^^ Ne with ^^ Co followed by emission of 3 a-particles and 1 
neutron from the composite system ^^ Rb leads to the formation of "^ G^a. The same residue 
^Ga may also be produced by ICF of ^"^e i. e. the ftision of fragment ^Be (in the breakup 
of ^ ^ e into ^Be and '^C) with ^^Co, followed by the emission of 1 neutron from 
composite system ^^Ga. Measured cross-sections therefore may include contribution from 
incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The residue *^^ Ga may also be 
populated by the electron capture (EC) and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge precursor 
isobar ^^Ge. In this case, the measured cross-section of *^ Ga has contributions from the 
precursor decay in addition to direct production of ^^Ga. The contribution due to the 
decay of precursor isobar ^^ Ge to the evaporation residue ^^ Ga has been separated from 
cumulative contribution to get the independent yield for the production of ^^ Ga by 
measuring the y-activities after the complete decay of the precursor ^^ Ge to the residue 
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^^Ga. The residue ^^Ga has been identified by 1037.4 keV y-ray. The follovving 
expression based on Cavinato et al. formulation [6], has been used 
<:: CGa) = <rlT CGa) +1.324^,^ C'Ge) (3.15) 
The measured cross-sections (cumulative and independent) for the production of 
evaporation residues ^^Ga and ^^ Ga have been given in Table 3.19. 
Table 3.19: Measured cross-sections for the residues *'Ga and ^ *Ga. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
86.5 ± 0.8 
97.1 ±0.7 
107.0 ±0.7 
116.3 ±0.6 
125.2 ±0.6 
133.8 ±0.6 
142.1 ±0.6 
150.2 ±0.7 
tJcmn r G a ) 
(mb) 
10.2 ±1.8 
23.1 ±3.1 
39.8 ±4.3 
118.0±5.5 
231.6 ±9.8 
271.2 ±12.3 
214.0 ±9.2 
327.7 ±15.2 
CTind r G a ) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
89.5 ±4.2 
185.6 ±7.9 
209.8 ± 9.5 
165.5 ±7.1 
286.8 ±13.3 
cycuin( Ga) 
(mb) 
112.7 ±8.3 
88.1 ±6.4 
120.4 ±12.0 
108.1 ±7.6 
125.1 ±12.5 
161.9± 16.0 
232.8 ±23.1 
261.7 ±26.7 
(mb) 
-
-
80.0 ±8.0 
47.3 ±3.3 
50.3 ±5.0 
75.6 ±7.5 
152.7 ±15.1 
193.1 ±19.5 
17. Reaction Channel '^'Co(Ne, 3oc2n)"Ga [Half-life =15.20 min, J' =3/2 ] 
The residue ^^Ga may be produced either by the complete fusion of ^'^e with 
^^ Co followed by evaporation of three a-particles and two neutrons from the compound 
nucleus '^Rb or by ICF of ^'^e i.e. fusion of *Be fragment of ^ ^ e with the target ^'Co 
followed by the evaporation of two neutrons from the composite system. Measured cross-
sections may therefore include contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete 
fusion process. As such no precursor contributions of the isobar ^^ Ge (31 sec) has been 
observed, hence the measured cross-sections are independent cross-sections. The 
evaporation residue ^^ Ga has been identified by 115.2 keV y-ray and 15.2 min half-life. 
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18. Reaction Channel '^Co(Ne, 4a2n)*"Cu [Half-life =3.41 hrs, J" =3/2 ] 
Complete fusion of ^^e with '^Co followed by emission of four a-particles and 
two neutrons from the compound nucleus ^^ Rb leads to the formation of '^Cu. The same 
residue '^Cu may also be produced by ICF of ^'^e i.e. fusion of fragment a of ^%Ie with 
'^Co (if ^^e imdergoes breakup into a and '^0 fragments) followed by the emission of 
two neutrons from the composite system. Measured cross-sections may therefore have 
contributions from both complete fusion and incomplete fusion processes. As such, no 
precursor contribution has been fotmd. To study this reaction, y-rays of 281.9, 371.6 and 
654.7 keV energies have been followed corresponding to 3.41 hrs half-life of the residual 
nucleus ^'Cu. The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residue ^^ Ga 
and '^Cu obtained at different ^^e-ion energies are given in Table 3.20. 
65/-, J 61, Table 3.20: Measured cross-sections for the residues Ga and Cu 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
86.510.8 
97.110.7 
107.0 + 0.7 
116.310.6 
125.210.6 
133.810.6 
142.110.6 
150.210.7 
ai„d(''Ga) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
67.617.1 
54.5 16.6 
51.716.1 
59.21 8.5 
CTindC^^ 'Cu) 
(mb) 
-
2.5 1 0.5 
18.413.6 
49.5 1 8.0 
45.912.4 
60.2 12.6 
94.5 14.9 
117.915.0 
3.1.4 System: °^Ne+ '^ ^Ho 
Excitation fiinctions (EFs) corresponding to the following eighteen reactions: 
^^ Ho(Ne, 3n)'^ ^Ir, '^ ^Ho(Ne, p2n)'^^0s, '"Ho(Ne, p3n)'^'0s, 
'^ ^Ho(Ne, a)'^'Re, '^'Ho(Ne, a2n)'^^Re, '^'Ho(Ne, a3n)"^Re, 
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'^^Ho(Ne, a4n)'^^Re '^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'"W, '"Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W. 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap6n)'^V, '"Ho(Ne, a2pn)'^^'^Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a)'^Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a2n)'^^Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'^^Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne,2a3n)'^^Ta, '^'Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf, and '^^Ho(Ne, 4a3n)"^Tm 
have been measured. The measured reactions and their spectroscopic data used for 
cross-section measurements are listed in Table 3.21. 
1. Reaction Channel '"^ H^oCNe, 3n)*^ I^r [Half-life = 15.0 m, J" = 5 ] 
The evaporation residue '* I^r is produced by the complete fusion of ^Ve with 
'^ ^Ho followed by evaporation of 3 neutrons from the compound nucleus '*^Ir. This 
residue is identified by 126.2 keV y-ray in its decays to '*^0s by EC and P"^  decay. 
2. Reaction Channel "^Ho(Ne, p2n)^*^0s [Half-life = 21.6 hrs, J" = 0^ ) 
The complete fusion of '^^ Ne with '^ ^Ho followed by evaporation of 1 proton and 
2 neutrons from compound nucleus Ir leads to the production of evaporation residue 
'^^Os. The same residue '^ ^Os may also be populated by EC and p"^  decay of the higher 
1 R ^ 1 f*^ 1 R 7 
charge precursor isobar Ir produced via the reaction Ho(Ne, 3n) Ir. The cumulative 
cross-section for the production of Os has been measured by following the y-raj 
activities at times longer than about 6-8 half-lives of the precursor, so that precursor 
completely decayed to '^^Os. The residual nucleus '^ ^Os decays to '^ ^Re by EC and has 
been identified by 180.6 keV y-ray. The contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar 
'^ I^r to the evaporation residue ' ^Os has been separated from measured cumulative cross-
sections to get the independent cross-sections for the production of '^ ^Os by using the 
expression (2.15), based on Cavinato et al. formulation [6]. 
aZ':C'Os) = aZ'"C'Os) + \.0\2cT:rrir) (3.16) 
The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residue '* l^r and 
'^ ^Os obtained at different ^^e-beam energies are given in Table 3.22 
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20i. 165i Table 3.21: Measured reactions and spectroscopic data for Ne + Ho system 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Reactions 
'^^Ho(Ne, 3n)'^^Ir 
'^^Ho(Ne,p2n)'^^Os 
'"Ho(Ne, p3n)'*'^0s 
'"Ho(Ne, a)'*'Re 
'^^Ho(Ne, a2n)'^^Re 
'^^Ho(Ne, a3n)'^*Re 
'^^Ho(Ne, a4n)''^Re 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^^W 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W 
'"Ho(Ne, ap6n)'^V 
'^^Ho(Ne,a2pn)'^*'"Ta 
'^^Ho(Ne, laf^Ta 
'"Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^Ta 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)'^^Ta 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'^^Ta 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'^^Ta 
'"Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf 
'"Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^^Tm 
Half-life 
15.0 m 
21.60 h 
1.75 h 
19.90h 
19.70 m 
13.20 m 
14.0 m 
2.21 h 
2.50 h 
29.00 m 
2.45 h 
56.6 h 
g.lOh 
10.50 h 
1.18h 
3.65 h. 
23.60 h 
7.70 h 
E^ (keV) 
126.2 
180.6 
238.2 
366.9 
289.8 
105.3 
196.4 
185.4 
376.8 
416.6 
1015.3 
1036.9 
99.4 
328.3 
428.6 
426.3 
112.5 
201.7 
266.1 
347.7 
205.7 
171.5 
296.5 
778.4 
Branching Ratio, 
e(%) 
34.4 
34.7 
44.0 
57.0 
26.9 
23.1 
8.4 
16.1 
4.6 
6.1 
4.8 
10.2 
73.0 
9.5 
12.7 
97.1 
7.2 
5.5 
10.3 
11.4 
57.7 
17.0 
33.9 
15.1 
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Table 3.22: Measured cross-sections for the residues **^ Ir and '*^ Os. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
88.5 ±2.3 
96.0 ± 2.2 
103.0 ±2.1 
110.0±2.1 
117.1 ±2.1 
123.7 ±2.0 
cii„d('*'lr) 
(mb) 
-
5.0 ±1.2 
1.9 ±0.4 
0.4 ±0.1 
-
-
CTcum ( O s ) 
(mb) 
-
6.2 ±0.7 
3.9 ±0.4 
1.1 ±0.1 
0.3 ± 0.04 
0.1 ±0.01 
CTi„d('^^Os) 
(mb) 
-
1.2 ±0.2 
1.9 ±0.4 
0.6 ±0.1 
0.2 ± 0.05 
0.1 ±0.03 
3. Reaction Channel *'*Ho(Ne, p3n)'**S0s [Half-life = 1.75 hrs, J" = 1/2 ] 
The evaporation residue '^'Os is produced by the complete fusion of ^'^e with 
'^ ^Ho followed by evaporation of 1 proton and 3 neutrons from compound nucleus '^ I^r. 
The same evaporation residue '*'0s may also be populated by EC and/ or p^ decay of the 
J O ] I S I 
higher charge precursor isobar Ir. The reaction product Os has two isomers, 
metastable state with half-life 2.7 min and ground state with half-life 1.75 hrs. The 
activity due to the ground state with half-life 1.75 hrs has been measured. This residue 
has been is identified by 238.2 keV y-ray in its decay to '^'Re by EC and p" decay. The 
cumulative cross-section for the production of '*'^0s has been measured by following the 
y-ray activities at times considerably longer than 6-8 half-lives of precursor, so that 
precursor '^'ir has completely decayed to ^ 'Os. The contribution due to decay of 
I O 1 10 1 
precursor isobar Ir to the residue Os has been separated using expression (2.15) 
based on formulations given by Cavinato et al [6]. The independent cross-section for the 
production of '^ '^ Os has been deduced from the cumulative cross-sections as: 
_ meas / IS lg PACE / 18! ; CTZTT'OS)=c7:rr'os)+\M9c7:r rjr) .(3.17) 
The independent cross-sections for the production of residue '^ "^ Os deduced from 
the cumulative cross-section obtained at different ^T^e-beam energies are given in Table 
3.23 
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Table 3.23: Measured cross-sections for the residue Os 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
88.5 ±2.3 
96.0 ± 2.2 
103.0 ±2.1 
110.0 ±2.1 
117.1 ±2.1 
123.7 ±2.0 
130.1 ±2.0 
134.1 ±2.0 
141.8±1.9 
149.3 ±1.9 
156.5 ±1.9 
acumC'^'^Os) 
(mb) 
2.7 ± 0.2 
176.5 ±8.0 
213.8 ±10.3 
120.0 ±10.7 
51.2 ±5.1 
11.5 ±1.4 
1.3 ±0.1 
0.9 ±0.2 
0.2 ±0.05 
0.1 ±0.05 
0.1 ±0.05 
(mb) 
0.7 ±0.2 
12.9 ±8,0 
18.0 ±10.3 
20.0 ±10.7 
17.2 ±5.1 
3.8 ±1.4 
0.3 ±0.1 
0.5 ±0.2 
0.1 ±0.05 
0.1 ±0.05 
0.1 ±0.05 
4. Reaction Channel **^ Ho(Ne, a)'*'Re [Half-life = 19.9 hrs, J" = 5/2 ]^ 
The evaporation residue '^'Re may be produced either by complete fusion 
of ^Ne with '*'HO followed by evaporation of 2 protons and 2 neutrons or (1 alpha 
I O f 
particle) from the compound nucleus Ir. The same evaporation residue may also be 
produced by incomplete fusion of ^^e i.e. fusion of fragment '^ O of ^^e (in the 
breakup of ^'^e into '^ O and a) with '^ ^Ho. Measured cross-sections therefore may 
include contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The 
evaporation residue '^'Re produced via the reaction '^ ^Ho(Ne, a)'*'Re may also be 
populated by EC and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge precursor isobars i.e. '^'ir and 
'*'0s. In this case, the cumulative cross-section of '*'Re measured after 6-8 half-lives of 
precursors may have contributions from the decay of precursor isobars '^'ir and '^'Os in 
addition to the direct production of '^'Re. The measured cumulative cross-section of its 
precursor '*'^0s has been separated from its measured cumulative cross-section of '^'Re 
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to get the independent yield for the production of '*'Re by using the standard formulation 
[6]. 
<r('"Re)=cT:rrRe)+i.096(7;rr^o5) (3.18) 
This case needs special attention as the measured cross-section for '^'Os corresponds to 
only ground state with half-life 1.75 hrs. Since, the metastable state (half-life 2.7 min) 
contribution could not be measured, the deduced independent cross-sections for the 
production of '^'Re is expected to be a little lower than whatever deduced. 
The independent cross-sections for the production of residue '*'Re deduced from 
the cumulative cross-sections at different energies are given in Table 3.24. 
5. Reaction Channel *'^ Ho(Ne, a2n)'''Re [Half-life = 19.7 min, J" = 5/2 ]^ 
Complete fusion of "^Ne with '^ ^Ho followed by emission of la-particle and 2 
neutrons leads to production of evaporation residue '^ ^Re. The same evaporation residue 
'^ ^Re may also be formed by incomplete fusion of ^'^e i.e. fusion of fragment '^ O of 
^^e (if ^'^e undergoes breakup into '^ O and a-particle) with '^ "Ho, followed b\ 
1 0 1 
emission of 2 neutrons from composite system Re. As such, measured cross-sections 
may include contribution from incomplete fiision along with complete fusion process. 
The residue '^ ^Re produced via the reaction '^'Ho(Ne, a2n)'^ ^Re may also be populated 
by the EC and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge precursor isobars '^ I^r and '^ ^Os. Hence 
the measured cumulative cross-sections of'^ ^Re may have contributions from the decay 
of precursor isobars of '^'ir (79 sec) and '^'Os (6.3 min) produced in 6n and p5n emission 
channels of the complete fusion in addition to direct production of '^ ^Re. The residue 
'^ ^Re, with half-life 19.7 min that decays to '^V, has been identified by y-ray of 289.8 
keV energy. For cimiulative cross-section measurement, the induced y-ray activities have 
been measured after the complete decay of the precursor '^'Os to the residue '^ ^Re. 
The independent cross-section for the production of' ^^ Re has been deduced from 
its measured cimiulative cross-section, using the expression (2.16) based on Cavinato 
et al. formulation [6]. 
a:::rR^)=aZ'''rR^)+\A92a:'f'ros)+\.6ooc7!:f'rir) (3.19) 
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The measured cumulative cross-section and the deduced independent 
cross-sections for the production of evaporation residue ' 'Re and ''' Re obtained at 
different °^Ne-ion energy are given in Table 3.24. 
Table 3.24: Measured cross-sections for the residues **'Re and '^ ^Re. 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
103.0 + 2.1 
110.0 ±2.1 
117.1 ±2.1 
123.7 ±2.0 
130.1 ±2.0 
134.1 ±2.0 
141.8 ±1.9 
149.3 ±1.9 
156.5 ±1.9 
164.0 ±1.8 
Ocum ( Re) 
(mb) 
240.1 ±22.6 
163.2 ±15.4 
132.9 ±12.6 
68.6 ±6.5 
15.3 ±1.5 
8.5 ± 0.9 
4.5 ±0.5 
5.0 ±0.5 
7.1 ±0.7 
8.9 ±0.9 
Oi„d('*'Re) 
(mb) 
5.7 ±0.5 
31.6±3.0 
76.8 ± 7.2 
56.0 ±5.3 
13.9 ±1.4 
7.5 ±0.8 
4.2 ±0.5 
4.9 ±0.5 
7.0 ±0.7 
-
cJcum ( Re) 
(mb) 
-
-
327.6 ±20.4 
698.5 ±47.3 
831.9 ±56.2 
701.2 ±49.3 
384.8 ±28.3 
156.4+16.6 
80.4 ±4.7 
38.4 ±2.8 
ai„d(" 'Re) 
(mb) 
-
-
63.9 ±20.4 
120.2 ±47.3 
162.7 ±56.2 
100.9 ±49.3 
72.2 ±28.3 
63.3 ±16.6 
59.0 ±4.7 
35.1 ±2.8 
165TI_/XT_ ~^_\n8 6. Reaction Channel '"'HoCVe, a3n)' "Re [Half-life = 13.2 min, J" = 3*] 
The evaporation residue '^ ^Re may be produced either by complete fusion of ^^e 
with '^ ^Ho followed by evaporation of la-particle and 3 neutrons from compound system 
'*^ Ir or by incomplete fusion of ^'^e i.e. ftision of the fragment '^ O of ^*^e (if ^"^e 
undergoes breakup into '*0 and a- particle) with '"HO, followed by emission of 
3 neutrons from composite system '^'Re. Measured cross-sections may therefore include 
contribution from complete and incomplete fusion both. The reaction product '''^ Re with 
half-life 13.2 min, which decays to '^V through EC and P"" decay has been identified by 
105.3 keVy-ray. 
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The evaporation residue '^ *Re produced via the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, a3n)'^*Re may 
also be populated by the EC and/ or p"^  decay of the higher charge precursor isobars '''**Ir 
and '^*0s. The measured cumulative cross-section of '^ *Re has contributions from the 
decay of higher charge precursor isobars of '^ ^Ir (12 sec) and '^ ^Os (6.3 min) produced in 
7n and p6n emission channels respectively in addition to direct production of ''''*Re. The 
isobars '^ ^Ir and '^ ^Os could not be observed owing to their short half-lives. For 
cumulative cross-section measurement, the induced y-ray activities have been measured 
after the complete decay of the precursor '^*0s to the residue '''^Re. The following 
expression has been used to obtain independent cross-section for the production of '^ *Re . 
< r r * R e ) = (T:r(" 'Re) + 1.610a,^^^('^^O5) + 1.634^:f^("Vr) (3.20) 
7. Reaction Channel '''^oCNe, a4n)*"Re [Half-life = 14.0 min, JT = 5/2 ] 
The evaporation residue '^ ^Re may either be produced by complete fusion of'^^e 
v^th '^ ^Ho followed by evaporation of l a particle and 4 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus '^ ^Ir or by incomplete fusion of ^Ve i.e. fusion of the fragment '^0 of ^ ^ e (if 
^°Ne undergoes breakup into '^ O and a- particle) with '^^Ho, followed by emission of 4 
I Q 1 
neutrons from composite nucleus Re. As such, measured cross-sections mclude 
contributions from complete and incomplete fiision processes. To study this reaction we 
have followed the y-ray of 196.4 keV energy in the decay of the product nucleus '^ ^Re. 
The residue '^ ^Re produced via the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, a4n)'^^Re may also be 
populated by EC and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge precursor isobars i.e. "^Ir and 
'^'Os produced in 8n and p7n emission channels respectively. The measured cumulative 
cross-section of '^ ^Re has contributions from the decay of precursor isobars ''^Ir (30 sec) 
and '^ ^Os (2.8 min) produced in addition to direct production of '^^Re. For cumulative 
cross-section measurement, the induced y-ray activities have been measured after the 
complete decay of the precursor '^'Os to the residue '''^Re .The independent cross-section 
for the production of Re has been deduced from the measured cumulative cross-section 
using the expression (2.16)[6]. 
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< r ( ' " R e ) = cr,:7('"Re) + 1.250^,^^^('"O5) + 1.296o-:f^('"/A-) (3.21) 
The measured cumulative cross-section and the deduced independent 
cross-sections for the production of residues '^ ^Re and '^ ^Re obtained at different 
^^e-beam energies are given in Table 3.25. 
Table 3.25: Measured cross-sections for the residues "*Re and '^^Re. 
Lab Energy acum(^'*Re) CTind^^Re) acumC'^ '^ Re) ai„d(^''Re) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
103.0 ±2.1 - - 99.9+16.9 
110.0±2.1 - - 139.8126.1 
117.1 ±2.1 142.3 ±29.4 141.2 ±29.4 124.8124.5 
123.7 ±2.0 164.5 ±15.9 126.9 ±15.9 67.0 ±9.7 
130.1 ±2.0 304.8 ±34.9 130.0 ±34.9 118.8112.0 118.4112.0 
134.112.0 424.2±41.1 114.5±41.1 91.519.8 87.219.8 
141.811.9 710.0167.5 165.4167.5 121.7116.0 76.3116.0 
149.311.9 630.0163.9 120.2163.9 289.9159.0 118.8159.0 
156.511.9 398.0137.8 102.0 ±37.8 434.9 ±43.9 166.6 ±43.9 
164.0 ±1.8 217.0 ±22.0 84.4122.0 328.8138.9 121.5138.9 
8. Reaction Channel "*^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^'W [Half-life = 2.21 hrs, J^  = 1/2 ) 
The evaporation residue '^ ^W may be produced either by complete fusion of ^*^e 
with '*^Ho followed by emission of 1 a-particle, 1 proton and 3 neutrons from compound 
nucleus or by incomplete fusion of ^'^e i.e. fusion of the fi-agment '^0 of ^ ^ e (if ^%Je 
undergoes breakup into '^O and a- particle) with '^^Ho, followed by emission of 1 proton 
and 3 neutrons from composite nucleus. Measured cross-sections therefore may include 
contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The same 
residue may also be populated by the electron capture (EC) and /or p^ decay of the higher 
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charge precursor isobars i.e. '''^ Ir, '^ ^Os and '^ ^Re. The residue '^ ^W has been identified 
by y-rays of 185.4, 376.8, 416.6, 1015.3 and 1036.9 keV energies. The cumulative 
cross-sections for the production of '^ ^W have been measured by following the activities 
at times longer than 6-8 half-lives of the precursor '^ ^Re so that the precursor has decayed 
to '^'W. As such, the measured cross-section of '^'W may has contributions from the 
precursor decay of isobars '^ I^r, '^ ^Os and ' ^Re in addition to its direct production. The 
measured cumulative cross-section of its precursor ' Re has been separated from the 
measured cumulative cross-section of W to obtain the independent cross-section for 
the production of '^'W by using expression (2.15). 
<7C'w)=<rrw)+i.m<7zrm (3.22) 
9. Reaction Channel '''^ HoCNe, ap4n)"*W [Half-life = 2.5 hrs, J" = 0 ] 
The evaporation residue '^ *W may be produced by complete flision of ^^e with 
'^ ^Ho followed by evaporation of la particle, 1 proton and 4 neutrons from compound 
nucleus, while the same residue may also be formed by incomplete fiasion of ^%e i.e. 
fusion of the fragment '^ O of ^^e with '^ ^Ho (if ^Ve undergoes breakup into '^ O and 
a- particle) followed by emission of 1 proton and 4 neutrons from composite system. The 
evaporation residue '^ ^W with 2.5 hrs half-life produced via the reaction 
'"Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^ ^W may be populated by the EC and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge 
precursor isobars '^ h^*, '^ ^Os and '^ ^Re. The measured cross-section of '^ ^W may have 
contributions from the decay of precursor isobars of '^ I^r (8 sec), "^Os (3.6 min) and 
'^ ^Re (5.3 min) in addition to direct production of ^^ W. The cumulative cross-sections 
for the production of''' W have been measured by following the activities at times longer 
than 6-8 half-lives of the precursor '^ ^Re so that the precursor has completely decayed to 
' 7 6 ^ . 
10. Reaction Channel '^ ^Ho(Ne, ap6n)*''*W [Half-life = 29.0 min, J^ = 0^ ) 
The evaporation residue may be produced by complete fusion of ^"^e with '^ ^Ho 
followed by emission of la-particle, 1 proton and 6 neutrons from compound nucleus 
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and the same residue ' ^ V may also be produced by incomplete fusion of ^'^e i.e. fusion 
of the fragment '^ O of ^^e with ' "HO followed by emission of 1 proton and 6 neutrons 
from composite system. As such, measured cross-sections may have contributions from 
incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The residue '^ ''W with half-life 29 
min produced via the reaction ' 'Ho(Ne, ap6n)'^ '*W may also be populated by the EC 
and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge precursor isobar ''''^ Re. The measured cross-section 
of'^''W may have contributions from the precursor isobar of '^ ''Re (2.4 min) in addition to 
direct production of '^ ''W. Hence, the measured cross-sections of '^ ''W are the cumulative 
cross-sections. The evaporation residue "^W has been identified by y-rays of 328.3 and 
428.6 keV energies and 29.0 min half-life. 
The measured cross-section for the production of evaporation residue '^ ^W, '^ ^W 
and ' ^V obtained at different ^^ e-ion energies are given in Table 3.26. 
Table 3.26: Measured cross-sections for the residues ^^ W^, '^^ W and '^ ^W. 
Lab 
Energy 
(MeV) 
103.0 ±2.1 
110.0±2.1 
117.1 ±2.1 
123.7 ±2.0 
130.1 ±2.0 
134.1 ±2.0 
141.8 ±1.9 
149.3 ±1.9 
156.5 ±1.9 
164.0 ±1.8 
CTc„m('''W) 
(mb) 
-
172.8 ±13.0 
207.5 ± 6.0 
168.5 ±4.9 
210.3 ±8.0 
215.1 ±5.4 
238.1 ±5.6 
389.6 ±12.3 
519.2 ±12.3 
778.6 ±21.0 
CTindC'^ 'W) 
(mb) 
-
16.5 ±1.2 
68.0 ±2.0 
93.6 ±2.7 
77.5 ±2.9 
112.8 ±2.8 
102.0 ±2.4 
65.5 ±2.1 
32.9 ±0.8 
350.6 ± 9.4 
acum(' ' 'W) 
(mb) 
0.8 ±0.1 
4.5 ±0.5 
23.4 ±2.3 
20.9 ±2.0 
31.4±2.3 
66.6 ±3.6 
56.3 ±3.1 
53.8 ±5.1 
60.8 ±4.1 
86.7 ±6.1 
acum^'^V) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
33.2 ±4.8 
70.0 ±5.7 
99.1 ±9.4 
90.9 ±6.8 
104.1 ±12.7 
210.0 ±17.9 
254.8 ±19.3 
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11. Reaction Channel '**^ Ho(Ne, a2pn)''^'"Ta [Half-life = 2.45 hrs, J" = 7 ) 
The evaporation residue '^ *'"Ta may be produced by complete fusion of ^%e with 
'^ ^Ho followed by evaporation of la-particle, 2 protons and 1 neutron from compound 
system. The same residue ''^'"Ta may also be produced by incomplete fusion of ^*^e i.e. 
fusion of the fragment' O of T^e (if Tsle undergoes breakup into '^O and a- particle) 
with '^ ^Ho, followed by evaporation of 2 proton and 1 neutron from composite system. 
Measured cross-sections therefore may include contributions from incomplete fusion 
along with complete fusion processes. The half-life of precursor isobar W is too large 
(22 days) in comparison to half-life of the residue '^ '^"Ta (2.45 hrs). Hence cross-sections 
measured at times soon after the stop of irradiation is associated with only direct 
(independent) production cross-section of residue '^ *'"Ta. In this case isomeric state 
cross-section of the residue '^ ^Ta has been measured and identified by 426.3 keV y-ray. 
12. Reaction Channel ''^ 'HoCNe, 2a)'"Ta [Half-life = 56.6 hrs, J^  = 1/2"] 
This residue may be produced by complete fiasion of ^ ^ e with '^ ^Ho followed by 
emission of 2a-particles from compound system. In addition to this same residue '''^Ta 
may also be produced by incomplete fusion of ^ ^ e i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of ^Vfe (in 
the breakup of ^'^e into '^C and *Be) with '^^Ho. Measured cross-sections therefore ma\ 
include contribution from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion process. The 
residue '^ ^Ta may also be populated by the electron capture (EC) and /or P"^  decay of the 
higher charge precursor isobars and the measured cross-section of '^ ^Ta may have 
contributions from the precursor decay of the isobars '^ ^Ir, '^^Os, "''^ Re and '^ ^W in 
addition to its direct production. The measured cimiulative cross-section of '^ ^Ta has 
been measured after the complete decay (after 6-8 half life) of the precursor '^ ^W to the 
residue ^^ T^a and has been identified by y-ray of 112.5 keV energy. The measured 
cumulative cross-section of precursor '^ ^W has been separated from the measured 
cumulative cross-section of '^ ^Ta to obtain the independent cross-section for the 
production of '^ ^Ta by using Cavinato formulation [6]. 
crrrTa)=cT:rrTa)+\.04ia:::rw) 0.23) 
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The measured independent cross-section for '''^ '^ Ta, and cumulative and the 
deduced independent cross-section for the production of residue Ta obtained at 
different ^"^e -ion energies are given in Table 3.27. 
Table 3.27: Measured cross-sections for the residues '^ "^"Xa and '^'Ta. 
Lab Energy GindT^^Ta) acum("'Ta) ai„d('''Ta) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
88.5 ±2.3 '- 8.2 ±1.6 '-
96.0 ±2.2 - 7.2 ±1.2 
103.0 ±2.1 - 29.9 ±3.8 
110.0 ±2.1 - 185.2 ±18.0 5.3 ±0.5 
117.1 ±2.1 3.2 ±0.3 224.1 ±23.9 8.1 ±0.9 
123.7 ±2.0 7.2 ±0.5 227.8 ±24.5 52.3 ± 5.6 
130.1 ±2.0 5.1 ±1.0 291.9 ±32.0 72.8 ± 8.0 
134.1 ±2.0 5.5 ±0.5 286.0 ±27.4 62.0 ±5.9 
141.8 ±1.9 14.2 ±1.1 332.4 ±29.6 84.5 ± 7.5 
149.3 ±1.9 20.4 ±1.1 639.2 ±60.5 233.2 ±22.1 
156.5 ±1.9 23.1 ±1.4 756.7 ±71.7 216.0 ±20.4 
164.0 ±1.8 21.1 ±1.2 905.3 ±86.7 94.5 ±9.1 
13. Reaction Channel *^ ^Ho(Ne, 2an)'^ ^Ta [Half-life = 8.1 hrs, J* = 1 ] 
The evaporation residue '^ ^Ta may be formed by the complete fusion of ^^e with 
'^ ^Ho followed by emission of 2 a-particles and 1 neutron fi-om the compound nucleus 
'^ I^r. The same residue '^ ^Ta may also be produced by incomplete fusion of ^Ve ion (if 
the fragment '^ C in the breakup of ^Ve, fuses with the target nucleus) followed by 
evaporation of 1 neutron from the composite nucleus '^ ^Ta. Measured cross-sections 
therefore may include contributions from incomplete ftision along with complete fusion 
processes The same residue '^ ^Ta may also be populated by the electron capture (EC) and 
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/or P"^  decay of the higher charge precursor isobars and the measured cross-section of 
'^ ^Ta should have contributions from the precursor decay of isobars '^ ^Ir, '^^Os, '^ ^Re and 
'^ ^W in addition to direct production of '^ ^Ta. The measured cumulative cross-section of 
'^ ^Ta has been measured after the complete decay of the precursor '^ ^W to the residue 
'^ ^Ta. The residue '^ ^Ta has been identified by 201.7 keV y-ray. Measured cumulative 
cross-section of precursor W has been separated from the measured cumulative 
cross-section of '^ ^Ta to obtain the independent cross-section for the production of '^ ^Ta 
by using standard Cavinato et al. formulation [6]. 
<7i Ta) = a:rC''Ta) + \AA6(7:::C"'W) (3.24) 
The measured (cumulative and independent) cross-section for the production of 
evaporation residue ^^ ^Ta obtained at different ^°Ne-ion energies are given in Table 3.28. 
Table 3.28: Measured cross-sections for the residue '^ ^Ta. 
Lab Energy Gcum ("'Ta) ai„d ('''la) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) 
110.0 ±2.1 8.8 ±2.2 2.3 ±0.2 
117.1 ±2.1 46.6 ±11.6 12.7 ±3.2 
123.7 ±2.0 50.6 ±12.6 20.3 ±5.1 
130.1 ±2.0 88.5 ±22.1 43.1 ± 10.8 
134.1 ±2.0 145.3 ±11.7 48.9 ±3.9 
141.8 ±1.9 173.8 ±27.3 92.4 ±14.5 
149.3 ±1.9 178.6 ±17.3 100.8 ±10.0 
156.5 ±1.9 180.1 ±18.8 92.2 ± 9.6 
164.0 ±1.8 237.9 ±19.5 112.4 ±9.2 
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14. Reaction Channel *'*^ Ho(Ne, 2a2n)*'^Ta [Half-life = 10.5 hrs, J" = 7/2*] 
The residue '^ ^Ta may be formed either by the complete fusion of *^Ne with 
'^ *Ho followed by emission of 2a-particles and 2 neutrons from the compound nucleus 
'^ I^r and/ or by incomplete fusion of °^Ne i.e. the fusion of fragment '^ C of ^ ^ e with 
'^ ^Ho (if ^ ^ e undergoes breakup into 2a and '^ C fragments) followed by the emission of 
2 neutrons from the composite nucleus Ta. Measured cross-sections may include 
contributions from incomplete fusion along with complete fusion processes. The 
evaporation residue '^ ^Ta produced via the reaction '^'Ho(Ne, 2a2n)'^^Ta may also be 
populated by the EC and/ or p* decay of the higher charge precursor isobars. The 
cumulative cross-sections of '^ ^Ta are measured at times larger than 6-8 half-life of 
precursor '^ ^W, may have contributions from the precursor isobars '*'^ Re (5.9 min) and 
'^ ^W (34.0 min) in addition to its direct production. The evaporation residue '^ ^Ta has 
been identified by 266.1 and 347.7 keV y-rays. 
15. Reaction Channel '*^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'''*Ta [Half-life = 1.18 hrs, J" = 3*] 
The evaporation residue ^^ '^ Ta may be formed by the complete fusion of ^ ^ e with 
'^ ^Ho followed by emission of 2a-particles and 3 neutrons from the compound nucleus 
'*^Ir. The same residue may also be produced by incomplete fusion of'^Ve i.e. the fusion 
of the fragment '^C of ^ ^ e m± '^ ^Ho (if ^'^e undergoes breakup into '^ C and '^ Be 
fragments) followed by the emission of 3 neutrons from the composite system. Measured 
cross-sections may include contributions from incomplete fusion along with complete 
fusion processes. The residue '^''Ta produced via the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'^''Ta may 
also be populated by the EC and/ or P"^  decay of the higher charge precxirsor isobars '^ ""Re 
and '^ *W. The residue '^ '*Ta has been identified by 205.7 keV y-ray. The independent 
cross-section for the production of '^ '*Ta, has been obtained by subtraction of measured 
cumulative cross-section of precursor '^ '*W from measured cumulative cross-section of 
''''*Ta. The y-ray activities of '^ '*Ta have been measured after the complete decay of the 
precursor '^''W to the residue '^ '*Ta. The following expression has been used to obtain the 
independent cross-section for the production of '^''Ta by using standard formulation 
[6]. 
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cTZ'CTa) = <y:TrTa)^\M6a:::rW) (3.25) 
16. Reaction Channel *^ ^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'^^Ta [Half-life = 3.65 hrs, J' = 5/2] 
The evaporation residue ' Ta may be produced by the complete fusion of ^ ^ e 
with '^ ^Ho followed by emission of 2a-particles and 4 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus '*^Ir. The same residue may also be produced by incomplete fusion of ^Ve i.e. 
the fusion of fragment '^ C with '^ ^Ho (if ^Ve undergoes breakup into '^ C and *Be 
fragments) followed by the emission of 4 neutrons from the composite nucleus. As such, 
measured cross-sections may include contributions from incomplete fusion along with 
complete fusion processes. The evaporation residue Ta with 3.65 hrs half-life 
produced via the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'^^Ta may also be populated by the EC 
and/ or P* decay process of the higher charge precursor isobars '^ ^Re and ' "^ W. The 
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cumulative cross-section of the Ta has been measured only after the complete decay of 
precursor '''''W to the residue '''^Ta. The measured cumulative cross-section of'''"^Ta has 
contributions from the decay of the precursor isobars '^ ^Re and '^ '^ W in addition to the 
direct production of '^ ^Ta. To study this residue; y-ray of 171.5 keV energy has been 
followed. 
The measured cumulative cross-sections for the evaporation residues 
'^ ^Ta, '^ ^Ta and cross-sections for the production of evaporation residue ''''*Ta 
(cumulative and independent) obtained at different T J^e-ion energies are given in Table 
3.29. 
17. Reaction Channel '^^Ho(Ne,2ap3n)"^Hf [Half-life = 23.6 hrs, J" = 1/2] 
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The evaporation residue Hf may either be produced by the complete fusion of 
^ ^ e with '^ ^Ho followed by emission of 2 a-particles, 1 proton and 3 neutrons from the 
compound nucleus '* I^r and/or by ICF of ^'^e (if fragment '^C fuses with target '^ ^Ho) 
with '^ ^Ho followed by emission of 1 proton and 3 neutrons from the composite system. 
Measured cross-sections may include contributions from incomplete fusion of ^*^e along 
with complete fusion process. The same residue '^ ^Hf may also be populated by EC and 
/ or P"" decay of the higher charge precursor isobars '''•'Re, '^ ^W and '^ ^Ta. As such, the 
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activity of '^ ^Hf measured after complete decay ( 6-8 half-life) of precursor ' Ta has 
the contribution from precursors '^ ^Re, '^ ^W and '^ ^Ta decay in addition to its direct 
1 7T 
production. The measured ctimulative cross-section of Ta has been subtracted from 
the measured cumulative cross-section of Hf to obtain the independent production 
cross-section of the residue '^ ^Hf by using the prescription [6]: 
cTz:rHf)=aiTrHf)+\.mcy:::rTa) 0.26) 
Table 3.29: Measured cross-sections for the residues *'^ Ta, '^ ''Ta and '^ T^a. 
Lab Energy acum("'Ta) Ocum('''Ta) ai„d('''Ta) aeumC'^ Ta) 
(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb) 
96.0 ± 2.2 2.2 ± 0.9 
103.0 ±2.1 3.7 ±0.4 
110.0±2.1 11.5±2.5 2.97±0.3 
117.1 ±2.1 39.3 ±9.9 22.9 ±2.4 
123.7 ±2.0 29.7 ±5.0 65.4 ±6.3 9.4 ±2.3 
130.1 ±2.0 61.8 ±5.9 201.5 ±19.7 83.4 ±13.0 5.8 ±0.6 
134.1 ±2.0 96.3 ±4.7 336.9 ±70.6 169.9 ±42.3 7.1 ±0.6 
141.8 ±1.9 192.3 ±9.2 340.6 ±103.5 187.3 ±64.0 8.8 ±0.9 
149.3 ±1.9 247.7±13.7 284.3 ±27.0 108.7 ±13.7 9.7 ±0.7 
156.5 ±1.9 336.4 ±16.4 445.3 ±48.8 91.3 ±23.0 23.2 ±1.4 
164.0 ±1.8 261.2 ±12.9 553.1 ±55.9 123.7 ±49.1 47.5 ±2.6 
18. Reaction Channel '*^ Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^ *Tm [Half-life = 7.70 hrs, J" = T] 
166 The evaporation residue Tm may either be formed by the complete fusion of 
°^Ne with '^ ^Ho followed by emission of four a-particles and three neutrons from the 
compound nucleus '*^ Ir or by the incomplete fusion of °^Ne (if fragment a in the breakup 
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of ^"^e, fuses with the target) followed by the emission of three neutrons from the 
composite nucleus. To study this reaction we followed the 778.4 keV y-ray, 
corresponding to 7.70 hrs half-life of the product nucleus '^ ^Tm, which decays by EC and 
p"^  to '^Er. Measured cross-sections may include the contributions of complete as well as 
incomplete fusion processes. 
The measured cross-sections for the production of evaporation residue '^ ^Hf 
(cumulative yield and independent yield) and for the production of '^ ^Tm obtained at 
different ^'^ e-ion energies are given in Table 3.30. 
Table 3.30: Measured cross-sections of the residues ''^ Hf and '*^ Tni 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
96.0 ± 2.2 
103.0 ±2.1 
110.0±2.1 
117.1 ±2.1 
123.7 ±2.0 
130.1 ±2.0 
134.1 ±2.0 
141.8 ±1.9 
149.3 ±1.9 
156.5 ±1.9 
164.0 ±1.8 
Ocum ( Hf) 
(mb) 
0.5 ±0.1 
0.8 ±0.1 
3.2 ±0.3 
2.2 ±0.2 
4.6 ± 0.4 
10.6 ±1.0 
16.6 ±1.2 
23.1 ±1.6 
24.7 ±2.4 
48.6 ± 3.3 
79.2 ± 5.7 
ai„d('''Hf) 
(mb) 
-
-
-
-
-
3.9 ± 0.4 
8.5 ± 0.6 
13.0 ±0.9 
13.5 ±1.3 
22.0 ±1.5 
24.6 ±1.8 
a ind ( Tm) 
(mb) 
-
5.6 ±1.0 
10.4 ±2.0 
21.6±1.9 
31.6 ±3.9 
54.4 ± 6.3 
51.9±5.8 
67.1 ±4.5 
63.7 ±3.6 
55.8 ±4.9 
66.3 ± 3.9 
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3.2 Measurement of Forward Recoil Range Distributions 
(RRDs) of Evaporation Residues in '^'Ne+ *^ H^o system 
In the present experiment the recoil range distributions (RRD) of evaporation 
residues has also been measured at ~ 164 MeV ^°Ne beam. A self-supporting '^ ^Ho 
target of thickness 0.465 mg/cm^ followed by stack of fifteen thin Al-catcher foils of 
thickness varying between « 76-100 |ag/cm , kept just behind the holmium target, 
mounted in the irradiation chamber normal to the beam direction, was irradiated with 
«164 MeV ^ ^ e beam. The forward recoil range distribution for fifteen evaporation 
residues '«^0s, '«'0s, ^^'RC, '^^Re, ' ^ V , '^ «W, ' ^ V , '^^-Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ ^Ta, 
'^ ^Ta, '^ ^Hf and '^Tm populated via complete and/or incomplete fusion, have been 
measured iising recoil catcher technique. The y-activities induced in the individual 
catcher foils have been followed off-line one by one. The recoiling residues trapped in 
various Al-catcher foils of the stack at different thicknesses depending on the linear 
momentum transfer were identified by their characteristic y-lines. 
The experimental cross-sections corresponding to various radioactive evaporation 
residues in each catcher foil have been obtained by using the intensities of identified 
y-rays. The cross-section (a) for a particular evaporation residue in different catcher foils 
has been computed using the expression reported elsewhere [8]. The cross-sections 
measured for different reaction products in each catcher foil have been divided by the 
measured respective foil thickness (in mg/cm^) to obtain the normalized yields per 
mg/cm^ of different reaction products and have been obtained against cumulative catcher 
foil thickness to obtain the differential forward recoil range distributions. These are 
tabulated in Tables 3.31-3.34. It may be observed from these tables that the recoil range 
distributions show peaking of yield at some cumulative catcher thickness. The measured 
RRDs are discussed in Chapter 5, imder Section 5.3 of the thesis, where an attempt has 
been made to estimate the relative contribution of complete fusion and incomplete fusion 
components. 
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Table 3.31: Measured forward RRD of the evaporation residues '*^Os, '*'0s, '^ 'Re 
179 2O1, 165i and Re in thin aluminium catchers for the system Ne+ Ho 
Cumulative catcher 
thickness 
(Hg/cm )^ 
CT(»«0S) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
a('«'Os) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
a('«'Re) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
55.1 
216.0 
350.6 
759.9 
1304.7 
2948.3 
2132.8 
91.74 
171.80 
271.50 
362.30 
458.30 
536.70 
637.30 
721.00 
797.50 
876.70 
963.98 
1052.16 
1152.76 
1240.86 
1329.93 
3.1 
5.0 
5.2 
6.1 
6.1 
6.3 
6.6 
9.2 
12.1 
16.7 
23.8 
24.2 
12.1 
8.9 
6.6 
14.2 
13.4 
9.6 
13.3 
19.0 
25.2 
42.7 
58.0 
74.8 
89.5 
120.0 
118.4 
100.2 
63.2 
50.0 
67.8 
52.8 
76.6 
108.8 
163.9 
241.4 
200.8 
216.4 
234.3 
169.1 
100.3 
63.1 
52.2 
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177, 176i Table 3.32: Measured forward RRD of the evaporation residues W, W 
174 
and W in thin aluminium catchers for the svstera Ne+ Ho. 20, 165, 
Cumulative catcher 
thickness (|ag/cm )^ mb 
(mg/cm^) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
a(''V) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
91.74 
171.80 
271.50 
362.30 
458.30 
536.70 
637.30 
721.00 
797.50 
876.70 
963.98 
1052.16 
1152.76 
1240.86 
1329.93 
10.9 
14.2 
21.9 
27.0 
50.0 
89.2 
143.0 
191.3 
190.5 
169.5 
205.9 
170.9 
107.2 
60.6 
15.3 
8.3 
12.7 
24.1 
36.7 
58.8 
84.7 
109.5 
129.4 
113.5 
128.5 
145.1 
120.9 
55.5 
34.4 
16.4 
20.8 
28.0 
27.6 
39.5 
69.6 
142.2 
223.1 
155.3 
70.2 
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Table 3.33: Measured forward RRD of the evaporation residues *'^ ™Ta, '^ ^Ta, 
'^ ^Ta and *'^ Ta in thin aluminium catchers for the system 
2"Ne+'''Ho. 
Cumulative 
catcher 
thickness 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
a(''^Ta) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
CT(''**Ta) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
c f ^ Ta) 
mb 
(mg/cm~) 
91.74 
171.80 
271.50 
362.30 
458.30 
536.70 
637.30 
721.00 
797.50 
876.70 
963.98 
1052.16 
1152.76 
1240.86 
1329.93 
1.3 
2.3 
3.2 
4.5 
12.1 
15.6 
25.3 
28.9 
28.6 
18.8 
28.5 
25.4 
12.7 
5.4 
3.3 
22.1 
27.3 
28.9 
45.7 
106.3 
141.7 
171.3 
190.8 
239.0 
203.2 
137.6 
104.0 
47.7 
50.1 
36.8 
15.0 
17.4 
40.5 
60.5 
90.6 
115.6 
100.5 
184.1 
193.3 
110.0 
180.3 
110.5 
50.2 
25.4 
15.5 
15.0 
17.4 
26.5 
35.0 
51.9 
77.4 
50.6 
98.4 
97.9 
60.5 
90.4 
50.6 
23.4 
22.7 
15.0 
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Table 3.34: Measured forward RRD of the evaporation residues '^ ^Ta, ''^Ta, '^ H^f 
and '^Tm in thin aluminium catchers for "^Ne+'^ ^Ho system. 
Cumulative 
catcher 
thickness 
(^g/cm^) 
aC^ '^ 'Ta) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
CT(''^Ta) 
mb 
(mg/cm^) 
a(' ' 'Hf) 
mb 
{mg /cm^) 
mb 
(mg / cm') ^ 
91.74 
171.80 
271.50 
362.30 
458.30 
536.70 
637.30 
721.00 
797.50 
876.70 
963.98 
1052.16 
1152.76 
1240.86 
1329.93 
11.1 
19.0 
29.6 
70.1 
130.5 
148.7 
100.1 
205.5 
185.6 
145.0 
188.5 
143.7 
68.5 
25.8 
15.5 
7.5 
11.6 
15.3 
19.4 
34.9 
20.1 
42.6 
50.5 
37.4 
35.6 
58.3 
51.9 
41.4 
30.7 
15.8 
28.8 
33.6 
35.5 
40.4 
58.5 
45.0 
49.3 
59.6 
56.1 
48.2 
52.9 
41.9 
33.6 
30.6 
29.5 
40.7 
63.9 
75.0 
25.6 
38.8 
35.3 
20.6 
30.9 
21.8 
20.3 
19.5 
17.9 
16.4 
19.2 
18.5 
3.3 Measurement of Relative Level Yields for *^ 0+^ '^*Sn system 
An in-beam particle-gamma coincidence experiment has been performed in 
i6Q i^24gj^  system at 100 MeV '^0-ion beam. Spin distributions for different evaporation 
residues produced have been obtained by measuring the relative population of different 
levels in a rotational band. In other words, the feeding patterns of the energy levels of the 
residual nuclei populated by CF and ICF processes have been studied by measuring the 
relative yields of the rotational levels from the intensities of gamma transitions for the 
populated evaporation residues using the particle-gated spectra under forward and 
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backward conditions only out of six gating conditions under which the spectra were 
recorded as discussed earlier. The details of the measurement technique and data analysis 
procedure has already been given in Chapter 2 under Section 2.2 
The relative yields from the intensities of gamma transitions for the populated 
evaporation residues in reactions '^''Sn(0, 5n)'^^Ce, '^^Sn(0, 6n)'^^Ce, '^^Sn(0, 7n)'^-'Ce. 
'^^Sn(0, p4n)'^^La, '^^Sn(0, p6n)'"La, '^^Sn(0, a3n)'"Ba, '^ "SnCO, a4n)'^^Ba, 
'^^Sn(0, a5n)'^'Ba, '^^Sn(0, ap4n)'^'Cs, '^ "SnCO, a2pn)'"Xe, '^ "^ SnCO, 2a2n)''°Xe, 
'^ "SnCO, 2a4n)'^^Xe, '^ ''SnCO, 2ap4n)'^^I have been measured. The identified reactions 
and y-transition energies are given in Table 3.35. 
1. Reaction Channel '^Sn(0,5n)"^Ce 
The evaporation residue '•'^ Ce is hkely to be produced by complete fusion (CF) of 
'^O with '^''Sn followed by the evaporation of 5 neutrons from the compound nucleus 
'''^Ce. The y-ray transitions [9] in the excited '^ ^Ce nucleus between the levels 15/2' 
->ll /2 ' and 23/2' ->19/2' corresponding to the y-ray energies 698.9 and 1052.1 keV 
respectively have been identified .The relative yields of y-transitions in the evaporation 
residue ''^ ^Ce have been measured and are listed in Table 3.36. 
2. Reaction Channel '^ "SnCO, 6n)'^ ''Ce 
The evaporation residue '^Ce is likely to be produced by complete fusion (CF) of 
'^0 with '^''Sn followed by the evaporation of 6 neutrons from the compound nucleus 
''*°Ce. The y-ray transitions [10] in the excited '^ "^ Ce nucleus between the levels 2''->0", 
4'*'->2"^ , 6'*^ ->4'^ , 8^-^6*, 10"^ -^ 8"^ and 12'*"->10* corresponding to the y-ray energies 408.6, 
639.9, 814.7, 948.0, 907.6 and 464.3 keV respectively have been identified. The relative 
yields of y-transitions in the evaporation residue ' "^ Ce have been measured and are listed 
in Table 3.36. 
3. Reaction Channel ^ "^SnCO, 7n)*^^Ce 
The evaporation residue ^^ ^Ce is also likely to be produced by complete fusion 
(CF) of '^O with '^ '*Sn followed by the evaporation of 7 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus '''^Ce. The y-ray transitions [11] in the excited residue '^ ^Ce between the levels 
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15/2'->ll/2", 19/2'->15/2', and 23/2"^19/2" corresponding to the y-ray energies 620.5, 
763.9 and 897.0 keV respectively have been identified. The relative yields of y-transitions 
133 in the evaporation residue Ce have been measured and are listed in Table 3.36. 
Table 3.35: Identified reactions and y-transition energies (Ey) for the system 
'^ O+^ ^^ Sn. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Reaction Channels 
'^ ''SnCO, 5n)'^^Ce 
'2'Sn(0,6n)^^Ve 
'^^Sn(0, 7n)'"Ce 
'^''Sn(0, p4n)'^^La 
'^''Sn(0, p6n)'^^La 
'^ ''SnCO, a3n)'"Ba 
'^ "•SnCO, a4n)'^^Ba 
'^ '^ SnCO, a5n)'^'Ba 
'^ "•SnCO, ap4n)'^'Cs 
'^ "•SnCO, a2pn)'"Xe 
'^^Sn(0, 2a2n)'^'b(e 
'^''Sn(0, 2a4n)'^^Xe 
'2^Sn(0, 2ap4n)'^'l 
Transition Energies, Ey (keV) 
698.9, 1052.1 
408.6, 639.9, 814.7,948.0, 907.6,464.3 
620.5, 763.9, 897.0 
583.2,804.3,918.5 
477.1,708.6,851.8 
679.2,889.0, 1030.4 
464.8, 663.5, 804.4, 868.6, 316.0 
98.8,610.6,784.5,928.8 
276.3, 532.2, 664.0, 843.5, 907.6 
694.2, 947.0, 249.4 
536.0, 667.6, 738.5, 752.9, 275.2, 721.0 
440.2, 588.3, 703.8, 775.4, 684.0, 612.2 
659.9, 763.2, 877.2 
The measured relative yields of y-transitions for the production of evaporation 
residues '^^Ce, '^ '*Ce and '^ ^Ce obtained in '^O+'^^Sn system at 100 MeV beam energy. 
extracted from singles spectra are given in Table 3.36. The side-feeding pattern of the 
energy levels of the above mentioned evaporation residues have also been studied using 
these data. 
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Table 3.36: Measured relative yields of y-transitions in evaporation residues 
'^ ^Ce, "Ve and "^ Ce in singles spectra. 
Reaction 
Channel 
^'*Sn(0, Snf'Cc 
' ' 'Sn(0, 6n)'^'Ce 
'^'Sn(0, 7n)'"Ce 
Measured Gamma 
Ray (keV) 
698.9 
1052.1 
408.6 
639.9 
814.7 
948.0 
907.6 
464.3 
620.5 
763.9 
897.0 
Spin 
15/2"^ 11/2" 
23/2"->19/2" 
2"-^0" 
4"->2" 
6*->4" 
8"-^6" 
10^->8^ 
12^->10^ 
15/2-^11/2" 
19/2"^ 15/2" 
23/2" -> 19/2" 
Measured 
Relative yield 
53.6 ±7.3 
25.515.0 
936.0 ±30.6 
701.0 ±26.5 
455.0 ±21.3 
340.0 ±18.4 
282.0 ±16.8 
228.0 ±15.1 
123.7±11.1 
85.0 ±9.2 
61.6 ±7.8 
4. Reaction Channel *^Sn(0, p4n)'^ 'La 
The evaporation residue '•'^ La is most likely to be formed by complete fusion 
(CF) of '^ O Mdth ^^ ''Sn followed by the evaporation of 1 proton and 4 neutrons from the 
compound nucleus ''*°Ce. The y-ray transitions [12] in the excited evaporation residue 
'^ ^La between the levels 9!T-^SlT, 13/2^-^9/2* and 17/2*->13/2* corresponding to the 
y-ray energies 583.2, 804.3 and 918.5 keV respectively have been identified. The relative 
yields of y-transitions in the evaporation residue '^ ^Lahave been measured and are listed 
in Table 3.37. 
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5. Reaction Channel ^^*Sn(0, p6n)'^'La 
The evaporation residue '^ ^La is most likely to be produced by complete fusion 
(CF) of '^O with ^^ '^ Sn followed by the evaporation of 1 proton and 6 neutrons from the 
compound nucleus ''^''Ce. The y-ray transitions [13] in the evaporation residue " La 
between the levels 9/2^-^5/2^, 13/2^-^9/2^ and 17/2^->13/2^ corresponding to the y-ray 
energies 477.1, 708.6 and 851.8 keV respectively have been identified. The relative 
yields of y-transitions in the excited evaporation residue '^ ^La have been measured and 
are listed in Table 3.37.. 
The measured relative yield of y-transitions for the production of evaporation 
residue '^ ^La and '^ •'La obtained in '^ O+'^ '^ Sn system at 100 MeV beam energy extracted 
from the y-ray specfra in coincidence with particles in backward cone (P-Backward) 
direction are given in Table 3.37. The side-feeding pattern of the energy levels of the 
above mentioned evaporation residues have also been studied using these data. 
Table 3.37: Measured relative yield of y-transitions for evaporation residues 
'•'^ La and '"'^ La in coincidence with particles in backward direction 
(P-Backward) spectra. 
Reaction 
Channel 
'^'•Sn(0, p4n)'^^La 
'^^Sn(0, p6n)'"La 
Measured y-Ray 
Energy (keV) 
583.2 
804.3 
918.5 
477.1 
708.6 
851.8 
Spin 
9/2^-> 5/2* 
13/2*^ 9/2* 
17/2*-^ 13/2* 
9/2*-> 7/2* 
13/2*^9/2* 
17/2*-> 13/2* 
Measured 
Relative yield 
13.9 ±3.7 
14.0 ±3.9 
6.5 ±1.8 
9.0 ±3.0 
8.8 ±2.9 
4.7 ±2.2 
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6. Reaction Channel ^^^Sn(0, a3n)"^Ba 
The evaporation residue '"'^ Ba may be produced by incomplete fusion (ICF) of 
projectile '^O i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of projectile '^O (in the breakup of '^O into a 
and '^ C fragments) with '^''Sn, followed by the emission of three neutrons from 
composite system '^ ^Ba. The y-ray transitions [14] in the excited evaporation residue 
'•^^Babetween the levels 15/2"->l 1/2', 19/2"->15/2' and 23/2"->19/2' corresponding to the 
y-ray energies 679.2, 889.0, 1030.4 keV respectively have been identified. The relative 
yields of y-transitions in the evaporation residue Ba have been obtained from the 
measured intensities of y-transitions in coincidence with a- particles in forward direction 
and a- particles in backward direction and are listed in Tables 3.38 and 3.39. 
7. Reaction Channel '^Sn(0, a4n)"^Ba 
The evaporation residue Ba is most likely to be produced by ICF of the 
projectile '^ O i.e. fusion of fragment '^ C of '^0 (if '^ O undergoes breakup into a and '^ C 
fragments) with '^ ""Sn followed by the emission of four neutrons from composite system 
'^ ^Ba. The y-ray transitions [15] in the evaporation residue '^ ^Ba between the levels 
2"^ ->'0'*', 4'*^ ->2"^ , 6"*'->4'^ , 8^-^6^ and 10"^ -> 8^  corresponding to the y-ray energies 464.8. 
663.5, 804.4, 868.6 and 316.0 keV respectively have been identified. The relative yields 
of y-transitions in the excited evaporation residue Ba have been measured from the 
intensities of y-transitions in coincidence with a- particles in forward direction and a-
particles in backward direction and are listed in Tables 3.38 and 3.39. 
8. Reaction Channel *^Sn(0, a5n)"'Ba 
The evaporation residue '^'Ba may be produced by the incomplete fusion (ICF) of 
'^O (if the fragment '^ C in the breakup of '^ O fiises with the '^''Sn), followed by the 
emission of five neutrons from composite system '^ ^Ba. The y-ray transitions [16] in the 
evaporation residue '-"Ba between the levels ll/2->9/2', 15/2"->ll/2', 19/2"->15/2" and 
23/2"->19/2' corresponding to the y-ray energies 98.8, 610.6, 784.5 and 928.8 keV 
respectively have been identified. The relative yields of y-transitions in the excited 
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evaporation residue '^'Ba have been measured from the intensities of y-transitions in 
coincidence with a- particles in forward direction (a-forward) and a- particles in 
backward direction (a-forward) and are listed in Tables 3.38 and 3.39. 
The measured relative yields for the production of excited evaporation residues 
'"Ba, '^ ^Ba and '^'Ba obtained in ^*0 + '^ '*Sn system at 100 MeV beam energy, extracted 
by applying gating conditions a-Forward and a-Backward spectra, are given in Table 
3.38 and Table 3.39 respectively. These data are used for the study of feeding pattern of 
the energy levels in the above evaporation residues. 
Table 3.38: Measured relative yield of y-transitions for evaporation residues 
*^ B^a, '"'^ Ba and '^ B^a in coincidence with a-particles in forward 
direction (a-Forward) spectra. 
Reaction 
Channel 
'^^Sn(0, a3n)'"Ba 
'^''SnlO, a4n)'^^Ba 
'^ "SnCO, a5n)'^'Ba 
Measured y-Ray 
Energy (keV) 
679.2 
889.0 
1030.4 
464.8 
663.5 
804.4 
868.6 
316.0 
98.8 
610.6 
784.5 
928.8 
Spin 
15/2"^ 11/2" 
19/2"-^15/2" 
23/2"^ 19/2" 
2"->0" 
4^->2^ 
6"->4" 
8'-y6* 
10^-)-8^ 
ll/2"->9/2" 
15/2"-> 11/2' 
19/2"-^ 15/2' 
23/2"-> 19/2" 
Measured 
Relative yield 
10.9 ±3.3 
6.5 ±2.5 
1.5 ±0.6 
24.0 ± 4.9 
20.3 ±4.5 
18.5 ±4.3 
14.6 ±3.8 
5.0 ±2.2 
2.1 ±0.8 
2.3 ±0.9 
1.3 ±0.6 
0.6 ±0.4 
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Table 3.39: Measured relative yield of y-transitions for evaporation residues 
'^ ^Ba, '^ B^a and '^ 'Ba in coincidence with a-particles in 
backward direction (a- Backward) spectra. 
Reaction 
Channel 
'^'Sn(0, a3n)'"Ba 
'^ "^ SnCO, a4n)'^^Ba 
^^^Sn(0, a5n)'^^Ba 
Measured Gamma 
Ray (keV) 
679.2 
889.0 
1030.4 
464.8 
663.5 
804.4 
868.6 
316.0 
98.8 
610.6 
784.5 
928.8 
Spin 
15/2"^ 11/2" 
19/2"-> 15/2' 
23/2" ^19/2 ' 
2"-^0" 
4"-^ 2" 
6"-^ 4" 
8"->6" 
10^->8^ 
n/2-->9/2' 
15/2"-> 11/2" 
19/2"-> 15/2" 
23/2"->19/2' 
Measured 
Relative yield 
3.111.8 
2.7 ±1.6 
2.1 ±1.3 
20.6 ±4.5 
15.3 ±3.9 
8.9 ±2.9 
7.6 ±2.7 
4.7 ±2.2 
6.6 + 2.6 
4.3 ±2.1 
3.7 ±1.9 
2.6 ±1.6 
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124£ 9. Reaction Channel ""SnCO, ap4n)"'Cs 
The residue '^'Cs is likely to be produced by the IGF of '^O i.e. fusion of 
fragment '^ C of '^0 (if '^O undergoes breakup into a and '^ C fragments) with '^ ""Sn 
followed by the emission of one proton and four neutrons from composite system '^ ^Ba. 
The relative yields from the intensities of y-transitions in the excited evaporation residue 
'^'Cs [17] between the levels n/2"^9/2", 15/2"^ll/2", 19/2"->15/2", 23/2"^19/2" and 
27/2"->23/2' corresponding to the y-ray energies 276.3, 532.2, 664.0, 843.5 and 907.6 
keV respectively in cascade, have been measured in coincidence with charged particles 
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in forward direction (P-Forward ) and charged particles in backward direction 
(P-Backward ) and are listed in Tables 3.40 and 3.41 respectively. Here a-particles are 
tagged. 
10. Reaction Channel ^^*Sn(0, a2pn)"^Xe 
The evaporation residue '^ •'Xe is likely to be produced by the ICF i.e. fusion of 
fragment '^C of '*0 (if '^O undergoes breakup into a and '^ C fragments) with '^ '^ Sn 
followed by the emission of two protons and one neutron from composite system '^ ^Ba. 
The y-ray transitions [18] in the excited evaporation residue '^ ^Xe between the levels 
15/2"->ll/2", 19/2"->15/2" and 23/2'-^19/2" corresponding to the y-ray energies 694.2, 
947.8, and 249.4 keV respectively have been identified. The relative yields of y-
transitions in the evaporation residue Xe have been measured from the intensities of 
y-transitions in coincidence with charged particles in forward direction (P-Forward )and 
are listed in Table 3.40. Here a-particles are tagged. 
The measxired relative yields for the production of evaporation residue ' 'Cs and 
'^ •'Xe obtained in '^ O+'^ '^ Sn system at 100 MeV beam energy extracted from the spectra 
measured in coincidence with charged particles in forward direction (P-Forward) and are 
given in Table 3.40. 
11. Reaction Channel ^^*Sn(0,2a2n)""Xe 
The evaporation residue '^ °Xe is likely to be produced by the incomplete fusion 
(ICF) of '^O i.e. fusion of the fragment *Be (in the breakup of '^O into 2a and ^Be 
fragments) with '^ '*Sn, followed by the emission of two neutrons from the composite 
system ^^ ^Xe. The relative yield from the intensities of y-transitions for the evaporation 
residue '^°Xe [5] has been measured between levels 2"'^0"', 4''->2"', 6''->4"', 8"'->6'', 
1 0 % 8* and 12^10^ corresponding to six y-rays 536.0, 667.6, 738.5, 752.9, 275.2 and 
721.0 keV respectively in cascade. 
The measured relative yields of y-transitions for the production of evaporation 
residue '^ °Xe in coincidence with a-particles in backward direction (a-Backward ) and 
a-particles in forward direction (a-Forward) spectra are given in Tables 3.41 and 3.42 
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respective. These data are used for the study of feeding pattern of the energy levels in the 
above evaporation residues. 
Table 3.40: Measured relative yield of y-transitions for evaporation residues 
*^ 'Cs and '^ X^e in coincidence with particles in forward direction 
(P-Forward) spectra. 
Reaction 
Channel 
'^''Sn(0,ap4n)'^'Cs 
'^''Sn(0, a2pn)'"Xe 
Measured Gamma 
Ray Energy (keV) 
276.3 
532.2 
664.0 
843.5 
907.6 
694.2 
947.0 
249.4 
Spin 
11/2"-^ 9/2^ 
15/2-->ll/2-
19/2"->15/2-
23/2" ^ 1 9 / r 
27/2" -> 23/2" 
15/2"-> 11/2" 
19/2"-»15/2" 
23/2"^ 19/2" 
Measured 
Relative yield 
84.3±21.1 
65.6 ±19.7 
50.3 ± 19.3 
10.5 ±4.2 
3.3 ±1.4 
158.2±31.6 
100.2 ±25.0 
19.6 ±6.0 
kl28i 12. Reaction Channel '^Sn(0,2a4n)'^Xe 
The evaporation residue ' Xe is produced by the incomplete fusion of '^ O i.e. 
fusion of fragment ^Be (in the breakup of '^ O into 2a and ^Be fragments) with '^ ''Sn, 
followed by the emission of four neutrons from the composite system '^ ^Xe. The y-ray 
transitions [19] in the evaporation residue '^ *Xe between the levels 2"^ ->0^ , 4 -^>2'^ . 
6*^4*, 8 -^>6*, 10*^ 8* and 12*->10* corresponding to the 440.2, 588.3, 703.8, 775.4. 
684.0 and 612.2 keV y-ray energy respectively have been identified. The relative yields 
of y-transitions in the evaporation residue '^ *Xe have been measured from the intensities 
of y-transitions in coincidence with a-particles in forward direction (a-Forward ) 
spectrum and are given in Table 3.42 
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13. Reaction Channel '^'•Sn(0,2ap4n)*^l 
The evaporation residue '^ I^ is also likely to be produced by ICF of projectile ' O 
i.e. fusion of fragment *Be (in the breakup of '^O into 2a and ^Be fragments) with '"''Sn, 
followed by the emission of one proton and four neutrons from composite system "Xe. 
The y-ray transitions [20] in the evaporation residue '^ I^ between the levels 11/2^^7/2^. 
15/2"'->-ll/2'' and 19/2"'->15/2'' corresponding to the y-ray energies 659.9, 763.2 keV and 
877.2 in cascade respectively have been identified. The relative yields of y-transitions in 
the evaporation residue '^ ^I have been measured from the intensities of y-transitions in 
coincidence with particles in forward direction (P-Forward) spectrum. 
Table 3.41 Measured relative yield of y-transitions for evaporation residues '^ "Xe 
and •^''Cs in coincidence with a-particles in backward direction 
(a-Backward) and particles in backward direction (P-Backward) 
spectra respectively. 
Reaction 
Channel 
'2^Sn(0, 2a2n)'^°Xe 
'^ '^ SnCO, ap4n)'^'Cs 
Measured Gamma 
Ray (keV) 
536.0 
667.6 
738.5 
752.9 
275.2 
721.0 
276.3 
532.2 
664.0 
843.5 
907.6 
Spin 
2"-^0" 
4"-^2" 
6"->4" 
8"->6" 
10^-^8^ 
12"-^10^ 
ll/2-->9/2* 
15/2-^11/2-
19/2-^ 15/2-
23/2-^19/2" 
27/2" -> 23/2" 
Measured 
Relative yield 
7.8 ±2.8 
7.7 ±2.8 
5.4 ±2.3 
4.3 ±2.1 
2.2 ±1.5 
1.8 ±1.3 
33.4 ±5.8 
28.5 ±5.3 
19.5 ±4.4 
15.5 ±3.9 
10.9±3.3 
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The measured relative yields of y-transitions for the production of evaporation 
residue '•^ ''Xe and ''^ ^Xe extracted from a-particles in forward direction (a-Forward) and 
that of'^^I from particles in forward direction (P-Forward) channels spectra are given in 
Table 3.42 
Table 3.42 Measured relative yield of y-transitions for evaporation residues 
130-. Xe, Xe and I in coincidence with a-particles in forward 
direction (a-Forward) and particles in forward direction 
(P-Forward) spectra respectively. 
Reaction 
Channel 
Measured Gamma 
Ray (keV) 
Spin Measured 
Relative yield 
'^*Sn(0, 2a2n)'^°Xe 
^^ ''SnCO, 2a4n)^^^Xe 
'^''Sn(0, 2ap4n)'^^I 
536.0 
667.6 
738.5 
752.9 
275.2 
721.0 
440.2 
588.3 
703.8 
775.4 
684.0 
612.2 
659.9 
763.2 
877.2 
2"-^0^ 
4"->2" 
6^-^4" 
8"-^6" 
10^-^8^ 
12'-> 10^ 
2"->0" 
4"->2" 
6" ^ 4 " 
8*->6" 
10^->8^ 
1 2 % 10^ 
11/2% 7/2^ 
15/2% 11/2^ 
19/2% 15/2" 
7.6 ±2.7 
10.8 ±3.3 
8.7 ±2.9 
6.7 ±2.6 
6.5 ±2.5 
3.1 ±1.8 
5.5 + 2.3 
6.3 ±2.5 
5.2 ±2.3 
4.5 ±2.1 
4.3 ±2.1 
2.0 ±1.4 
35.8 ±7.9 
36.8 ±9.2 
30.5 ±9.8 
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Statistical Model Code PACE-2 
In general it has been assumed that most of the decay properties of the excited 
nuclei produced in the heavy ion fusion reactions can be described by statistical model 
calculations. When a heavy nucleus is bombarded with a projectile, a large number of 
different excited configurations are possible from the compound system. The density of 
quantum mechanical states, increases rapidly with the excitation energy and soon 
becomes very large. Moreover, in the emission of the particle from the compound 
nucleus a large number of residual states may be possible. Since a separate study of each 
state is very difficult, models based on the statistical methods are important tool for the 
study of nuclear reaction mechanism. 
The statistical model code PACE-2 [1] is an updated version of code PACE 
(Projection Angular- momentum Coupled Evaporation) developed by Gavron [2] for 
heavy ion interaction at intermediate energies, which are used to calculate the reaction 
cross-section of highly excited compound nucleus having higher angular momentum. It is 
based on the statistical model approach and uses the Monte-Carlo simulation technique 
for the de-excitation of compound nucleus. The angular momentum projections are 
calculated at each state of de-excitation, which enables to determine the angular 
distribution of emitted particles. It may be pointed out that PACE-2 code carries out only 
the statistical equilibrium calculations and does not take into consideration the pre-
equilibrium emission. The advantage of this code is that it gives the angular distribution 
of emitted particles or residues in the laboratory system. Beauty of the code is that most 
of the nuclear parameter likes level densities; Q-values, fusion cross-sections, optical 
model parameters and gamma-ray strength functions required for the calculations are in-
built. The statistical model code PACE-2 also uses as a multi-step procedure to determine 
the sequence of successively emitted particles from the compound nucleus. Only the 
strong chaimels like proton, neutron, alpha, fission and subsequently y-decay widths are 
calculated. Starting from a compound nucleus with well-defined excitation energy, 
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angular momentum combination, random number selection algorithm allows the final 
state to be selected based on the partial decay widths for each process. Since the 
information about each emitted particle is stored, the code allows to calculate the 
laboratory energy spectra and angular distributions of the emitted particles or residual 
nuclei for each final nucleus produced in the reaction. In this code masses are read from 
the Wapstra's atomic mass table [3] and if the table does not contain mass, rotating liquid 
drop mass due to Lysekil is substituted. Fission is also considered as a decay mode, while 
the incomplete fusion is not taken into account. In this code the most of required input 
parameters can be used as default except the charge and mass of the projectile and target 
nucleus. The modified version of the code PACE-2 [1] takes into account the excitation 
energy dependence of level density parameter ' a ' using prescription of Kataria, 
Ramamurthy and Kapoor (KRK) [4]. In the other version of the code Gilbert and 
Cameron (GC) formulism [5] for level density parameter ' a' may be used. The value of 
level density parameter ' a ' can be calculated from the expression a = AIK MeV', 
where ' / i ' is the mass number of the compound system and ' ^ ' is a free parameter, 
which may be varied to match the experimental data. During the excitation, the program 
decides what level densities and mass it needs and this does not have to be decided in the 
preparation of input. Fission probability may be calculated using the Bohr-wheeler's 
saddle point formalism [6]. Fission barriers are those of Sierk [7]. 
For any specific bombarding energy the partial cross-section for compound 
nucleus formation at angular momentum ^ 
-5 
2 / 0-^ = ;rX'(2^ + l ) 7 , 
where X is the reduced wavelength, and T^ is taken to be 
7 , = [l + exp((^-^_(0) /A)] - ' 
where A is the diffuseness parameter and ^„^is determined by the total fusion 
cross-section cTp smce 
^F = Z^^ 
^=0 
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The transmission coefficient for light particles n, p and a-emissions were determined 
using optical model potentials of Perey and Percy [8] and Huizenga and Igo [9], available 
in the code as default values. The input fusion cross-section is calculated using Bass 
formula [10]. There are two options for choosing the y-ray strength functions for El. E2, 
Ml and M2 transitions in this code. Either default options are chosen or the values are 
read from table of Endt [11]. 
The evaporation residues (ERs) cross-section is determined by using two other 
parameters: (a) The ratio of level densities at the saddle point and at the ground state and 
(b) The height of the fission barrier, which depends on the total spin [12,13]. 
Several important modifications were made to the code in order to adopt it to the 
problems under consideration and to shorten its nmning time. 
(1) Transmission coefficient for light particle n, p and a evaporation are obtained during 
the first step of deexcitation by full optical model calculation. In subsequent stages of 
de-excitation the coefficients are obtained by extrapolation from the initial ones. 
(2) The angular momentum projections are calculated at each stage of deexcitation this 
enables the determination of the angular distribution of the emitted particles. 
(3) The fission decay mode was added using a rotating liquid drop fission barrier routine 
[14]. 
(4) A trace-back featiu-e has been included enabling determination of the decay chains 
and region of E-J plane leading to specific nuclei. In addition a dispersion of the 
initial excitation energy has been introduced to account for target thickness effects. 
The general expression can be used to calculate the level density fiE,!) is; 
where, P is the pairing energy. E^,(J) can be obtained using ref [13]. p^{E-P) taken 
from the Gilbert and Cameron formalism [5]. At low energies their constant temperature 
formula is used. The Gilbert and Cameron formalism is no longer a default option in the 
modified version PACE-2 [1]. 
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The main difference between GC and KRK formulas is in the method of 
incorporating the shell corrections to the energy dependent part of the level density [15]. 
The GC formula achieves shall correction in two steps. For excitation energies below 
~5 MeV, the constant temperattire part of the formula accounts for the shell structure 
effects. For the entire range of excitation energies above ~5 MeV, the shell structure 
effects are accounted by the use of shell dependent value of level density parameter "a". 
However, the shell dependence used is applicable only at neutron resonance energies. 
Since the shell dependence of the thermodynamic behavior of nucleus is excitation 
energy dependent, GC approach is not always acceptable. The deficiency is corrected in 
the KRK formula by incorporating a built-in excitation energy dependence of the shell 
effects on the level densities. It is worth to note that PACE-2 evaluates complete fusion 
(CF) cross-section based on statistical theory and does not take into account incomplete 
fusion (ICF) contribution. 
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5.1 Experimental Results 
In the present work, fifty-nine excitation ftinctions (EFs) corresponding to four 
projectile-target systems '^O + "^Sc, ^^ O + '^'Ge, ^Ve + ^^Co and ^"^e + '^ ^Ho have been 
measured at projectile energies below 10 MeV/nucleon. A list of these reactions is given 
below: 
'^Sc(0, p3n)"Ni, 
'^ S^cCO, a)"Co, 
'^ S^cCO, a2pn)^^Mn, 
^^ ScCO, 2ap3n/'Cr, 
^'Ge(0, 4n)^^Zr, 
' 'Ge(0, p4n)^'Y, 
"^•GeCO, ap2n)^^Rb, 
^^Ge(0, 2a3n)^'Kr, 
5'Co(Ne, p2n)''Kr, 
5'Co(Ne, an) ^^Br, 
59, 72, 
'Co(Ne, a2pn) '^As, 
5^Co(Ne, 2a2n) ^^As 
5^Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^^Ge, 
5^Co(Ne, 3a2n) ^^Ga, 
165 182/ Ho(Ne, p2n)"'^0s, 
165 179T 
'Ho(Ne, a2n)"^Re, 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^^W, 
'"Ho(Ne, a2pn)''''"Ta, 
'"Ho(Ne, 2a2n)'^^Ta, 
'^ ^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf, and 
'^Sc(0, p4n) '^i , 
"^ ScCO, an)^^Co, 
^^Sc(0, 2an)"^Mn, 
''^ ScCO, 2ap4n)^^Cr, 
''^ GeCO, p2n)^^Y, 
' 'Ge(0, an)'''"Sr, 
' 'Ge(0, ap3n)^2'"Rb, 
^'Ge(0, 2ap5n)^^Br, 
^'Co(Ne, 2pn)^^Br, 
59 73£ 
'Co(Ne, apn) "Se, 
^'Co(Ne, 2a) ^^As, 
^'Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^Ge, 
^^Co(Ne, 3a) ^^Ga, 
^^Co(Ne, 4a2n) ^'Cu, 
'^^Ho(Ne, p3n)'^'0s, 
'"Ho(Ne, a3n)'^^Re, 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2 a ) ^ ^ V 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'^'*Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^^Tm. 
^5sc(0, 2pn)^*Co, 
'*^Sc(0, a2n)^^Co, 
^^Sc(0, 2apn)^'Cr, 
'5Sc(0, 3an)'*V, 
^^Ge(0, p3n)*^Y, 
^^Ge(0, a3n)^^Sr, 
'"GeCO, ap4n)^'Rb, 
59 
'Co(Ne, pn)"Kr, 
59 
'Co(Ne, a)' 'Br 
59 70<: 
59 
'Co(Ne, ap4n) '"Se, 
^^Co(Ne, 2an) ^°As, 
'Co(Ne, 2ap3n) *^Ge, 
^^Co(Ne, 3an) ^^Ga, 
165 
'Ho(Ne, 3n)"nr, 
'"Ho(Ne, a)'*'Re, 
'"Ho(Ne, a4n)'^^Re, 
1 6 5 T T /> .T_ . __ i '„ \174i 
^Ho(Ne, ap6n)"'W, 
'"Ho(Ne, 2an)"^Ta, 
'"Ho(Ne, 2a4n)"^Ta, 
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The measured EFs have been plotted in Figs. 5.1-5.2, 5.4-5.5, 5.7-5.9, 5.11-5.13. 
Analysis of the EFs have been performed using the computer code PACE-2, which 
evaluates complete fusion (CF) cross-sections based on statistical theory and does not 
take into account ICF contribution. A detail of the analysis of EFs has been given in the 
following Section 5.2. Vertical bars in the measured cross-sections show errors in the 
measured reaction cross-section values and horizontal bars indicate the beam energy 
spread. The errors and uncertainties are already discussed in Chapter 2 under Section 
2.1.7. 
In order to study the distribution of ranges of recoiling residues produced by both 
complete and incomplete fusion of ^°Ne with '^ ^Ho at»164 MeV beam energy, a separate 
experiment has been performed to measure the recoil range distributions (RRDs) of the 
various evaporation residues (ERs) produced in the interaction. The RRDs for fifteen 
evaporation residues (ERs) in the reactions: '^^Ho(Ne, p2n)'^'^0s, 
'"Ho(Ne, p3n)'*'0s, '"Ho(Ne, a) ' ' 'Re, '''Ho(Ne, a2n)'' 'Re, 
'^ ^Ho(Ne, ap3n)"'W, '^^Ho(Ne, ap4n)"^W, '"Ho(Ne, a p e n ) " ^ , 
''^Ho(Ne, a2pn)"^'"Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a)"'Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2an)'' 'Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)^^^Ta, '"HoCNe, 2a3n)'^^Ta, '^^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)''^Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf and '^^Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^^Tm have been measured. 
The measured composite forward RRDs of above ERs are plotted and shown in Figs. 
5.16-5.17. The various resolved components are displayed in Figs.5.18-5.20. A detailed 
analysis of the measured RRD data is presented in Section 5.3. 
An in-beam particle-gamma coincidence experiment has been performed for the 
system '^O + '^''Sn at 100 MeV '^0-ion beam. A detail of the experimental set-up, the 
experimental procedure for data extraction and its off-line data analysis has already been 
described in Chapter 2 under Section 2.2. Measurement of relative level yields of the 
rotational bands in the residues produced has been described in Chapter 3 under Section 
3.3. Spin distributions for different evaporation residues have been measured by studying 
the relative population of different levels in their rotational bands. The relative yields of 
the prompt gamma transitions of the evaporation residues produced in the reactions: 
•^VO, 5ny''Ce, '2'Sn(0, 6n)'3'Ce, '^ ^SnCO, 7n)'^^Ce, 
'''SniO, p4n)'3'La, ' ' 'Sn(0, p6n)'"La, '^'SnCO, a3n)'"Ba, 
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'^''Sn(0, a4n)'^^Ba, '^''Sn(0, a5n)'^'Ba, '^''Sn(0, ap4n)'^'Cs, 
'^ ''SnCO, a2pn)'^^Xe, '^^Sn(0,2a2n)'^°Xe, '^^Sn(0,2a4n)'2**Xe 
and '^''Sn(0, 2ap4n)'^'l have been measured and the analysis of spin distribution data 
are given in Section 5.4 of this Chapter. The feeding pattern of the energy levels in the 
rotational bands for the residual nuclei populated by CF and ICF processes have been 
studied from the particle-gated spectra in forward and backward directions. 
Experimentally measured spin distributions for the residues produced in CF and ICF 
channels have been plotted in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 and results are discussed. 
To the best of our knowledge presently measured excitation functions (EFs), 
forward recoil range distributions (RRDs) and spin distributions of various evaporation 
residues produced in the above projectile-target systems are being reported for the first 
time. 
5 . 2 Analysis of the Excitation Functions with Code PACE-2 
Analysis of the EFs have been performed using the computer code PACE-2 
[1], which evaluates complete fusion (CF) cross-sections based on statistical theory and 
does not take into account incomplete fusion (ICF) contribution. Two different versions 
of code have been used for the analysis of the measured excitation functions. For the 
systems '^0 + '*^ Sc and '^O + '^*Ge, modified version of the code which takes into account 
the excitation energy dependence of level density parameter ' a' obtained using the 
prescription of Kataria, Ramamurthy and Kapoor (KRK) [2], has been used. For the 
systems 2'^e + ^'Co and ^°Ne + ' " H O , other version of the code based on Gilbert and 
Cameron (GC) formalism [3] for level density parameter ' a' has been used. This code is 
based on the statistical model approach and uses the Monte-Carlo simulation procedure 
for the de-excitation of compound nucleus The angular momentum projections are 
calculated at each state of de-excitation, which enables to determine the angular 
distribution of emitted particles. The optical model parameters for emitted particles such 
as neutron, proton and a-particles are used as default values with in the code. Average 
gamma transition strength functions, required for the calculations have either been taken 
from the compilation by Endt [4] or from the default option. In the present calculations of 
excitation functions (EFs) for various evaporation residues (ERs), the value of le\el 
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density parameter ' a' was obtained using the relation a = A/K MeV', where A is the 
mass number of the compound system and ' A '^ is a free parameter, which may be varied 
to match the experimental data for each projectile-target system. The other input 
parameters in the program were used as default values. Polynomial fits to the PACE-2 
predictions of excitation functions (EFs) at various projectile energies are plotted for 
comparison with the measured excitation function (EFs) data. 
5.2.1 System: **^ 0+''^ Sc 
The measured excitation functions for twelve reactions '*^Sc(0, p3n)^^Ni, 
^^Sc(0,p4n)^^i, ^^Sc(0,2pn)^^Co, '^Sc(0, a)"Co, ^^Sc(0, an)''Co, 
*^Sc(0, a2n)^^Co, ''^Sc(0, a2pn/''Mn, ^^Sc(0,2an)"SMn, '^Sc(0,2apn)^'Cr, 
^^Sc(0, 2ap3nrCr, ^^Sc(0, 2ap4n/^Cr and ^^Sc(0, 3anfW between 39 and 115 
MeV along with the theoretical calculations based on modified version of the code 
PACE-2 [1] have been plotted and shown in Figs. 5.1-5.2. Level density parameter 
constant ' AT' is an important parameter in this code that may be varied to match the 
experimental data. The effect of variations in ' A '^ (= 8, 9, 10) on calculated EFs for the 
reactions "^ ScCO, p3n)^''Ni, ^^Sc(0, p4n)^^i and ''^Sc(0, 2pn)^*Co are shown in 
Figs.5.1(a), (b) and (c). As discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.1, for the 
evaporation residues ^ Ni, TSli and Co no higher charge precursor contributions have 
been found in their decays hence measured cross-section values are independent 
production cross-sections of these residues. It has been observed from these figures that 
a value of AT = 8 reproduce the measured EFs satisfactorily for the reaction channels 
^^Sc(0, p3n)"Ni, '•^Sc(0, p4n)^^i and ''^ ScCO, 2pn)^^Co which are expected to be 
populated via complete fusion (CF) process. 
The EFs for residual nuclei ^^Co, ^^ Co and ^^ Co produced via a, an and a2n 
emission channels, in the reactions (O, a), (0, an) and (O, a2n), may also be produced 
in decay mode of the produced higher charge precursor isobars "Ni ,^^i and ^^ Ni via 
(0, p3n), (O, p4n) and (O, p5n) reactions respectively. The independent production 
cross-sections of the evaporation residues "Co and *^ Co have been obtained by 
separating the contributions due to the decay of the produced higher charge precursor 
isobars Ni and ^ i from the measured cumulative cross-sections of the reactions 
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'*^Sc(0, a)"Co and '*^Sc(0, an)^ ^Co using the expressions (3.1) and (3.2) based on 
formulation given by Cavinato et al. [5]. The cumulative and independent cross-sections 
for the production of these evaporation residues have been plotted in Figs. 5.1(d) and 
5.1(e) along with PACE-2 [1] predictions. Non-significant contributions from the decay 
of precursor ^^ Ni into ^^ Co have been found as shown in Figs. 5.1(d) the cumulative and 
independent yields are almost same, while in ^^ Co very small precursor contributions 
are observed beyond 100 MeV projectile energies as shown in Fig. 5.1(e). The PACE-2 
predicted cross-section values for the reaction '*^Sc(0, a) ^^ Co as shown in Fig. 5.1(d) 
are lower than the experimentally measured cross-section values. Since ICF is not 
considered in PACE-2 calculations, the enhancement in its measured EF over PACE-2 
predictions may be attributed to the fact that this reaction chaimel is populated not only 
by CF process of '^ O with '**Sc, but also by other reaction process, i. e. ICF of the 
projectile '^O, where as the fusion of fragment '^ C of '^ O (if '^ O undergoes breakup into 
a and '^ C fragments in the nuclear field) with target nucleus ''^ Sc takes place, leaving the 
residue in the excited state and one incompletely fused a-particle fragment moves in the 
forward direction. As such, the measured EF for the reaction ''^Sc(0, a2n)"^Co has no 
contributions from the decay of its higher charge precursor ^^ Ni with half-life 212 ms into 
^^ Co and hence measured values are independent cross-sections. Measured EFs for the 
evaporation residues ^^ Co and ^^ Co are compared with PACE-2 predictions, as shown in 
Figs. 5.1(e) and 5.1(f), and found that these are reproduced satisfactorily by PACE-2 
predictions, within the limitation of theoretical calculations, indicating hereby that the 
production of ^^ Co and ^^ Co takes place by CF process of projectile '^ O with target ''^ Sc 
wherein the compound system '^Cu decays by evaporation of an and a2n respectively. 
The measured excitation fimctions for the evaporation residues '^*Mn and '^ Mn 
produced through a2pn and 2an emission channels in the reactions ''^Sc(0, a2pn) '^'Mn 
and ''^Sc(0, 2an)"^Mn, respectively are shown in Fig.5.2(a) and Fig. 5.2(b) respectively. 
Since the higher charge precursor isobar '^^ Fe is a stable nucleus, hence no precursor 
contribution from its decay is present in the production of residue "^^Mn and measured 
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cross-sections are independent cross-sections. It is evident from these figures that the 
measured EF for '^'Mn is considerably lower than PACE-2 predictions. However, this 
deviation could not be understood within the present theoretical calculations. On the 
other hand, the measured EF for the production of ^^ ^Mn corresponds to its ground state 
only. The isomeric state contribution could not be measured separately owing low 
gamma intensity in its de-excitation. Hence, the total measured cross-sections (isomeric 
state + ground state) would have been expected to be larger than the PACE-2 predictions. 
No precursor contribution has been observed in the production of ^^ ^Mn as discussed in 
Chapter 3 imder Section 3.1.1. This evaporation residue is, therefore may be expected to 
be produced through incomplete fusion (ICF) process of fragment ^Be of '^O with ''^ Sc (if 
'^O undergoes break up into ^Be and 2a) followed by emission of one neutron from the 
composite system during its thermalization along with complete fusion (CF) of '^O with 
'**Sc followed by emission of two a-particles and one neutron from compound system. 
The EFs for residual nuclei ^'Cr, ''^ Cr and '*^ Cr produced via 2apn, 2ap3n and 
2ap4n emission charmels, in the reactions '*^Sc(0, 2apn)^'Cr ''^Sc(0, 2ap3n)'*^Cr and 
''^Sc(0, 2ap4n)'*^Cr are also displayed in Figs. 5.2(c)-(e). The measured cumulative 
cross-sections of the residue ^'Cr may include the contribution from the decay of the 
produced higher charge precursor isobar ^'Mn. However, a non-significant contribution 
of precursor has been found when the cross-sections were measiu-ed before and after 
complete decay of its 46.2 min half-life precursor ^'Mn. The measured cumulative cross-
sections for the production of evaporation residue ^'Cr have been plotted along with 
PACE-2 cumulative cross-sections and are displayed in Fig. 5.2(c). The comparison 
shows that the measured EF is higher than the calculated ones, indicating hereby the 
presence of the ICF component along with CF. On the other hand, the measured EFs for 
the production of "^ C^ rand ''^Cr, as shown in Figs. 5.2(d) and (e), which have has no 
precursor contributions, are found to be larger than PACE-2 predictions, by orders of 
magnitude and hence suggest dominant contribution from ICF process. The ICF 
contribution in the production of these Cr residues arises due to the break-up of '^O into 
*Be+*Be, followed by fusion of one of the fragments ^Be with the target ''^ Sc and 
subsequent emission of pn, p3n and p4n respectively takes place from the composite 
system "Mn, during their nuclear thermalization. 
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The evaporation residue ' 'V produced in the reaction '*^Sc(0, San/^V may have 
the contributions due to decay of the produced higher charge precursor isobar Cr 
produced in ''^Sc(0, 2ap4n)''^Cr reaction to the evaporation residue '^ ^V. The precursor 
contribution has been separated from the measured cumulative cross-section to deduce 
the independent cross-section for the production of V, by subtracting the measured 
cross-section values of '*^ Cr from the measured cumulative cross-section of "^ V^ by using 
expression (3.3). Figure 5.2 (f) shows cumulative and independent cross-section values 
for the production of residue ''^V. The figure shows that measured independent excitation 
fiinction is more or less reproduced by PACE-2 prediction, indicating hereby that the 
residue ''^ V is also produced through complete ftision of '^O with target ''^ Sc where as 
compound system *^Cr decays by emission of three a-particles and one neutron. 
Finally, it has been found that the residual nuclei: "Ni, ^ ^ i , ^^Co, ^^Co, ^ ^Co, ^Vn 
and ''^ V are produced via complete fiision(CF) process and rest of the evaporation 
residues ^^Co, ^^Mn, ^'Cr, ''^ Cr and ''^ Cr are produced via incomplete ftision (ICF) 
process of the projectile. In this light projectile-target system ('^O + '*^Sc), owing the low 
Coulomb barrier, emission of a-particle is pronoimced from compound nucleus (CN) 
during its de-excitation. This may be one of the possible explanations for these 
evaporation residues that are produced by a-emission channels but are consistent with CF 
predictions. 
Although, from the measured excitation fiinctions, it may not be possible to directly 
obtain the relative contribution of complete and incomplete ftision, however, an attempt 
has been made to estimate the incomplete ftasion (ICF) contribution as suggested in Ref 
[8]. The production cross-sections which have been measured experimentally may be 
attributed to the both complete and /or incomplete ftision. As already mentioned, the 
enhancement in the experimentally measured production cross-sections over the PACE-2 
predictions in some of the residues may be attributed to incomplete ftision process. As 
such the ICF contribution (cr"^^) for individual charmels has been estimated b> 
subtracting theoretically calculated complete ftasion (CF) cross-section (cr*^ )^ by PACE-2 
from the experimentally measured cross-sections at each projectile energy. The total 
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incomplete fusion contribution (La^^^) is taken as the sum of all incomplete fusion 
channels at each projectile energy. The total CF cross-section Qlo''^'^) has been obtained 
from PACE-2 code, by taking the sum of cross-sections of all CF channels at each 
projectile energy [8]. 
The contribution of CF (Zcr''^) and ICF cross-sections (Z(j'^'')of various 
evaporation residues along with total fusion cross-section (Z.cr^'' -'Zcr'^'' +'Lcr"'') for 
I6Q ^ 45g^  system is plotted against projectile energy as shown in Fig.5.3 (a). It has been 
observed that ICF contribution increases with respect to the CF process as the projectile 
energy is increased, which is expected as the break-up probability of the incident ion 
increases with projectile energy. 
A ratio of total incomplete fusion cross-section (La"''') to the total fusion 
cross-section (Zo"""), defined as incomplete fusion fraction, 
F"' =[L(7'''/acy"'+Ta"')] (5.1) 
has been deduced and plotted as a function of projectile energy for the system '^ O + "^Sc 
as shown in Fig.5.3 (b). It is observed from the figure that ICF fraction increases but 
slowly with projectile energy for this light projectile-target system. 
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5.2.2 System: '^ O+ '^^ Ge 
The excitation functions (EFs) of the following eleven reactions: Ge(0,4n) Zr, 
^^Ge(0, p2n)''Y, ' 'Ge(0, p3n)'^Y, ' 'Ge(0, p4n)''Y, ' 'Ge(0, an)^''"Sr, 
' 'Ge(0, a3n)''Sr, ' 'Ge(0, ap2n)''Rb, ' 'Ge(0, ap3n)'""Rb, '^ ^GeCO, ap4n)''Rb, 
'^'GeCO, 2a3n)^^Kr and ^^Ge(0, 2ap5n)^^Br measured between 60 and 112 
MeV energy ^^0-ion beam along with the theoretical calculations based on PACE-2 
(modified BARC version using KRK approach) are displayed in Figs. 5.4(a)-(f) and 
5.5(a)-(e). The effect of variation of level density parameter constant ' A:' ( = 8, 10, 12 ) 
on the calculated EFs for the evaporation residues, produced in the reactions 
^'Ge(0,4n)*^Zr, ^^Ge(0, p2n)^^^Y, ' 'Ge(0, p3n)^^Y and ' 'Ge(0, p4n)*'Y 
are shown in Fig.5.4(a)-(d). The EF for residue *^ Zr produced in '^*Ge(0, 4n)*^Zr reaction 
is measured independently, while the independent production cross-section for the 
residue *^ Y produced in the reaction "^^ GeCO, p2n)^^Y, has been obtained by separating 
the contributions of the decay of the produced higher charge precursor isobar ^^ Zr into 
^^Y, from the measured cumulative cross-section of the residue ^^Y, after the complete 
decay of its precursor Zr by P emission. As discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 
3.1.2, the expression (3.4) has been used. The measured cumulative cross-sections of Y 
produced in the reaction '''*Ge(0, p3n)^^Y may have the contributions from the decay of 
the produced higher charge precursor isobar Zr in (O, 4n) reaction . The half-lives of 
Y and its precursor Zr are comparable (14.74 hrs and 16.50 hrs respectively). In such 
a case, the formulation developed in ref [6] has been followed and independent cross-
sections for the production of ^*Y, have been obtained. The evaporation residue ^^ Y 
produced in the reaction ^'*Ge(0, p4n)*^Y may have the contributions due to decay of the 
produced higher charge precursor isobar Zr in (0, 5n) reaction to the evaporation 
residue ^^ Y. The precursor contribution has been separated from the measured cumulative 
cross-section to deduce the independent cross-section for the production of ^^Y, by 
subtracting the cross-section values of ^^ Zr from the measured cumulative cross-section 
of *^ Y by using expression (3.5) based on Cavinato et al formulation [5]. The measured 
cumulative and /or independent cross-sections for the above four reactions 
' 'Ge(0, 4nf'ZT, ''*Ge(0, plnf^Y, '^Ge(0, p3n)''Y and ' 'Ge(0, p4n)''Y, have been 
plotted along with PACE-2 predictions and are displayed in Fig. 5.4(a)-(d). It is 
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observed from these figures that these EFs are fairly well reproduced with the PACE-2 
[1] predictions corresponding to A =^ 8 and are populated via complete fusion (CF) 
process. 
Measured EFs for the evaporation residues *''"Sr, ^^Sr, ^^Rb, ^^ ""Rb, ^'Rb, '^^ Kr 
and ^^ Br produced in a-emission channels i.e. through an, a3n, ap2n, ap3n, ap4n. 2a3n 
and 2ap5n emission respectively are plotted in Fig. 5.4 (e)-(f) and Figs. 5.5(a)-(e) along 
with their theoretical values. The independent cross-section of residue Sr produced in 
the reaction '''Ge(0, an)^^'"Sr could not be separated by conventional method [5] since 
the half-lives of the isomers in precursor *^ Y (4.9 hrs and 2.7 hrs) are larger as compared 
to the half-life of residue ^^"Sr (68.0 min). However, precursor contribution from its 
decay has been separated out using the formulation given in ref [6] and the lower limits 
of the independent cross-sections for the production of * '^"Sr at different energies has 
been deduced. Measured cumulative and independent cross-sections have been plotted 
along with PACE-2 predictions and are displayed in Fig.5.4(e). Measured values are 
substantially large compared to theoretical values between 60 and 85 MeV. The cross-
section corresponding to the ground state of *^ S^r could not be measured owing to its long 
half-life. Thus the total cross-section for the production of Sr would actually be 
expected much larger than PACE-2 predictions and hence the production of ^^ Sr may also 
be taking place through the process other than CF i.e. ICF process. It may be understood 
that the projectile O breaks-up into the fragments C + a-particle and subsequent 
fizsion of '^C fragment with target nucleus '^'Ge forms a composite system ^^Sr, which 
produces evaporation residue Sr during its thermalization by emission of one neutron. 
The measured cumulative cross-sections may therefore include the contributions from 
both complete as well as incomplete fusion process of the projectile '^O with the target 
'^*Ge. The measured EF of residual nucleus ^^ Sr produced in reaction ^''Ge(0, a3n)^^Sr, 
is plotted along with PACE-2 predictions, and is shown in Fig.5.4(f). As discussed in 
details in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.2, measured cross-sections are independent 
cross-sections and no precursor decay contribution has been found. The 
enhancement in the measured EF over PACE-2 predictions shows that the 
residue *^Sr, is also expected to be produced through ICF process along with CF process. 
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The measured EFs of Rb, produced in the reaction Ge(0, ap2n) Rb may also 
have contributions from the decay of produced higher charge precursor isobar *^ Sr 
produced via "^^ GeCO, a3n)^''Sr reaction, in addition to the direct production of Rb. The 
contribution due to the decay of precursor isobar Sr to the evaporation residue Rb, has 
been separated from the measured cumulative cross-sections to get the independent 
cross-sections for the production of '^^ Rb by using the expression (3.6) based on 
Cavinato et al. formulation [5]. The measured cumulative and independent production 
cross-sections are shown in Fig.5. 5(a) along with PACE-2 [1] predictions. The 
enhancement in the measured cross-section values over the theoretical predictions may be 
attributed to the fact that ^^ Rb is produced not only by CF of '^O with the target but may 
also have a significant contribution of ICF of the projectile '^O (i.e. fusion of fragment 
'^ C of '^O in its breakup into '^ C and a-particle) with the target ^''Oe. Measured EF for 
the residual nucleus ^^ ""Rb, produced in the reaction ^"06(0, ap3n) ^^ ""Rb, is shown in 
Fig. 5.5(b). It is important to note that no precursor contribution has been observed as 
discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.2. However, measured cross-section is much 
larger in magnitude than PACE-2 predictions, particularly below 80 MeV projectile 
energy; hence this enhancement may also be attributed to the ICF process of the 
projectile along with CF process. Measured cumulative cross-sections of the production 
of residue ^'Rb in the reaction '^*Ge(0, ap4n) *'Rb are compared with cumulative 
PACE-2 predictions and are displayed m Fig.5.5(c). Large enhancements in the measured 
values show that this residue is predominantly produced by ICF process of the projectile. 
It is evident from Fig.5.5 (d) that the measured independent EF for the production of 
evaporation residue (ER) ^^Kr, produced through 2a3n emission channel is comparable 
with that of the theoretical predictions of PACE-2, thereby showing that negligible break-
up of projectile takes place and '^Kr is produced in sequential decay of two a-particles 
and three neutrons in the de-excitation of compound nucleus ^°Zr formed in complete 
fusion of projectile '^O with target "^^ Ge. The measured EF for the reaction '^*Ge(0, 
2ap5n) ^^ Br as shown in Fig.5.5(e) is found to be large by orders of magnitude than 
PACE-2 prediction (not shown due to negligible contribution), hence suggests dominant 
contribution from ICF process of the projectile'^O, where as the fusion of one *Be 
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fragment of '^O (if '^0 undergoes breakup into two ^Be fragments) with the target ''^ Ge 
takes place and the composite system ^^ Kr decays by the emission of 1 proton and 5 
neutrons. 
Finally, from the present analysis it is found that evaporation residues ^^Zr, ^^Y. 
*^ Y, ^^ Y and ^^ Kr are produced through complete fusion (CF) process and rest of the 
residua! nuclei ^^ ""Sr, ^^Sr, ^^ Rb , ^^ "^ Rb, *'Rb and ^^ Br are produced through 
incomplete fusion (ICF) process of the projectile and are observed in a-emission 
channels (in the break-up of the projectile). 
The contribution of CF (Zcr^'') and ICF cross-sections (Zo'"^'')of various 
evaporation residues along with total fusion cross-section (Zcr"" = Zcr'^'' + Scr"^'') for 
^^0 + ''*Ge system is plotted against projectile energy as shown in Fig.5.6 (a). It has been 
observed that ICF contributes larger production yield with respect to the CF process as 
the projectile energy is increased, which is quite expected as the break-up probabilit>' of 
the incident ion increases with projectile energy. 
The incomplete fusion fraction [Z.cr"^'' /(Z o^'' •^Y.o"^^)] has been deduced 
and plotted as a function of projectile energy for the system '^0 + '^ '^ Ge as shown in 
Fig.5.6 (b). It is observed from the figure that ICF fraction invariably increases with 
projectile energy for this system. 
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5.2.3 System : ^"Ne+^'Co 
The excitation functions for eighteen evaporation residues produced in the 
reactions: ^^Co(Ne, pn)^'Kr, ^^Co(Ne, p2n)^^Kr, '^Co(Ne, 2pn)''^Br. 
^'Co(Ne, a)''Br, ^^Co(Ne, an) '"Br, '^Co(Ne, apn) "Se, -'Co(Ne, ap4n)''Se, 
^'Co(Ne, a2pn)^^As, ^^Co(Ne, 2a)^'As, ^^Co(Ne, 2an)^°As, ^^Co(Ne, 2a2n)^'As, 
5^Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^Ge, ^'Co(Ne, 2ap3n)^'Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 2ap4n)'^Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 3a)^'Ga, 
^^Co(Ne, 3an) ^^Ga, ^^Co(Ne, 3a2n) ^^ Ga and ^'Co(Ne, 4a2n) ^'Cu measured between 
62 and 150 MeV projectile energy along with theoretical calculations based on PACE-2 
predictions are displayed in Figs.5.7-5.9. As discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.3, 
the residues '^'Kr and ^^ Kr are produced directly as well as in decay mode of the produced 
higher charge precursor isobars ^^ Rb and ^^ Rb respectively. The independent cross-
sections for residues ^^Kr and ^^ Kr have been deduced from the measured cumulative 
cross-sections using expressions (3.7) and (3.8) based on standard formulation [5]. The 
measured cumulative cross-sections of ^^ Br produced in the reaction ^^Co(Ne, 2pn)^^Br 
may have the contributions from the decay of its higher charge precursor isobars ^Rb 
and ^^Kr. The half-lives of *^Br and its precursor Kr are comparable (16.2 hrs and 
14.8 hrs respectively). In such a case, the formulation developed in ref [6] has been 
followed and independent cross-sections for the production of ^^ Br have been obtained. 
The agreement v^th PACE-2 in this reaction is good except at energies below 80 MeV. 
The measured cumulative and independent cross-sections for the residues ^^Kr, ^^ Kr and 
'^Br have been plotted in Figs. 5.7(a), 5.7 (b) and 5.7 (c) respectively. The effect of 
variation of 'K' {= S, 10, 12 ) on the calculated EFs for the evaporation residues 
produced in the reactions ^'Co(Ne, pn)^^Kr, ^^Co(Ne, p2n)^^Kr and '^^ Co(Ne, 
2pn)^^Br are also shown in these figures. It is quite clear from these figures that PACE-2 
predictions corresponding to level density parameter constant A^=10 reproduce the 
measured EFs satisfactorily in general and these reaction channels are populated via 
complete frasion (CF) process. 
Measured excitation fimctions (EFs) for rest of the reactions ^^Co(Ne, a)^'Br, 
^^Co(Ne,an) ^'Br, ^^Co(Ne, apn)'^Se, ^^Co(Ne, ap4n)''^Se, 
'^Co(Ne, a2pn)''As, ''Co(Ne, 2a)''As, ''Co(Ne, 2an)'°As, 
''Co(Ne, 2a2n)^^As, ''Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^Ge, ^'Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ''Ge, 
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^^ Co(Ne, 2ap4n) *^ Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 3af^Ga, ^^Co(Ne, 3an)^^Ga, 
^^ Co(Ne, 3a2n) ^^ Ga and ^^Co(Ne, 4a2n) ^'Cu, produced in a, an , apn, ap4n, a2pn, 
2a, 2an, 2a2n , 2apn, 2ap3n, 2ap4n, 3a, 3an , 3a2n and 4a2n emission channels 
respectively are plotted in Figs.5.7-5.9 along with their theoretical values. 
As discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.3, the independent cross-sections of 
the residues ^^ Br, "^^ Br and •^'Se produced in a-emission channels, in the reactions 
'^Co(Ne, a)^ ^Br , ^^Co(Ne,an) '^^ Br and ^^Co(Ne, apn) "Se have been separated out 
from their measured cumulative cross-sections, using expressions (3.9), (3.10) and 
(3.11) respectively. On the other hand, independent cross-sections for the residue ^ *^Se 
produced in the reaction ^^ Co(Ne, ap4n) "^Se has been measured with no precursor 
contribution. Measured EF for the residue As, produced in the reaction 
'^Co(Ne, a2pn)^^As is also independent as its higher charge precursor isobar ^^ Se is a 
Stable nucleus hence As is not fed from its precursor. Measured cumulative and 
independent cross-sections for the residues ^^ Br, ''"Br and ''^ Se and independent 
cross-sections for the residue Se and As along with their theoretical values have been 
displayed in Figs. 5.7(d)-(f) and Figs. 5.8(a)-(b). Measured EFs are found to be 
consistently higher in general than PACE-2 predictions, thereby indicating the 
presence of ICF component along with CF. It is assumed that the ICF of the fragment 
'^0 (if ^^e undergoes break-up into fragments '^0 and ''He) with the target '^ Co and 
subsequent emission of neutron and/or protons take place from the composite system, in 
addition to the CF of projectile '^^ Ne with the target ^^ Co followed by emission of 
nucleons and a-particle from the compound system. The fragment "^ He however, moves 
in forward direction. 
Measured EFs for the reactions '^Co(Ne, 2a)^'As, ^^Co(Ne, 2an)'°As, 
^^ Co(Ne, 2a2n)^^As, ^^Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^ Ge, ^^Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ^ ^Ge, 
and '^Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^^ Ge produced in various 2a-emission channels are shown in 
Figs.5.8(c)-(f) and Figs. 5.9(a)-(b). The measured cumulative cross-sections for the 
evaporation residue 'As, produced in the reaction '^Co(Ne, 2a)^'As, has been compared 
with PACE-2 cumulative cross-sections. Independent production cross-sections for the 
residue ^"AS, produced in the reaction ^^ Co(Ne, 2an)^°As have been deduced from the 
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measured ciimulative cross-sections, using expression (3.12). In the measured EF for the 
residue ^^ As produced in the reaction ^^Co(Ne, 2a2n)^^As, no precursor contribution 
from '^Se has been noticed, hence measured EF for ^^ As is independent. Moreover, from 
the measured cumulative cross-sections of residue Ge, produced in the reaction 
^^ Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^ Ge, its independent production cross-section has been obtained using 
expression (3.13). In the measured EFs of residues ^^ Ge and ^^ Ge produced in the 
reactions '^Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ^^ Ge, and ^^Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^^ Ge, no precursor contributions 
have been observed hence measured EFs correspond to independent cross-sections. 
Comparison of measured EFs for the residues ^'AS, ^°AS, ^'AS, ^^ Ge, ^^ Ge and *'^ Ge, 
produced in the reactions ^^Co(Ne, 2a)^'As, ^^Co(Ne, 2an)'°As , ^'Co(Ne, 2a2n)^''As, 
*^ Co(Ne, 2apn) ^^ Ge, '^Co(Ne, 2ap3n) ^^ Ge and ^^Co(Ne, 2ap4n) ^^ Ge with 
PACE-2 predictions, are shown in Figs.5.8(c)-(f) and Figs. 5.9(a)-(b). Substantial 
enhancements in the experimental values than PACE-2 predictions have been observed. 
This enhancement may be attributed to the fact that these residues may be populated not 
only by CF of ^^e with ^^ Co but may have significant contributions from ICF process (if 
the projectile ^'^e breaks-up into fragments '^ C and ^Be and the fragment '^ C fuses with 
the target). Subsequent emission of neutrons and protons during de-excitation of the 
composite system lead to the production of above residues populated through ICF 
process. 
Excitation functions for the evaporation residues ^^ Ga, ^^ Ga, ^^ Ga and '^Cu 
produced in 3a, 3an, 3a2n and 4a2n emission channels along with PACE-2 predictions 
are shown in Figs.5.9(c)-(f). As discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.3, the residues 
"Ga and ^Ga are produced via two different chaimels, directly and through the p -decay 
of higher charge precursor isobars ^^ Ge and ^^ Ge. The measured cumulative and 
independent cross-sections both, obtained with the help of expressions (3.14) and (3.15) 
are displayed in Fig. 5.9(c) and 5.9(d). In the measured EFs for the residues ^^ Ga and 
'^Cu, no precursor contributions from ^^ Ge and '^Zn have been noticed. So the measured 
independent cross-sections for the residues ^^ Ga and^'Cu are displayed in Figs. 5.9(e)-(f)-
It is seen from the Figs. 5.9(c)-(f) that substantial enhancements in the measured EFs over 
PACE-2 predictions have been observed. The enhancement may be attributed to the fact 
that these residues may be populated not only by CF of projectile ^'^e with target ^ C^o 
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but may have significant contributions from ICF process. This may again be understood 
in the breakup of projectile ^'^e into fragments '^ C + ^Be (2a) or ""He +'^0 and ftision 
of fragment ^Be or "^ He with the target ^^Co, followed by emission of neutrons during 
de-excitation of composite system. 
Finally, it is concluded from the present analysis that evaporation residues ^Kr 
^^ Kr and ^^ Br are produced by complete fusion (CF) process of the projectile while 
residues '^Br, ''BV, ^^Se, ^ W ^'AS, ^ V A S / ^ G C , "'Ge, % e , "'Ga, 
^^Ga, *^ Ga and ^'Cu, produced in a-particle(s) emission channels are produced by 
incomplete frision (ICF) process of the projectile. 
The contribution of CF (Zcr'''') and ICF cross-sections (Zcr"^'^)of various 
evaporation residues along v^th total fusion cross-section (Zcr"" = Lcr*''' + Scr'^'') for 
'^'^e+^'Co system is plotted against projectile energy as shown in Fig.5.10 (a). It has 
been observed that ICF contributes larger production yield with respect to the CF 
contribution as the projectile energy is increased, which is quite expected as the break-up 
probability of the incident ion into a-clusters (i.e. break-up of '^O into '^ C + a and /or 
Be-I- Be) increases v^th projectile energy. 
The incomplete fusion fraction (Lcr'^''/(Zcr^'' +Y.cr"^'')] has been deduced and 
plotted as a frmction of projectile energy for the system ^^e+"^Co as shown in 
Fig.5.10 (b). It is observed from the figure that ICF fraction invariably increases with 
projectile energy for this system also. 
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5.2.4 System: ^ "Ne+**^ Ho 
The excitation functions for the evaporation residues produced in the following 
eighteen reactions; "^Ho(Ne, 3n)'^2lr, '^ ^HoCNe, p2n)'*'0s, '"Ho(Ne, p3n)' ' '0s. 
•''Ho(Ne, a) ' ' 'Re, '''Ho(Ne, a2n)"Ve, ''=Ho(Ne, a3n)"'Re. 
'^ ^HoCNe, a4n)'^'Re, '"Ho(Ne, ap3n)"'W, ''=Ho(Ne, ap4n)"'W. 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap6n) ' '% , '"Ho(Ne, a2pn)''''"Ta, ''^Ho(Ne, 2a) ' 'Ta. 
'^ ^HoCNe, 2an)'^^Ta, '*^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)''^Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a3n)"'Ta. 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'^^Ta, '*^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf and '^'Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^'Tm 
measured between 88 and 164 MeV projectile energy along with theoretical calculations 
based on PACE-2 predictions are displayed in Figs.5.II-5.13. The excitation function 
(EF) for evaporation residue '* I^r produced in the reaction '*^Ho(Ne, 3n)'^^lr. is 
measured independently and is shown in Fig. 5.11(a). However, the evaporation residue 
'^ ^Os may be populated via two different channels, (i) directly, through the reaction 
'^^Ho(Ne, p2n) '^ ^Os and (ii) through the EC/p"^-decay of higher charge isobar precursor 
'*^Ir, produced via the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 3n)'*^Ir. Cumulative cross-sections for '^ "Os 
are measured after the complete decay of its precursor Ir into Os. Independent 
production cross-section of Os has been obtained by separating out the contribution 
from precursor decay using expression (3.16) as discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 
3.1.4. Similarly, independent production cross-sections for the residue '^'^Os produced in 
the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, p3n)' '^Os has also been deduced by separating the contributions 
of the decay of produced higher charge precursor isobar '^'ir into '^'Os from the 
measured cumulative cross-sections of '^'Os, after the complete decay of its precursor 
•*'lr by EC process, using the expression (3.17) based on formulation [5]. The effect 
of variation of 'AT'(=10, 12, 14 ) on the calculated EFs for the evaporation residues 
produced in the reactions '"Ho(Ne, 3n)'*^Ir, '^^Ho(Ne, p2n)'*^0s and 
'^ ^Ho(Ne, p3n)'^'«0s are shown in Figs. 5 .n(a) , 5.11(b) and 5.11(c) respectively. It is 
quite clear from these figures that PACE-2 predictions corresponding to level density 
parameter constant AT=12 reproduce the measured EFs satisfactorily and these reaction 
channels are populated via complete fusion (CF) process whereas, the projectile ^ ^ e 
fuses with target '^ ^Ho and the compound system '* I^r decays by emission of 3n, p2n 
and p3n respectively. 
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Measured excitation fiinctions for rest of the evaporation residues produced in the 
reactions'"Ho(Ne, a)'^'Re, '*^Ho(Ne, a2n)'^^Re, '^^Ho(Ne, a3n)'^*Re, 
'^^Ho(Ne, a4n)'^^Re , '^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^'W, '^^Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W, 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap6n) '^V, '"Ho(Ne, a2pn)'^^""Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a)'"Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^Ta, '^^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)'^^Ta, '^^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)''^Ta, 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'"Ta, '*^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf and '^^Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^^Tm 
associated with a, a2n , a3n , a4n , ap3n, ap4n, ap6n, a2pn, 2a, 2an, 2a2n , 2a3n 
2a4n, 2ap3n, 4a3n emission channels are plotted and displayed in Figs. 5.11(d)-(f), 
5.12(aHf)and5.13(aHf). 
The residue '^'Re produced via the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, a)'^'Re may also have 
contributions from the decay of the produced precursor isobars Ir and Os in addition 
to the direct production of '^'Re. The contribution due to the decay of higher charge 
precursor isobar '*'0s to the evaporation residue '^'Re has been separated from measured 
cumulative cross-section to get the independent cross-section for the production of Re 
by using the expression (3.18) as discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.4. based on 
Cavinato et al. formulation [5]. Similarly, from the measured cumulative cross-sections 
for the reactions '"Ho(Ne, a2n)'^'Re, '^^Ho(Ne, a3n)'^^Re, '^-Ho(Ne, a4n)'"Re 
and '^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^^W, as discussed in Chapter 3 under Section 3.1.5 . the 
independent cross-section values have been deduced by subtracting the precursor 
contributions of the respective residues , using expressions (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) and 
(3.22) respectively. The independent cross-sections for the production of evaporation 
residue '^'Re '^^Re, '^^Re, '^ ^Re and '^ ^W, when compared with PACE-2 calculated 
values, as shown in the Figs. 5.11(d)-(f) and Figs. 5.12(a)-(b), h is observed that the 
measured independent EFs are much enhanced over their theoretical values. Since ICF is 
not considered in PACE-2 calculations, this enhancement may be attributed to the fact 
that this channel may be populated not only by CF of ^ ^ e but may also have a 
significant contribution from ICF of ^°Ne i.e. fusion of fragment '^0 with the target '^ ^Ho 
(if ^ ^ e breaks up into a and '^O fragments) takes place. 
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Measured cumulative EFs of the residues '''^ W and '''''W produced in ap4n and 
ap6n emission channels are compared with the PACE-2 cumulative EFs as discussed in 
Sec 3.1.4 of Chapter 3. The experimental values of cross-sections for '^ ^W are found to 
be comparable with that of theoretical predictions while for residue '^ "^ W, much 
enhancement in the experimental values are observed and shown in Figs. 5.12(c)-(d). No 
breakup of projectile is observed for the production of residue '^ ^W, while the production 
of residue '^% may again be understood in term of ICF in addition to CF of the 
projectile. The measured EF for the residue '^ "^"Ta, as shown in Fig. 5.12(e), is found to 
be large by orders of magnitude than PACE-2 prediction hence suggests dominant 
contribution from ICF process. 
The evaporation residues '"Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ ''Ta, '"Ta and '^ ^Hf are produced 
via 2a, 2aii, 2a2n, 2a3n, 2a4n and 2ap3n emission chaimels are shown in Figs.5.12(f) 
and Figs.5.13(a)-(e). All these residues produced in the reactions '^ ^Ho(Ne, 2a)'''^Ta, 
'*^Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^a , '^ ^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)''^Ta, '^ ^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'^'Ta, 
'^ ^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'"Ta and '^ -'Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^ ^Hf may also populated by the decay 
of the produced higher charge precursor isobars. However, from the measured 
cumulative cross-sections of the residues '^ ^Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ "^ Ta and '^ '^ Hf, the contributions 
from their respective higher charge precursor isobars '^ ^W, '^ ^W, ''''^ W and '''^ Ta have 
been separated to obtain their independent cross-sections. The independent and 
cumulative cross-sections have been obtained using the expressions (3.23), (3.24), (3.25) 
and (3.26) based on Cavinato et al. formulation [5] as discussed in Chapter 3 under 
Section 3.1.4 and are displayed in Figs. 5.12(f), 5.13(a), 5.13(c), and 5.13(e). It is quite 
evident from these figures that the measured EFs are substantially higher than their 
theoretical predictions, indicating the presence of the ICF component along with CF. 
Measured cumulative EFs of the residues '^ ^Ta and ''^Ta are compared with the PACE-
2 cumulative EFs as discussed in Sec.3.1.4. The measured cumulative cross-section 
values for the residue '^ ^Ta, as shown in Fig. 5.13(b), are little higher than the theoretical 
cumulative cross-section values, indicating the presence of ICF components along 
with CF. However, the measured cumulative cross-section values for the residue '^ ^Ta, 
as shown in Fig. 5.13(d), are found to be comparable with theoretical cumulative 
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cross-section values, thereby showing the negligible effect from the break-up of the 
projectile ^ ^ e . 
In case of evaporation residue ' ^Tm produced via 4a3n emissions channel the 
theoretical prediction of code PACE-2 gives negligible cross-sections (< O.Olmb), and 
hence are not shown in the Fig.5.13(f), while the measured cross-sections are 
comparatively much larger. This large enhancement in the measured cross-sections than 
their theoretical predictions may be attributed to the ICF process of the projectile ^'^e 
(if ^'^e breakup into ''He and '^0 fragments and fiision of ""He fragment with target '^ ^Ho 
and emission of 3 neutrons takes place from the composite system. Another possibility 
of ICF process may be understood by the breakup of the projectile ^°Ne into ^Be and '^ C 
Q 
and fusion of fragment Be with the target and emission of 1 a-particle and 3 neutrons 
from the composite system. 
Finally, it may be concluded from the present analysis that the evaporation 
residues '^ ^Ir, '*^0s, '*'^0s , '^ ^W and ' " l a are produced by complete fusion (CF) of the 
projectile while the residues '^'Re, "^Re, "*Re, '^^Re, '^'W, "'W, "^'"Ta, " ' l a . 
'"'^ Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ ^Ta, '^ ^Hf and '^ ^Tm, produced in the a-emission channels Viz; 
a, a2n , a3n , a4n , ap3n, ap6n, a2pn, 2a, 2an, 2a2n, 2a3n, 2ap3n and 4a3n are 
produced by incomplete fusion (ICF), where as the break-up of projectile in the nuclear 
field is considered to take place. 
The total complete fusion chaimels (Zcr"^^) and total incomplete fusion channels 
(Scr"''') contribution along with total fiision reaction cross-section 
(Icr"" =Icr^ ' '+Icr"^ ' ' ) for the ^°Ne + ' " H O system is plotted against projectile 
energy as shown in Fig.5.14 (a). It has been observed that ICF contributes larger 
production yield with respect to the CF process as the projectile energy is increased, 
which is expected as the break-up probability of the incident ion into a-clusters 
(i.e. break-up of ^ ^ e into '^O + a and /or '^ C + ^Be) increases with projectile energy. 
The incomplete fusion fraction [Zo"^^/(ZG^^ ^-Y.cr'^^)] has been deduced 
and plotted as a function of projectile energy for the system ^%e+'^^Ho as shown in 
Fig.5.14(b). It is observed from the figure that ICF fraction invariably increases with 
projectile energy for this system. 
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The ICF fraction for the four systems '^ O + ''^ Sc, '^ O + '^'Ge, ^^e + ^^ Co and 
^^e + '^ ^Ho, has been estimated. Morgenstem et al. [7] has suggested that onset of 
incomplete fusion is governed by relative velocity of projectile (V^^ )^, given by: 
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''^rel ~ 
M^V-^ CM ^CB) 
.(5.2) 
where, // is the reduced mass of the system, E(.^f is the centre-of-mass energy and f^ /* is 
the Coulomb barrier between two interacting partners. This expression takes into account 
the difference in Coulomb barrier between each two systems. With this view, the 
percentage of incomplete fusion fraction has been deduced for the same relative velocity, 
V^^i = 0.65 and has been plotted as a function of mass-asymmetry [Aj^ /{A-, + A^,)], 
between projectile and target as shown in Fig. 5.15. The figure shows that the ICF 
fi-action is sensitive to projectile energy and mass-asymmetry [Aj l{Aj + Ap)] of the 
projectile-target system and in general ICF probability is more in a mass-asymmetric 
system than in mass-syrrmietric system. This observation is in accordance of the finding 
of Morgenstem et al. [7] and later endorsed by Smgh et al [8]. 
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5.3 Analysis of Forward Recoil Range Distributions (RRDs) of the 
Residues Produced in "^Ne+*^ ^Ho system 
Analysis of the recoil range distribution data of various residues (which depends 
on their velocity distribution) produced in heavy ion induced reactions gives an idea of 
the linear momentum transfer in the reaction. In the ICF process the linear momentum 
transferred is proportional to the mass of the projectile fragment fusing with the target 
nucleus. Thus using recoil range distributions (RRDs) of the residues one can compute 
the relative contribution of incomplete fusion cross-section in the total fusion cross-
section. The forward recoil range distributions (RRDs) for evaporation residues measured 
by recoil catcher activation technique followed by off-line gamma ray spectroscopy 
provides direct information about linear momentum transfer from projectile to the target 
nucleus. Owing to partial linear momentum transfer, the forward recoil range of the 
residue produced through ICF is expected to be relatively lower than that produced 
through CF within the stopping medium. Forward recoil ranges of the evaporation 
residues have also been calculated using classical approach and the stopping power tables 
of Northcliffe and Schilling [9]. The differential recoil range distributions (RRDs) for 
evaporation residues formed by interaction of ^ ^ e with '^'Ho have been measured at 
wl64 MeV in the present work. 
The measured differential recoil range distributions of fifteen evaporation 
residues produced in the interaction, tabulated in Tables 3.31-3.34 of Chapter 3, are 
plotted and displayed in Figs. 5.16-5.17. Solid lines guide the eye to the experimental 
data points. These figures indicate that most of the residues show more than one RRD 
components, which may be present due to the presence of different degrees of linear 
angular momentum transfer in incomplete fusion (ICF) of the projectile with the target in 
addition to the entire linear angular momentum transfer in complete fusion (CF). 
In order to compute the relative contributions of complete and incomplete fusion 
for various evaporation residues the experimentally measured RRD data have been fitted 
with Gaussian composite peaks using ORIGIN software and are shown by solid curves in 
Figs. 5.18-5.20. The yield curves of evaporation residues obtained from RRDs are 
assumed to be Gaussian in nature and may be given as [10,11 ] 
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y = y„+^==exp 
^J2mv] 2w, 
.(5.3) 
where Rp is the most probable mean range, co^ is the width parameter (FWHM) of the 
recoil range distribution and A is the area under the peak. Further, the normalized yield 
Fmay be estimated by the chi square fit (/^)from the experimentally determined 
production yield at different catcher foil thickness and may be represented as follows; 
z'=—^—AY(A)-UA)Y 
m- p-\ 
The value of the chi-square fit {x^) was minimized in this analysis using a non-linear 
least-square fit routine, keeping the width parameter (w^) and most probable mean range 
(J?/,) of the evaporation residues as a free parameter. 
Composite peaks with more than one RRD component are then resolved into 
component peaks using the multi-peak option in the ORIGIN software. The relative 
contributions of complete and incomplete fusion channels may be obtained from the 
intensity of corresponding Gaussian peaks. The measured RRDs data with the Gaussian 
fit for evaporation residues are shown in Fig.5.18 (a)-(f), Fig. 5.19 (a)-(f) and Fig. 5.20 
(a)-(c), where the area under the individual peaks has been computed to obtain the 
fraction of ICF. The peak positions associated with dashed curves in these figures 
correspond to the entire linear momentum transfer of the projectile ^'^e to the target 
'^ ^Ho and are obtained at a depth in aluminium catcher foils proportional to the expected 
mean recoil range of residues, produced by complete fusion (CF) of the projectile with 
target '^^Ho. Peak positions associated with dotted curves correspond to the partial 
momentum transfer of the fragment '^0 of the projectile to the target and are obtained at 
the depth in aluminium catcher foils proportional to the expected mean recoil range of 
residues, produced by incomplete ftision of the fragment '^O with target '*^Ho. Similarly, 
peak positions associated with dot-dashed and dashed-dot-dot curves also correspond to 
the partial momentum transfer of the fragment '^ C and *Be of the projectile to the target 
respectively and are obtained at the depth in aluminium catcher foils proportional to the 
expected mean recoil range of residues, produced by incomplete ftision (ICF) of 
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are joined by solid line to guide eye. 
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the fragment '^C and ^Be with target '*^Ho respectively. The relative contributions of 
different fusion fragments ( *Be, '^ C and '^0) have been obtained by dividing the area 
under the peak of the corresponding fusion fragment by the total area associated with the 
experimentally measured composite recoil range distributions (RRD) data of that residue. 
The osmium isotopes, namely, '*^0s and '^'Os are produced in the reactions 
'^^Ho(Ne, p2n)'*^0s and '^^Ho(Ne, p3n)'^'0s respectively via complete fusion of ^Ve 
with '^^Ho. The produced compound system '^ ^Ir may decay via the statistical emission 
of 1 proton and 2 or 3 neutrons respectively leaving behind the above residues. As can be 
seen from the Fig. 5.18(a) and Fig. 5.18(b), the observed mean recoil range of residues 
'*^0s and '^'Os produced via p2n and p3n emission channels respectively, have a single 
peak at cumulative catcher thickness » 992 and 1009 ^g/cm^ in aluminium respectively. 
The observed mean recoil ranges correspond to the expected recoil range of the 
compound system Ir, calculated using classical approach and the stopping power table 
of NorthclifFe and Schilling [9]. It may therefore be inferred that the residues '^ ^Os and 
'*'0s are produced by complete fusion (CF) process only. 
The evaporation residue '^'Re produced in the reaction '^^Ho(^Ve, a)'^'Re is 
expected to be populated via complete and incomplete fusion of ^ ^ e with '^^Ho. In case 
of complete fusion, the compound system Ir may decay via the statistical emission of 
la- particle leaving behind residue '^'Re. The above residue may also be populated, if it 
is assumed that, as soon as the projectile ^ ^ e reaches in the nuclear field of the target 
'*^Ho, it breaks up into a-clusters viz; ''He and '^O. One of the fragments '^O fiises with 
the target '^ ^Ho forming an incompletely fused composite system '^'Re. The measured 
RRD for the evaporation residue '*'Re shows two peaks at cumulative catcher thickness 
» 958 |ig/cm^ and other at relatively lower cumulative thickness « 709 )ig/cm^ in 
aluminium as shown in Fig.5.18(c). Here, the peak at larger value of cumulative catcher 
thickness (« 958 |ig/cm^) corresponds to the fraction of the evaporation residues 
produced through complete fusion of ^*^e with '^^Ho, while the peak observed at 
relatively smaller range of cumulative catcher thickness (« 709 ^g/cm^) may be produced 
due to the incomplete fusion of ^'^e (fusion of fragment '^O with '"Ho), where the 
linear momentum transferred is expected to be less than that for the CF of ^'^e with the 
target '^Ho. This indicates that the reaction '"Ho(^'^e, a)'^'Re may have contribution 
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not only from CF of ^'^e but also have contribution from ICF of ^ ^ e ( fusion of 
fragment '^O with '^^Ho). The observed mean recoil ranges of residue produced via CF 
1RS 
and ICF processes correspond to the expected recoil ranges of the compound system Ir 
and composite system '^'Re using classical approach and calculated theoretically using 
the stopping power table of Northcliffe and Schilling [9]. The evaporation residue ' Re, 
produced in a2n emission channel may be populated via complete and incomplete 
ftision of ^'^e with '^'Ho. In case of complete fusion, the compound system '^ ^Ir may 
decay via the statistical emission of la-particle and 2 neutrons leaving behind residue 
'^ ^Re. The above residue may also be populated in the incomplete fusion of projectile 
^'^e, if it is assumed that, as soon as the projectile ^ ^ e reaches in the nuclear field of the 
target, it breaks up into a-clusters viz; ''He and '^O. One of the fragments '^O fuses with 
the target '^ ^Ho forming an incompletely fused composite system '^'Re, which may 
decay by emission of 2 neutrons. However, the measured RRD of the residue as 
displayed in Fig.5.18 (d), shows only one peak observed at relatively smaller range of 
cumulative catcher thickness % 566 [xg/cni' and may be assigned to the mean recoil range 
of the residues ''^Re, produced by incomplete fusion of '^YJe (fusion of fragment '^ C of 
^ ^ e with target '^^Ho), where the linear momentum transferred is expected to be much 
less than that for the CF channel. The observed recoil range of the residue '^ ^Re produced 
via ICF is same as expected from theoretically calculated range [9]. In this case it may be 
pointed out that recoil range of this residue produced via CF process which is expected at 
relatively larger range could not be measured due to the order of counting of the catcher 
foil that has been adopted for the measurement of the induced activity and its short 
half-life (19.7min). The RRD of '^ ^Re could not be measured owing to its still smaller 
half-life (13.2 min) and the order of counting the catcher foil adopted for the 
measurement of the induced activity. 
The measured recoil range distributions (RRDs) of residues '^ ^W and ' ^ ^ 
produced in the reactions '^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'"W and '^^Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W are shown in 
Fig.5.18(e)-(f). These residues may be produced via complete and incomplete fusion of 
'^^ Ne with '*^ ^Ho. In case of complete fusion, the compound system '*^Ir may decay via 
the evaporation of la-particle, 1 proton and 3 neutrons leaving behind residue ' ^ V or 
may decay by 1 a-particle, 1 proton and 4 neutrons leaving behind residue '^ ^W. The 
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above residues may also be populated, in the incomplete fusion of projectile ^^e , if it is 
assumed that, as soon as the projectile ^'^e reaches in the nuclear field of the target, it 
breaks up into a-clusters viz; ''He and '^0. One of the fragments '^ O fuses with the target 
nucleus '^ ^Ho, forming an incompletely fused composite system '^'Re, which may decay 
by emission of 1 proton and 3 or 4 neutrons. The measured RRD for the evaporation 
residue '^^ W shows two peaks at cumulative catcher thickness * 1019 ^g/cm and other 
at relatively lower cumulative thickness « 728 |ig/cm^ in aluminium as shown in 
Fig.5.18(e). Here, the peak at larger value of cumulative catcher thickness 
(« 1019 |ag/cm )^ corresponds to the compound system '*^ Ir produced through complete 
fiision of °^Ne with '^ ^Ho, while the peak at relatively smaller range of cumulative 
catcher thickness (« 728 ng/cm^) may be produced due to the incomplete fusion of ^'^e 
(fusion of firagment '^ O with '^ ^Ho), where as the partial linear momentum is transferred 
from the projectile and is expected to be less than that for the CF of ^'^e with the target 
'*^Ho. This indicates that the reaction '^ ^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^ ^W may have contribution not 
only from CF of °^Ne but also have contribution from ICF of ^^e ( fusion of fragment 
'^ O with '^ ^Ho). The observed mean recoil ranges of residue produced via CF and ICF 
processes correspond to the expected recoil ranges of the compound system Ir and 
composite system Re respectively using classical approach and the stopping power 
table of Northcliffe and Schilling [9]. Similarly, the measured RRD for the evaporation 
residue '^ *W also shows two peaks at cumulative catcher thickness « 1014 ^g/cm^ and 
other at relatively lower cumulative thickness « 710 lag/cm'^  in aluminium as shown in 
Fig.5.18(f). Here, the peak at larger value of cumulative catcher thickness (« 1014 
Hg/cm ) corresponds to the evaporation residue produced through complete flision of 
^*^e with '^ ^Ho, while the peak at relatively smaller range of cumulative catcher 
thickness (« 710 |ag/cm )^ may be produced due to the incomplete fusion of *^*Ne (fusion 
of fragment '^0 with '^ ^Ho), where as the partial linear momentum is transferred from the 
projectile to the target and is expected to be less than that for the CF of '^^ Ne with the 
target '^ ^Ho. This indicates that the reaction '^ ^Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^ ^W may have contribution 
not only from CF of °^Ne but also have contribution from ICF of ^"^e ( fusion of 
fragment '^ O with '^ ^Ho). The observed mean recoil ranges of residue produced via CF 
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Fig. 5.18 Gaussian fits to the measured forward recoil range distributions for the 
evaporation residues "^Os(p2n), ^**0s(p3n), '*^Re(a), *''Re(a2n), '•''W(ap3n) and 
176 165i W(ap4n), produced in '"Ne + '"Ho system at« 164 MeV. 
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and ICF processes correspond to the expected recoil ranges of the compound and 
composite systems calculated using the classical approach and the stopping power table 
of Northcliffe and Schilling [9]. 
The evaporation residue '^ '^ W is produced in '^"Ho(Ne, ap6n)'^''W reaction. This 
residue is also expected to be produced by complete and/or incomplete fusion of T4e 
with target ^^^Ho. As shown in Fig.5.19 (a), the RRD of this residue shows a single peak 
at mean recoil range of '^ '*W observed in aluminium catcher foils of thickness 5: 633 
jag/cm ,^ associated with ICF of the projectile ^Ve (in the fusion of fragment '^O with the 
target '^^Ho), where the linear momentum transferred is expected to be less than that for 
the CF of projectile ^°Ne with the target '^^Ho. It may be pointed out that the peak 
associated with CF of the projectile with the target expected at higher catcher thickness in 
aluminium could not be measured due to the order of counting of the catcher foil has 
been adopted for the measurement of the induced activity and relatively short half-life of 
the residue. 
The measured RRD of the residue '''^ '"Xa produced in the reaction 
'^^Ho(Ne, a2pn)'^ ""Ta channel shows two peaks, one at cumulative catcher thickness 
« 1031 ^g/cm and other at relatively lower cumulative catcher thickness « 709 ^g/cm 
in aluminium as shown in Fig.5.19 (b). This residue is also expected to be produced by 
complete and/or incomplete fusion of ^Ve with target '^^Ho. In case of complete fusion, 
the compound system Ir may decay via the statistical emission of la-particle, 2 
protons and 1 neutron leaving behind residue '''^'"Ta. The above residue may also be 
populated in the incomplete fusion of projectile ^"^e, if it is assumed that, as soon as the 
projectile ^ ^ e reaches in the nuclear range of the target, it breaks up into a-clusters viz; 
''He and '^0. The fragment '^0 fuses with the target '^^Ho, forming an incompletely fused 
composite system '^'Re, which may decay by emission of 2 protons and 1 neutron. The 
peak at larger value of cumulative catcher thickness (« 1031 fig/cm^) corresponds to the 
evaporation residue produced through complete fusion of ^*^e with '^•''HO, while the peak 
at relatively smaller range of cumulative catcher thickness (« 709 j^g/cm^) in aluminium 
may be produced due to the incomplete fusion of ^ ^ e (fusion of fragment '^O of ^VJe 
with '^^Ho), This indicates that the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, a2pn)'^^'"Ta may have 
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contribution not only from CF of ^'^e but also have contribution from ICF of "Ve 
( fusion of fragment '^O with '^^Ho). The observed mean recoil ranges of the same 
residue produced via CF and ICF processes correspond to the expected recoil ranges of 
the composite systems using classical approach and the stopping power table of 
Northcliffe and Schilling [9]. 
The measured RRD of evaporation residue '^ ^Ta produced in the reaction 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a)'^^Ta shows three peaks, corresponding to cumulative aluminium catcher 
thickness of* 983 « 789 and w 549 i^ g/cm^ as shown in Fig. 5.19(c). The evaporation 
residue '^ ^Ta is expected to be produced via three different channels, i.e. (i) Complete 
fiision of ^°Ne with '^^Ho, producing the compound nucleus '^ ^Ir, followed by the 
emission of two a-particles, (ii) incomplete fusion of ^ ^ e , assuming that the fragment 
'^O (in the break-up of ^"^e into '^O and a- particle) fuses with '^^Ho, producing the 
composite system '^^Re, followed by the emission of one a-particle and, (iii) incomplete 
fusion of ^°Ne, assuming that the fi-agment '^C (in the break-up of ^ ^ e into '^ C and *Be) 
ftises with '^^Ho, producing the composite system '^ ^Ta. The observed mean recoil ranges 
of residue produced via CF and ICF processes correspond to the expected recoil ranges of 
the composite systems calculated using the classical approach and the stopping power 
table of Northcliffe and Schilling [9]. 
The measured recoil range distribution (RRD) of evaporation residue '^''Ta 
produced in the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 2om)'^^Ta shows three component peaks, 
corresponding to cumulative aluminium catcher thickness of « 980 « 767 and 
« 539 |Ag/cm^ as shown in Fig. 5.19(d). This residue ('^ ^Ta) is also produced via three 
different channels, i.e. (i) Complete fusion of '^'Ne with '^^Ho, producing the 
I O f 
compound system Ir, which may decay by the emission of two a-particle and one 
neutron, (ii) incomplete fusion of ^ ^ e , assuming that the fragment '^O (in the break-up 
of ^ ^ e into '^O and a- particle) fuses vsdth '^^Ho, producing the composite system '*'Re, 
which may decay by the emission of la-particle and I neutron and, (iii) incomplete 
fusion of ^ ^ e , assuming that the fragment '^ C (in the break-up of ^*^e into '^ C and ^Be) 
fuses v^th '^^Ho, forming the composite system ^^ ^Ta, which may decay by the emission 
of 1 neutron. The observed mean recoil ranges of this residue produced via CF and ICF 
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processes and the theoretical recoil ranges of the composite systems calculated using the 
classical approach and the stopping power table of Northcliffe and Schilling [9], agree 
with each other satisfactorily. The relative contributions of complete fusion and two 
incomplete fusion channels (i.e. fusion of fragments '^ O and '^C), have been obtained b}' 
taking areas under these three Gaussian peaks. 
As such the RRD of evaporation residue '""^ Ta produced via 2a2n emission 
channel have three composite peaks, corresponding to cumulative aluminium catcher 
thickness of » 970, « 765 and « 535 |ig/cm as shown in Fig.5.19 (e). The evaporation 
residue '^ ^Ta is also produced via three different channels. This residue is also produced 
via three different channels, i.e. (i) Complete fusion of ^^e vdth ' "HO, producing the 
compound system Ir, which may decay by the emission of 2 a-particle and 2 neutrons, 
(ii) incomplete fusion of ^°Ne, assuming that the firagment '^ O (in the break-up of ^^e 
into '^ O and a- particle) fuses with '*^Ho, producing the composite system '^'Re, which 
may further decay by the emission of 1 a-particle and 2 neutrons and (iii) incomplete 
fusion of ^^e , assuming that the fragment '^ C (in the break-up of ^^e into '^ C and *Be) 
fuses with '^ ^Ho, forming the composite system '^ ^Ta, which may further decay by the 
emission of 2 neutrons. The observed mean recoil range of this residue produced by CF 
corresponds to cumulative catcher thickness = 970 |jg/cm^ while the observed mean 
recoil range of the residue produced by ICF appears at relatively smaller cumulative 
catcher thickness « 765 [ig/cm^ and 535 |ag/cm .^ The observed mean recoil ranges of 
this residue produced via CF and ICF channels and the theoretical recoil ranges of the 
composite systems calculated using the classical approach and the stopping power table 
of Northcliffe and Schilling [9] agree well. 
The observed differential recoil range distribution for the evaporation residue 
'''^ Ta produced in the reaction '^ ^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'''*Ta also have three peaks, 
corresponding to cumulative catcher thickness of aluminium « 973, « 730 and « 492 
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Fig. 5.19 Gaussian fits to the measured forward recoil range distributions for the 
evaporation residues '''•W(ap6n), "*'"Ta(a2pn), 177, 176n 
17S( 174, Ta(2a), "''Ta(2an), Ta(2a2n) and "'•Ta(2a3n), produced in "^Ne + *^^ Ho system at =« 164 MeV 
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)ag/cm^ as shown in Fig.5.19 (f). In fact, the evaporation residue '^ '*Ta is also produced 
via three different channels. The peak at largest value of cumulative catcher thickness 
w 973 ^g/cm^ corresponds to complete ftision of ^Ve with '^^Ho, where as the compound 
system '^ ^Ir decays by emission of 2 a-particles and 3 neutrons. The peak at relatively 
lower value of cumulative catcher thickness «730 |ag/cm is associated with incomplete 
fusion of fragment '^O (in the break-up of ^*^e into '^O and a- particle) with the target 
'^^Ho, forming the composite system '^'Re which may decay by la-particle and 
3 neutrons. Here the linear momentum transferred from projectile fragment is expected to 
be less than that for the CF of ^°Ne with the target and the peak at lowest value of 
cumulative thickness w 492 ^g/cm^ corresponds to the incomplete fusion of the fragment 
'^C (in the break-up of ^"^e into '^C and ^Be) with the target ' " H O , forming the 
composite system "^Ta, which may further decay by 3 neutrons. Here the momentum 
transfer from this projectile fragment to the target is also expected to be least. 
The measured recoil range distribution of the evaporation residues '^ ^Ta, 
produced in the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'^^Ta via 2a4n channel shows three component 
peaks, corresponding to cumulative aluminium thickness of % 1013, « 684 and « 438 
^g/cm^ as shown in Fig.5.20 (a). In fact the evaporation residue '''"Ta is also expected to 
be produced via three different chaflnels, as in the case of residue '''*Ta. The peak at 
thickness « 1013 jag/cm^ is assigned to CF of the projectile, peak at thickness «684 
fig/cm^ is associated with ICF of the projectile (fusion of fragment '^O of the projectile 
with the target) and peak at thickness « 438 ^g/cm^ is assigned to ICF of the projectile 
(fusion of the fragment '^C of the projectile with the target '^^Ho). It is worth to note that 
observed peak positions in forward RRD agree well with that using classical approach 
and the theoretical calculation of the ranges made using stopping power tables. 
The observed recoil range distribution of evaporation residue '^ ^Hf produced in 
the reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf has been plotted in Fig.5.20(b). As shovm in this 
figure, there are three resolved peaks corresponding to mean cumulative thickness of 
« 977, 737 and 451 jig/cm-^  in aluminium. It is understood that the residue '^ •'Hf is also 
produced via three different channels, i.e. (i) Complete fusion of •^%ie with '^ ^Ho, 
producing the compound system '^ ^Ir, which may decay by the emission of 
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2a-particles, 1 proton and 3 neutrons, (ii) incomplete fusion of ^ ^ e , assuming that the 
fragment '^O (in the break-up of ^ ^ e into '^O and a- particle) fuses with '^'Ho, 
producing the composite system '*'Re, which may decay by the emission of 1 a-particle 
1 proton and 3 neutrons and (iii) incomplete fusion of ^"^e, assuming that the fragment 
'^C (in the break-up of ^ ^ e into '^C and ^Be) fuses with ' " H O , forming the composite 
system '''^Ta, which may decay by the emission of 1 proton and 3 neutrons. The 
observed mean recoil range of this residue produced by CF corresponds to cumulative 
catcher thickness « 977 ja,g/cm^ while the observed mean recoil range of the residue 
produced by two ICF charmels appears at relatively smaller cumulative catcher thickness 
«737 ^g/cm^ and « 451 |ig/cm^ in aluminium. The observed mean recoil ranges of this 
residue produced via CF and two ICF processes and the theoretically estimated recoil 
ranges of the compound system '^ I^r and composite systems '^'Re, '''''Ta in aluminium 
using the classical approach and the stopping power table of Northcliffe and Schilling. 
The observed forward RRD for the evaporation residue '^ ^Tm produced in the 
reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 4a3n) Tm shows three resolved peak components corresponding to 
mean cumulative thickness = 220, « 500 and * 721|ig/cm^. The observed mean recoil 
range at cimiulative thickness » 220 jag/cm^ is due to ICF of "Ne with the target '^ "Ho 
(where as fusion of fragment *Be of the projectile ^%e in the break-up of ' ^ e into 
fragments Be and C takes place), the observed mean recoil range at thickness 
« 500 )ag/cm^ is due to ICF of ^Ve with the target '^ ^Ho (where as fusion of fragment 
'^ C produced in the break-up of ^ ^ e into '^C and ^Be ) takes place and the observed 
mean recoil range peak at thickness « 721 jig/cm^ is due to ICF of ^%e (i.e. fusion of 
fragment '^0 in the break-up of ^'^e into '^0 and "^ He ) with the target '^^Ho. In this 
case the peak corresponding to CF of ^ ^ e with the target '*^Ho, has not been observed. 
Absence of the peak corresponding to the CF channel indicates that the reaction 
predominantly goes through ICF channels only. The above descriptions clearly indicate 
that peaks appearing at different cumulative thickness in the stopping medium are related 
to different degrees of linear momentum transfer from projectile to the target. 
Experimentally measured most probable ranges /?(exp) deduced from RRD curves for 
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CF and ICF components along with the reaction products produced in the ^Vle + Ho 
system at «164MeV are listed in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. Experimentally measured most probable ranges Rp (exp) of the produced 
evaporation residues, deduced from RRD curves for CF and ICF components in 
H^o system at «164 MeV. 20j^g + 165, 
Residues 
'*^0s (p2n) 
'*'0s (p3n) 
'*'Re (a) 
'^ ^Re(a2n) 
'^V (ap3n) 
'^ ^W (ap4n) 
'^V (ap6n) 
'^ *'"Ta (a2pn) 
'^'Ta (2a) 
'^ ^Ta (2an) 
'"Ta (2a2n) 
'^ '^ Ta (2a3n) 
'"Ta (2a4n) 
'"Hf (2ap3n) 
'^Tm (4a3n) 
CFof^°Ne 
7?, (exp) 
992 
1009 
958 
-
1019 
1014 
-
1031 
983 
980 
970 
973 
1013 
977 
-
Fusion of 
fragment *^ 0 
^,(exp) 
i^g/cm^) 
-
-
709 
-
728 
710 
633 
709 
789 
767 
765 
730 
684 
737 
721 
ICFof^^Ne 
Fusion of 
fragment *^ C 
^p(exp) 
{Hg/crn^) 
-
-
-
566 
-
-
-
-
549 
539 
535 
492 
438 
451 
500 1 
Fusion of 
fragment Be 
i?/exp) 
iMg/cm^) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
220 
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In order to separate out the contributions of complete and incomplete fusion 
channels, the areas under the peaks in Figs. 5.18-5.20 have been computed. The relative 
contributions of the CF and ICF components are obtained by dividing the area of the 
corresponding peak distribution by the total area under the observed composite RRD 
curve. The contributions of CF and ICF for the reactions '^'Ho(Ne, a)'^'Re, 
'*^Ho(Ne, ap3n) '^V, '^^Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W and '*^Ho(Ne, a2pn)'^^"'Ta where 
incomplete fiision (ICF) of projectile ^ ^ e by fusion of the fragment '^O with the target 
'^ ^Ho (in the break-up of projectile ^*^e into '^O and '^ He (alpha)) and complete fusion 
(CF) of the projectile '^^ Ne with the target have been computed using the area under the 
measured recoil range distribution (solid curve), dotted (ftision of fragment '^ O ) and 
dashed curves (fusion of fragment ^ ^ e ) shovra in Figs. 5.18 (c), Fig.5.18(e)-(f) and 
Fig.5.19(b). For the evaporation residue '^'Re as shown in Fig. 5.18(c), the relative 
contribution of incomplete fusion (ICF) of the projectile ^Ve by fusion of the fragment 
'^0 with the target is found to be « 43%, while the contribution from complete fusion 
(CF) of the projectile ^"^e with the target is found to be « 57%. For the evaporation 
residues '^ ^W as shown in Fig. 5.18(e), the relative contribution of incomplete fusion 
(ICF) of the projectile ^Ve by fusion of the fragment '^O with the target is found to be 
« 58% and the contribution from complete fusion (CF) of the projectile ^ ^ e with the 
target is foimd to be » 42%. Similarly, for the evaporation residue ''^ ^W as shown m 
Figs. 5.18(f), the relative contributions of ICF of the projectile ^ ^ e by for the fusion of 
fragment '^O with the target ' " H O and CF of projectile ^ ^ e with the target '^'Ho are 
found to be « 68% and « 32% respectively. Further, in case of the evaporation residue 
'^ '^"Ta, as shown in Fig.5.19 (b), the relative contributions ICF of the projectile ^'^e 
(due to fusion of the fragment '^O ) and CF of projectile ^Ne with the target are found 
to be « 76% and « 24% respectively. 
The relative contributions of CF and ICF components for the residues populated 
in the reactions '^^Ho(Ne, 2a)'"Ta, '^^Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^Ta, '^^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)"-Ta, 
'''Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'''Ta, '"Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'''Ta and '"Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'''Hf where 
incomplete fusion (ICF) of the projectile ^*^e by fusion of fragment '^ C with the target 
(in the break-up of ^°Ne into '^C and ^Be) and complete fusion (CF) of the projectile 
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^'^e with the target '^ ^Ho has been computed using the area under the measured recoil 
range distribution (solid curves) , dash-dotted (fusion of fragment '^ C ), dotted (fusion 
of fragment '^O ) and dashed curves (fusion of ^'^e ) shown in Figs.5.19(c)-(f) and 
Fig.5.20(a)-(b). 
For the evaporation residue '^ ^Ta, produced in reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 2a) ' " la , as 
shown in Fig. 5.19 (c), the relative contributions of incomplete fusion (ICF) components 
of the projectile ^ ^ e ( due to the fusion of fragment '^ C with the target and fusion of 
fragment '^0 with the target) are found to be ~ 30 % and « 49 % respectively, while the 
contribution from complete fusion (CF) of the projectile ^ ^ e with the target is found to 
be « 21 %. For the evaporation residue '^^a, produced in reaction '^^Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^Ta 
as shown in Fig.5.19(d), relative contributions of incomplete ftision (ICF) components of 
the projectile ^°Ne ( due to the jfiision of fragment '^ C and fusion fragment '^O with the 
target) are foimd to be « 36% and « 31% respectively, while the contribution from 
complete fiision (CF) is found to be « 33%. Similarly, for the evaporation residue '^ ^Ta, 
the relative contributions of ICF and CF have been as calculated from Fig. 5.19(e). The 
ICF contributions with '^C and '^O fragments are found to be ~ 38% and « 31%, while 
the CF fraction is also found to be « 31%. In the same way for the residues '^ '*Ta,'^ ^Ta 
and '"Hf, produced in the reactions '^'Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'^^Ta, '^-'Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'"Ta and 
'*^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'^^Hf, the relative ICF contributions ( due to the fiision of fragments 
'^ C and '^O are found to be « 31% & » 24%, « 12% & « 27% and « 28% & * 49% 
respectively while the CF contributions for the above residues are found to be « 45%, 
« 61% and « 23% respectively. These are shown in Figs. 5.19(f) and Figs. 5.20 (a)-(b). 
The recoil range distribution of residue '^Tm produced in the reaction 
'^'Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^^Tm, shows three observed peaks at relatively lower values of 
cumulative catcher thickness « 220, 500 and 721 /ig/cm^ as shown in Fig.5.20 (c). It is 
important to note that no peak appears at cumulative thickness associated with CF 
process. This shows that this reaction predominantly takes place through various ICF 
processes. This is also evident from the measured excitation function data shown in Fig. 
5.13(f), where PACE-2 calculations give negligibly small cross-section values associated 
v^th CF. The relative ICF contributions of the projectile ^'^e (due to the fusion of 
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fragments *Be, '^ C and '^ O as shown in Fig. 5.20(c)), have been found to be ~ 74%, * 
16% and « 9% respectively. 
Finally, the total contribution of CF and ICF via fusion of fragments '^O. ~C and 
*Be with the target '^ ^Ho at « 164 MeV has been estimated as 35%, 44%, \9% and 2% 
respectively. The overall contribution of CF and ICF channels is evaluated from the 
recoil range distribution figures and is given in Table 5.2. The overall errors in relative 
contributions are expected to be less than 15%. 
Table 5.2 Measured relative contributions of CF and ICF at ~ 164 MeV ion beam 
for the system ^^ Ne+'^ '^ Ho. 
Reactions 
'^^Ho(Ne, a)'^'Re 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap3n)'^^W 
'^^Ho(Ne, ap4n)'^^W 
'^^Ho(Ne, a2pn)'^*'"Ta 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2a)'^^Ta 
'"Ho(Ne, 2an)'^^Ta 
'*^Ho(Ne, 2a2n)'^^Ta 
'*^Ho(Ne, 2a3n)'''^Ta 
'"Ho(Ne, 2a4n)'"Ta 
'^^Ho(Ne, 2ap3n)'"Hf 
'"Ho(Ne, 4a3n)'^^Tm 
Total contribution 
CFof^"Ne 
57% 
42% 
32% 
24% 
21% 
33% 
31% 
45% 
61% 
23% 
— 
35% 
Fusion of 
fragment '**0 
43% 
58% 
68% 
76% 
49% 
31% 
31% 
24% 
27% 
49% 
9% 
44% 
ICFof^"Ne 
Fusion of 
fragment '^ C 
-
-
-
-
30% 
36% 
38% 
31% 
12% 
28% 
17% 
19% 
Fusion of 
fragment Be 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
74% 
2% 
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5.4 Analysis of Relative Level yields in '^ O + '^ ^Sn system 
Spin distributions for various evaporation residues produced via complete and 
incomplete fusion channels have been extracted by measuring the relative population of 
different levels in a rotational band for '^ O + '^ '*Sn_system at 6.3 MeV/nucleon. In order 
to investigate, if the spin distributions for the evaporation residues produced \ia 
complete fusion (CF) and incomplete fusion (ICF) are same or different, feeding 
patterns of the rotational energy levels of the residual nuclei populated via CF and ICF of 
'^ O with '^ '^ Sn have been studied by measuring the relative yields of the rotational levels 
from the intensities of gamma transitions for the evaporation residues using the 
particle-gated spectra imposing two gating conditions in forward and backward 
directions. The technique has been described in Chapter 2, under Section 2.2.6 and the 
method of data extraction is given in Chapter 3, under Section 3.3. Gamma ray spectra 
were recorded in coincidence with charged particles (Z=l,2) in forward and backward 
directions. Thirteen reactions '^''Sn(0, 5n)'^ ^Ce, ''''Sn(0, 6n)'^ ''Ce, 
'^^Sn(0, 7n)'"Ce, '^^Sn(0, p4n)'^ ^La, '^^Sn(0, p6n)'^ ^La, '^^Sn(0, a3n)'^ ^Ba, 
'^^Sn(0, a4n)'^ ^Ba, '2^Sn(0, a5n)'^'Ba, '^^Sn(0, ap4n)'^'Cs, '^'Sn(0, a2pn)'"Xe. 
'^^Sn(0, 2a2n)'^°Xe, '^''Sn(0, 2a4n)'2^Xe and '^^Sn(0, 2ap4n)'^ ^l have been identified 
and transition energies associated with them are listed in Table 3.35 under Chapter 3. 
The ICF reaction channels identified by the y-ray transitions in coincidence with 
forward cone 'fast' a-particles (i.e. ICF a-particles) are: '^''Sn(0, a3n)'''^Ba, 
•^ "SnCO, a4n)'^'Ba, '^ 'SnCO, a5n)'^'Ba, ' ^ ^ O , ap4n)'^'Cs, '^ 'SnCO, a2pn)'"Xe, 
'^''Sn(0,2a2n)'^°Xe, '^ "SnCO, 2a4n)'2*Xe and '^ ''SnCO, 2ap4n)'2^I. 
The CF channels associated with neutrons emission : '^ '*Sn(0, 7n)'"Ce, 
'^''Sn(0, 6n)'^ ''Ce and '^ "SnCO, 5n)'^ ^Ce have been identified from the singles spectra 
and were confirmed from their gamma decay lines. In addition to the above reaction 
products, residues '^ ^La and '-^ L^a associated with reactions: '^''Sn(0, p4n)'^ ^La and 
'^ "^ SnCO, p6n)'^ ^La populated through CF reaction channels were also identified by the 
y-ray transitions in coincidence vsdth 'charged particles (a, p)' in backward direction. 
The spin distributions of the energy levels of the evaporation residues populated 
through CF and ICF channels have been measured to study the side-feeding pattern 
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intensities. The measured relative yields of y-transitions with angular momentum for 
the evaporation residues produced via ICF in the reactions: Sn(0, a3n) " Ba, 
'^ '^ SnCO, a4n)'^'Ba, ' ' 'Sn(0, a5n)'^'Ba, ' ' 'Sn(0, a2pn)'"Xe, 
'2'Sn(0, 2a2n)'^°Xe, '^'Sn(0, 2a4n)''^Xe, " 'Sn(0, ap4n)'^'Cs and 
'^ '^ SnCO, 2ap4n) '^ ^I listed in Tables 3.38, 3.40 and 3.42 in Chapter 3 under Section 3.3, 
are displayed in Figs. 5.21(a)-(c). The curves in these figures show a least square tit to 
the experimental data of these evaporation residues, using the formula given by Barker et 
al. [12]. From these figures it seems possible to reproduce the y-transition yields recorded 
in coincidence with the "fast" a-particles (i.e. a-particles produced in the break-up of the 
projectile in ICF process) from the spin distribution of the starting population for 
y-emission. Fig. 5.21(a) shows the measured intensities of y-rays transitions relative to 
the 15/2"->ll/2'and ll/2'-^9/2" transitions in '"Ba and '^'Ba produced in the 
reactions '^'*Sn(0, a3n)'''^Ba and '^'*Sn(0, a5n)'^'Ba respectively. The evaporation 
residues '^ ^Ba and '''^Ba produced by ICF reactions recorded in coincidence with 'fast' 
a-particles emitted in 'forward' direction may be understood by the break-up of '^O into 
'^C+ "He (alpha), followed by fusion of the fragment '^C with the target and 
subsequent emission of 3 neutrons and 5 neutrons respectively from the composite 
system, during its thermalization. The intensities of the cascade transitions for 
evaporation residues '^  Ba and '^'Ba have been foimd to be constant up to about J=lh and 
then the yield successively decreases exponentially with higher spin of the states, 
indicating hereby the absence of side-feeding to the lower members of yrast line 
transitions. Fig. 5.21(b) shows intensities of E2 cascade transitions relative to the 2"^  -* 0"^  
transition of the evaporation residues '^ ^Ba , '^''Xe and '^ *Xe produced via 
•2"Sn(0, a4n)'^^Ba, '^'Sn(0, 2a2n)'^°Xe and '^'?>vi{0, 2a4n)'2^Xe reactions 
respectively. The production of evaporation residues '^ ^Ba, ' ^ ^ e and '^ ^Xe by ICF of the 
projectile recorded in coincidence with a-particles emitted in 'forward' direction 
(i.e. "fast" a-particles) may be understood by the break-up of '^O into '^C+a and /or 
*Be+2a, followed by fijsion of one of the fragments '^ C and ^Be with target nucleus and 
subsequent emission of 4 neutrons, 2 neutrons and 4 neutrons respectively from 
composite system during their thermalization. Moreover, the intensity distribution of the 
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cascade transitions of evaporation residues '^ ^Ba, '^ °Xe and '^ *Xe have been plotted and 
yields are found to be constant up to spin J~lh, 9h and 9h respectively and then the 
yield successively decreases exponentially with high spin states, indicating hereby the 
absence of side-feeding to the lower members of the yrast line transitions. Fig. 5.21(c) 
shows the intensities of y-rays relative to 11/2' ^9/2"", 15/2" ->ll /2~ and 
11/2""-^ 7/2"" transition of the evaporation residues '•''Cs , '"Xe and '^ 1^ produced 
via reactions ^^ ""SnCO, ap4n)'^'Cs, '2^Sn(0, a2pn)'"Xe and 
'^'*Sn(0, 2ap4n)'^'l respectively. The evaporation residues '^'Cs, '"Xe and '^ I^ are 
produced by ICF reaction of the projectile with the target. Prompt gamma ray spectrum 
of '^'Cs are recorded in coincidence with "fast" a-particles (P-gated) emitted in forward 
direction, in the break-up of '^0 into '^C+a, followed by fusion of the fragment '^ C 
with the target '^ '*Sn and subsequent evaporation of 1 proton and 4 neutrons from the 
composite system. The intensities of the cascade transitions for evaporation residues 
'^'Cs has been found constant up to J^lh and then the yield successively decreases 
exponentially with spin of the states, indicating hereby the absence of side-feeding to the 
lowest member of yrast line transitions. For the evaporation residues '^^Xe, prompt 
gamma rays of '^ •'Xe has been recorded in coincidence with fast a-particles (P-gated) 
emitted in forward direction, in the break up of '^O into '^C+a, followed by fusion of the 
fragment '^C with the target and subsequent evaporation of 2 protons and 1 neutron. 
Moreover, the un-fiised "fast" a-particle as such moves in forward cone. The intensities 
of the cascade transitions for evaporation residues '^ ^Xe has been found constant up to 
J=:7h and then the yield successively decreases exponentially with higher spin states, 
indicating hereby again the absence of side-feeding to the lowest member of yrast line 
transitions. The evaporation residue '^ I^ is also produced by ICF of the projectile. 
Prompt gamma-rays are recorded, in coincidence with 2a-particles emitted in forward 
direction, by the break-up of '^O into ^Be+2a, followed by fusion of the fragment *Be 
with target and subsequent emission of 1 proton and 4 neutrons during their 
thermalization. The constancy of the transition intensity for evaporation residue '~ I^ has 
been observed to be extended up to about J ~ 9h. This trend of spin distribution again 
shows the absence of side-feeding to the lowest member of yrast line transitions. 
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Fig. 5.21 Gamma transition relative yields of different levels in a rotational band at 100 
MeV •*'0-beam on '^ '*Sn for the reaction products (a) "^Ba, ^ ^^ Ba and (b) '^^Ba, '^Xe, 
*^Xe in coincidence with "fast" a-particles emitted in the forward direction 
(c) '^^Xe/^'Cs, '^'l in coincidence with "fast" a-particle (P-gated) emitted in the 
forward direction. The curves are least-squares fits using the formula due to Barker et 
al 1121. 
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The measured relative yields of y-transitions with angular momentum for the 
evaporation residues identified via CF listed in Tables 3.36, 3.37, 3.39 and 3.41 in 
Chapter 3 under Section 3.3, are displayed in Figs. 5.22(a)-(d). In Figs. 5.22(a) the 
y-ray yields are plotted with angular momentum relative to 15/2'^-ll/2~, 
2+-^0*, 15/2"-^ 11/2" , 9/2*->5/2^ and 9lT -^llT transitions of the evaporation 
residue '^ ^Ce , '^^Ce, '"Ce, '^ ^La and '"La produced in CF process for 
•''Sn(0,5n)'^'Ce, '^'SnCO, 6n)'^ '*Ce, ' ' 'Sn(0,7n)'"Ce, ' ' 'Sn(0, p4n)'''La 
and '^'*Sn(0, p6n)'^^La reactions respectively. From the singles spectra of the residues 
'^^Ce, '^ '*Ce and '•'^ Ce produced in 5n, 6n and 7n emission channels respectively, the spin 
distributions show a sharp exponential fall in the intensities of cascade y-transitions with 
high spin states an indication of strong side-feeding to the lowest member of the 'yrast 
line transitions during the de-excitation of compound nucleus (CN). This gradual 
increase in the intensity towards a band head is due to the fact that CF reactions lead to a 
CN of definite excitation energy {£*), but with a broad spin distribution. In this case, the 
yrast states will be fed over a broad spin range. Moreover, prompt y-rays recorded in 
coincidence with alphas and particles in backward direction also show a similar spin 
distribution behavior of a sharp exponential fall with high spin, again an indication of 
strong side-feeding during the de-excitation of composite system. It is worth to note that 
a-particles in backward direction are 'evaporation' a-particles (i.e. CF a-particles), 
since incompletely fiised a-particles are observed only forward peaked . This is clearly 
depicted in the yield versus spin distribution plots for the evaporation products '^ ^Ba 
'^ ^Ba, '^'Ba, '^'Cs, '^°Xe and '^ ^I in Figs. 5.22(b)-(d). Experimental points of each 
residue are fitted with least square fit straight lines. This trend of spin distribution data is 
same as that of xn-channels, which are predominantly populated via CF and identified by 
singles spectra. 
It is interesting to note that the spin at half yield of the intensity for these 
evaporation residues produced through CF reaction channels is found to be around 
Jo ~ Ih, while the spin at half yield for the residues detected in forward a and 
2a-emitting reaction channels, associated with ICF channels comes out to be around 
Jo~ 9h and Jo~\2h respectively. 
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It is observed that spin distribution of relative level yield for the residues 
produced by complete fusion and incomplete fusion processes are distinctly different. 
These study show that the yield of incomplete fusion (ICF) reaction channels are almost 
constant up to a maximtim angular momentum and then falls unlike in complete fusion 
(CF) where the yield gradually fall with spin. It is interesting to note that the spin at half 
yield of the intensity for these evaporation residues produced through CF reaction 
channels is found to be around Jo ~ Ih, while the spin at half yield for the residues 
detected in forward a and 2a-emitting reaction channels, associated with ICF channels 
comes out to be arovmd Jo ~ 9h and Jo~l2h respectively. On the basis of above results, it 
can be inferred that driving input angular momentum Jo associated with incomplete fusion 
products are relatively higher than complete fusion products and increases with direct 
a-multiplicity. The observation clearly shows that lower £ -values do not contribute to 
the ICF, significantly and hence the production of 'fast' forward PLFs (associated with 
ICF reactions) are at relatively higher input angular momentum and hence leads to 
peripheral interaction. Present results for the spherical nucleus Sn are in accordance 
with previous findings for deformed nuclei [12-14]. However, such experimental data on 
heavy ion (HI) interaction with spherical targets are scarce. More and more experimental 
data are needed to have a better insight into the reaction dynamics that is involved at 
energies above Coulomb barrier and below 10 MeV/nucleon. 
Conclusion 
The present experiments have been designed to study reaction mechanisms of 
heavy ion induced reactions. Special attentions are given to study complete and 
incomplete fusion reactions induced by '^ O and °^Ne ions at projectile energies below 
10 MeV/nucleon. Three different types of measurements have been done using Cyclotron 
and Pelletron accelerators facilities available in India and new experimental data has been 
obtained. The excitation functions of evaporation residues have been measured for four 
systems '*0 + ^^Sc, '^0 + ^^ Ge, ^ '^e + ^^ Co and ^^e + '^ ^Ho and comparison has been 
made with the theoretical predictions of PACE-2, which takes into account only the 
complete fusion process. It has been observed in general and for heavy target in particular 
that the measured cross-section values for several evaporation residues populated in 
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a-emission channels (produced in the breakup of projectile) are larger than theoretical 
values up to orders of magnitudes in the residues produced. This enhancement reveals 
that these residues are not only populated by complete fusion (CF) but incomplete fusion 
(ICF) also. Hence, it is inferred that incomplete fusion plays an important role in the 
production of different residues involving single or cluster of a-emission at these 
energies. It is understood that some of the evaporation residues are formed mainly by 
break-up of projectile'^O into '^ C + ''He and/or ^Be +^Be and break-up of projectile 
^^e into '*0 + ''He and /or '^ C + *Be, followed by the fusion of one of the fragments 
with the target nucleus and the composite system decays by particle emission to the 
excited evaporation residues which fiirther decay by y-emission. The fraction of ICF 
cross-section over the total cross-section has been estimated for '^ O + '*^ Sc, '^ O + '^ G^e, 
^*^e + ^^ Co and ^^e + '^ ^Ho systems. The present results suggest that the ICF fraction is 
sensitive to projectile energy and mass-asymmetry [Aj- /(Aj- + Ap)] of the projectile-target 
system and in general increases with the projectile energy and mass-asymmetry of the 
projectile-target system. The present data seems to support the findings of Morgenstem et 
al. [7] and Singh et al. [8]. 
In the present work, the forward recoil range distributions (RRDs) of fifteen 
evaporation residues produced in the ^^e + '^'Ho system have been measured at ==164 
MeV and the relative contributions of the components produced via complete and 
incomplete fusion channels have been measured. The forward recoil range distributions 
measured for a large number of evaporation residues show characteristic properties of 
complete fusion process, consisting of a well-defined peak at a depth corresponding to 
the expected forward recoil range of the compound system when the complete 
momentum of the projectile is transferred to the target. It has also been observed that 
some evaporation residues have shown additional peaks in the measured recoil range 
distributions at cumulative thicknesses relatively smaller than the expected range of the 
residues produced via complete fusion. Since, in case of incomplete fusion, only a part of 
the incident projectile energy is imparted to the recoiling residue, the peaks at smaller 
cumulative catcher thicknesses may be assigned to the incomplete fusion reaction 
channels. It means that the evaporation residues are formed mainly by breakup of 
projectile i.e. °^Ne into '^ O + ''He and /or '^ C + ^Be followed by the fusion of one of the 
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fragments with the target nucleus. The above description clearly indicates that peaks 
appearing at different cumulative thickness in the stopping medium are related with 
different degree of linear momentum transfer. In the measured recoil range distribution of 
residue '^ ^Tm, absence of the peak corresponding to the CF channel indicates that 
production of this residue predominantly goes through various ICF channels. Therefore, 
the evaporation residue '^ ^Tm is assumed to be populated only through various 
incomplete fusion channels. The measured forward RRD data are found to be in support 
of the excitation function (EF) data. Moreover, the present result of forward recoil ranges 
of residues strongly revealed a significant contribution from partial linear momentum 
transfer of projectile associated with incomplete fusion. Different partial momentum 
transfer components are attributed to the transfer of '^ O and /or '^ C and /or ^Be from the 
projectile ^^e to the target nucleus '^ ^Ho. An attempt has been made to obtain the 
relative contribution of complete and/or incomplete fiision components. 
Charged particle-gamma coincidence technique has been applied to study the 
feeding pattern of the evaporation residues produced via complete and incomplete fusion 
(ICF) channels by measuring the relative yields from the intensities of gamma transitions 
in the rotational levels for the system '^ O + '^ ''Sn at 6.3 MeV/nucleon '^0-ion beam. To 
the best of our knowledge no data on side-feeding population exist in the literature for the 
spherical target '^ '*Sn irradiated with '^ O ion beam. The spin distributions of the energy 
levels of the evaporation residues populated through ICF channel (observed from forward 
cone a-gated spectra) has been measured in addition to the evaporation residues 
populated through CF channel (observed from backward cone a-gated spectra). Residues 
populated through CF are also identified from singles spectra in xn emission channel. 
These study show that in ICF the yield are almost constant up to a certain angular 
momentum and then falls unlike in complete fusion where the yield falls exponentially 
vnih high spin. It is observed that there is a presence of strong side feeding to the lower 
spin states in evaporation residues populated by CF of fusion-evaporation process. It has 
been observed that the driving input angular momentum Jo associated with incomplete 
fusion residues are relatively higher than complete fusion residues and increases with 
direct a-multiplicity. Hence, the average input angular momentum increases with 
decreasing degrees of linear momentum transfer from projectile to the target nucleus. The 
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observation clearly shows that lower i -values do not contribute to the ICF, significantly 
and hence the ICF reactions are at relatively higher input angular momentum and hence 
lead to peripheral interaction. The reaction channels that are identified as produced in 
ICF channel, detected in forward cone in coincidence with "fasf a/2a-particles 
(incompletely fused a-particles) are: '"Ba (a3n), '^ ^Ba (a4n), '^'Ba (a5n), '^'Cs (ap4n), 
'^ ^Xe (a2pn), '^ °Xe (2a2n), '^ ^Xe (2a4n) and '^ I^ (2ap4n). These residues are produced 
in the break-up of the projectile '^ O into '^ C+'*He or *Be+*Be fragments, followed by 
fusion of one of the fragments with the target nucleus. Present data endorse the previous 
findings [12-14]. 
However, such experimental data on heavy ion (HI) interaction with spherical 
targets are scarce. More and more experimental data are needed to have a better insight 
into the reaction dynamics that is involved at energies above Coulomb barrier and below 
10 MeV/nucleon. The present measurements may be of use in developing a model for 
incomplete fiision dynamics, below 10 MeV/nucleon energy. 
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rnrrections incorpn^^t.H in the thesk in theli^ht of V.xammar^sReEort 
> The experimental data presented in the thesis submitted by Mr. Dhaimendra Singh are the 
original work to the best of my knowledge and no data is available in literature for the 
systems and energy reported in the thesis. 
> Mr. Dharmendra Singh has revised his in the light of the examiner's report on his thesis. 
Analysis of the data presented in the thesis has been checked and corrections wherever 
required have been are made. Mistakes in the data extraction and data feeding in the 
computation have been corrected. Write-up of the thesis has been changed to improve the 
contents. 
> In the re-analysis of the experimental data for obtaining the excitation functions, feeding 
from short-lived precursors, as pointed by the examiner, has been properly taken into 
account and removed as detailed below: 
Since the residual activity in the irradiated samples have been recorded at 
increasing time for several days, the contributions of the feeding from the short-lived 
precursors have been removed by re-analyzing the experimental data, recorded after the 
complete decay of the precursors to the residues of interest and subtracting their 
contributions using Cavinato et al [1] formulation. The expressions used for the removal 
of precursor's contribution given by Cavinato et al [1] have been given in Chapter 2, 
under Section 2.1.5 as equations (2.15) and (2.16). Based on this formulation the 
candidate has developed twenty-six expressions: (3.1), (3.2), 
(3.25), (3.26), given in Chapter 3, under Section 3.1. These expressions take care of 
cumulative and independent cross-sections of the final residues produced in precursor 
decay also in all the four projectile-target systems '^0+''^Sc, '^0+^'*Ge, ^'^e+^^Co and 
^°Ne+'^ ^Ho. The precursor cross-sections have been subtracted from the measured 
cumulative cross-sections to obtain the independent cross-sections using the above 
mentioned expressions. The measured independent cross-sections are then compared with 
PACE-2 predictions. The detailed method of removal of precursor contribution from the 
measured cumulative cross-section is described in Chapter 2, under Section 2.1.5. In the 
re-analysis of the experimental data some more experimental points are also found in 
some of the reactions and have been incorporated in the revised version of the thesis. 
In the earlier version of the thesis, generally, independent cross-sections were 
reported directly, but cimiulative cross-sections were not reported in many excitation 
functions, particularly in *^ 0+'*^ Sc and '^ 0+ '^*Ge systems. However, in the revised 
version both independent and cumulative measured cross-sections are separately included 
in tables as well as figures, wherever observed. In the re-analysis of the experimental data 
taking precursor decay consideration into account as discussed earlier, some changes 
were noticed and the corrected values are now incorporated in measiu-ed excitation 
function-tables in Chapter 3, under Section 3.1 as well as figures in Chapter 5, under 
Section 5.2, for each projectile-target systems. 
In some of the measured excitation functions where removal of precursor 
contribution is not possible, the measured cumulative cross-sections are compared with 
the theoretical cumulative cross-sections. 
From the measured excitation functions, the incomplete fusion contributions and 
incomplete fusion fraction of the total fusion cross-section for each projectile-target 
system have now been estimated following the new method adopted in Ref [2]. 
published recently in Phvs. Rev C. 
> As far as PACE-2 calculations are concerned, I would like to mention that we have used 
two versions of PACE-2 codes for comparison of the measured excitation functions. 
For the two projectile-target systems '^0+ ^^ Sc and '^0+ '^*Ge, in which Oxygen 
ion beam is used as a projectile, the modified PACE-2 version [3], which takes into 
account the excitation energy dependence of level density parameter, using Kataria, 
Ramamvirthy and Kapoor (KRK) formula [4], has been used, while for ^^e+^^Co and 
°^Ne+'^ ^Ho systems, in which Neon ion beam is used for irradiation, the conventional 
PACE-2 version has been used in which Gilbert-Cameron [5] formalism for level density 
parameter has been adopted. 
Regarding PACE-2 calculations of total fifty measured excitation functions 
reported earlier and plotted in Figs.5.1 (a)-(f), 5.2(a)-(e), 5.4(a)-(d), 5.5(a)-(e), 5.7(a)-(f), 
5.8(a)-(e), 5.9(a)-(d), 5.11(a)-(f), 5.12(a)-(f), 5.13(a)-(c), in all four projectile-target 
systems '*0+'*^Sc, '^ 0+^^Ge, ^Ve+^^Co and ^'^e+'^^Ho, the PACE-2 calculations were 
checked and it has been found that most of the reported calculations are the same. 
However, little changes were detected in few excitation fiinctions, which have been 
corrected now in the revised thesis. This may probably be due to wrong data feeding. It is 
important to mention here that in earlier PACE-2 calculations, the target spins were not 
considered but in the new calculations with PACE-2, the target spins are also considered. 
So, a little change observed in some of the new PACE-2 calculations may be due to target 
spin considerations. 
For ^ "Ne+'^ ^Ho system, the comparison of measured excitation functions has been 
done with PACE-2 calculations using ^=12 (because K=\2 is more realistic than 14), 
while in earlier version of the thesis theoretical calculations were done using K=\4. 
However, for two excitation functions '^ ^Ho(Ne, p2n)'*^0s and '^ HoCNe, p3n)'^'0s 
mistakes in the PACE-2 calculations were noticed and have been corrected in the revised 
version. This may probably be due to wrong data feeding. In the revised version of the 
thesis now a total of fifty-nine excitation fimctions are measured and are displayed in 
Figs. 5.1(a)-(f), 5.2(a)-(f), 5.4(a)-(f), 5.5(a)-(e), 5.7(a)-(f), 5.8(a)-(f), 5.9(a)-(f), 5.11(a)-
(f), 5.12(a)-(f) and 5.13(a)-(f). 
In the re-analysis of the experimental data nine more evaporation residues 
produced in the reaction channels ''^Sc(0,2ap4n)''*Cr, '"'Ge('^0, ap4n)^'Rb, 
^'*Ge('^0,2ap5n)^^Br, ^'Co(Ne, pn)''Kr, ^^Co(Ne, ap4n) ^°Se, ^^Co(Ne, 2a2n) ^^ As, 
'"Ho(Ne, 3n)'*^Ir, '"Ho(Ne, a4n)'''Re and '"Ho(Ne, 2a)'^'Ta have been 
identified and excitation functions corresponding to them have been measured and their 
comparisons are made with theoretical predictions. The new measured excitation 
functions are incorporated in the thesis in Tables 3.6, 3.12, 3.14, 3.16, 3.17, 3.22, 3.25 
and 3.27 and are also displayed in Figs. 5.2(e), 5.5 (c), 5.5(e), 5.7(a), 5.8(a), 5.8(e), 
5.11(a), 5.12(a) and 5.12(f). 
> In the measurement of recoil range distribution, a stack comprising of '^ ^Ho target foil 
followed by fifteen thin Al-catcher foils is irradiated with ion beam and forward recoil 
range distributions of the produced residues have been measured. Fast moving light 
particles are expected to pass through the stack with very little energy loss. Hence, most 
of the y-activities produced in the catcher foils are due to slow heavy residues populated 
via complete fusion and/or incomplete fusion reactions. However, the description of 
recoil range distribution of evaporation residues has been re-written giving more 
technical details, citing the recent publications Refs. [6], [7], [8] and [9] in which similar 
work has been done by other groups and similar results were observed. 
In the new RRD data analysis, recoil range distribution of one new evaporation 
residue '^ ^Ta has also been observed. This is included in Table 3.33 and is displayed in 
Fig. 5.17(a). Its resolved components are also displayed in Fig. 5.19(c). 
> The In-beam part of the thesis containing particle-gamma coincidence experiment, the 
write-up of the spin distributions in complete and incomplete fusion reactions has been 
revised and re-written to get more clear picture of the result obtained particularly in 
Chapter 5 under Section 5.4 and justification of the result has been given by citing our 
similar collaborative work published recently in Phys. Rev. C [10], in which 
Mr. Dharmendra Singh and my-self are co-authors. 
> In Chapter 2, Fig.2.14 [Charged Particle Detector Array (CPDA)] has been modified to 
have more clarity and a new Fig.2.15 has been included to show the top view of the 
(CPDA+GDA) configuration. 
> In Chapter 5, one more table has been added as Table 5.1 in the revised version of the 
thesis, to show the experimentally measured most probable ranges Rpiexp) of the 
produced evaporation residues, deduced from the RRD curves. 
> The conclusion part of the thesis in Chapter 5 has also been thoroughly revised. 
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